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PREFACE

This is the fourth Yearbook of the Linguistic Association of
Finland. Its general structure follows the tradition established in 1988.
The first section contains articles based on presentations given at the
Seminar on Typology and Linguistic Universals, organized by the As-
sociation in Helsinki, on October 26 - 27,1990, and the second section
consists of other contributions. Of the talks given at the seminar, Pekka
Sammallahti's discussion of Saami word order has been published
elsewherer.

The seminar and the present publication have a deliberate Fen-
no-Ugric bias. Active research on language typology and universals can
hardly be said to characterize present-day Finnish linguistics. On the
other hand, there is considerable expertise on Fenno-Ugric languages -
something that could, a¡rd should, be more widely available to the wider
linguistic community. One of the aims of the seminar was to establish a

closer connection between this research tradition and the typological
perspective. With this in mind, general presentations were invited from
two renowned typologists, Anna Siewierska (Universities of Gdansk and
Amsterdam) and Ekkehard König (Freie Universität Berlin).

Generally speaking, research on typology and linguistic universals
is the very heart of general linguistics rather than one of its special
areas. Currently, the most fundamental theoretical controversy in linguis-
tics is between the strictly organized Chomskyan perspective that relies
on autonomous, genetically transmitted structural parameters, and the
more diverse approaches to language as the product of various cognitive
and social factors. (This controversy is discussed by Esa Itkonen in ttris

t No Passing, no Xing: Traffic Regulations for Saami Vy'ord Order. Lea l¿itinen,
Pirkko Nuolij¡irvi and Mirja Saari (eds.) Leikkauspßte. Kirjoitul<sia ilvnisestä ja
kíelestö. Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden seura 199 l.
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volume.) But however different the theories on the status of universals
and tlreir explanations, it is a view on universals of both language and
cognition that give linguistic typology its meaning. Thus, the t¡'pological
perspective deserves continuous attention and will, we hope, be further
promoted by our Association in the future.

Maria Vilkuna
Arto Anttila
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The History of lrish in a Typological perspective

Anders Ahlqvist

THE PURposE of this paperl is to give general linguists with an interest in
language typology a few concrete examples of how a particular language
works in this perspective. In other words, this paper will not set out to try
to make many theoretical points; instead it will concentrate on providing
potential makers of such points with a few hopefully reasonably useful
pieces of material to work with rhe fact that the particular lanluage in
question is one with an unma¡ked work order not usually found in other
European languages may add to its attractions for the audience of this
gathering. The order in question is v[erb] S[ubject] olbjectl and our first
example2 will show neatly how it works in Classical Old lrish:

l. beoigidir in spirut in corp infecht so,the spirit now quickens
the body' (1980:107)

I have chosen this example because the subject in spirut and the object
in corp are obvious loan-words from Latin and therefore very easy to
identify. Also note the pronunciation /in gorp/of in corp. This illustrates
a very special feature of lrish, which is that of the initial mutations, in this
case that particular mutation which is called eclipsis or nasalisation (cp.
Thurneysen 1946:147) and seryes, among other things to mark an object
noun after a definite article. Here the old Irish spelling ignores the
mutation, but we know that the actual pronunciation did not.

Then we may pass to the second exampre, which illustrates a few other
features of Irish word order:

ll.am grateful to SrIe Mhic Dhonncha for most valuabre herp with preparing it forpublication.
2I have taken rhe examples from 

^previously published work, which (for the sake of

tïålP"iiä'J1*:ï,",îå',"i,.îlìl,lt.m:;l:#;':;,'¿t:iinli:åå'lå'#r'¿i[ïjåmanuscripts may be iequireà.
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2. fo bésad lír trebuir crenas tíir dia chlaind.after the manner
of a prudent man who buys land for his children, (1977:269)

In the first two words, we find, as we should expect, that kish is a
prepositional language. Then fir trebuir illustrate a couple of things: /ir
means 'man's', i.e. it is the noun'man'in the genitive case and the adjective
follows, also inflected for the genitive case. The next word, crenas, means
'who buys' and shows that in relative construction the relative comes after
the noun, so that there are no participial constructions like ostavan ...
rniehen found in the Finnish translation3 of this whole sentence. Also, notice
a most interesting feature of hish which is that where the relative in other
languages is expressed by a pronoun, a verbal ending may look after that in
kish. Thus, the ending -s is in fact what corresponds to English who, that
or which. In the absence of the relative ending, there would have been
another form, crenaid, that simply means .buys'. Tír, then, means .land,

and is naturally in the accusative case even there happens to be no overt
marker of it in this particular instance. Dia chlaind illustrates yet another
feature of word order in the language, in that dia is actually a contraction of
the preposition do 'to' and a possessive pronoun c .his,. 

Once more, we may
observe the fact that lrish is a propositional language. on the other hand, it
is worth observing that possessive pronouns (unlike nouns in the genitive
case) precede their nouns, which is a significant difference.

With that, we may proceed to a study of the next example:

3. is Críst pridchimme ,itis Christ that we preach, (1977:273)

Now this illustrates a very important fact about kish, which is thât cleft
sentences are found'in it and in actual fact rather frequently. It is a very
significant feature of this as of other vso languages, such the south
American one described by payne (1990) or the polynesian one Biggs
(1973) deals with. Also, we may again observe how the relative marker is
incorporated in the verb itself: in pridchitnme, -e is that which corresponds
to the -s of crenas in the previous example. The linle word ¡'s is the cõpuh,

31.e. lapsitteen mtattct ostov(m varovaisen miehen topaan
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which is naturally etymologically connected with the word which is spelt
exactly the same way in English; on the other hand there is no equivalent of
the dummy pronoun if.

4. r-a.deimnigestar Día tressa cetharde.God has certified it by
the four things' (1977:267)

Example 4 first of all again shows the verb at the very beginning of the
sentence. It also exhibits a feature that is no longer present in Modern kish:
we shall see below how that works. In old kish, object pronouns and object
nouns do not occupy the same position in the sentence. Instead, the
pronominal object takes the shape of a something that is called an infixed
pronoun (see further Thurneysen 1946:255-270) in Irish grammar but
corresponds structurally speaking fairly neatly to the 'þronom atone', of
French grÍrmmar (see chevalier & others r964:229).In this instance the
infixed pronoun is the a which follows the hyphen after the initial r-, so that
this a may be trtanslated into English by 'it'. The r is not part of the verb
either: it is a verbal particle¿ which makes this particular verbal form into a
perfect.

The infixed pronouns can occur in other positions than with, so to speak,
proper verbs. An example of this is found in example 5:

5. issum êcen precept ar m'étiuth,it is necessary for me to teach
for my raiment' (1977:268)

what we are dealing with here is, if we look at issurn écen, i.e. the first
two graphic words as printed in this example, primarily that the initial one
actually consists of two parts, namely the copula (cp. the first element in
example 3) and an infixed pronoun, which thus corresponds to the English
hanslation 'for me'. It has a dative sense here (cp. Thurneysen 1946:255-6)
so that from the point of view of its meaning it may well be compared to a
Latin phrase like esr mihi ... structurally speaking, the copula (with or
without infixed pronoun) and what immediately follows may be described -
4It seems worth a footnote to remind slavicists that it derives (etymologically speaking)from a form þro.
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see further my (1977:267-8) remarks - as a full predicate, corresponding
to the finite verbs of sentences with verbs other than the copula. Noie above
all that this allows one to treat both kinds of predicate: nominal (often, but
not alwayss preceded by the copula) and verbal ones, as having
fundamentally identical patterns of word order.

so far I have been discussing classical ord hish,o which is the language
attested from about 600 to around 900 A.D. The examples given hitherto
are ones from more or less normal prose, in which the normar order of
words is substantially that described up to now. on the other hand, there are
examples from archaic old kish, which exhibit a word order type very
different from that dealt with above and which is soV or at any raæz verb
final. Example 6 gives a good example of what I have in mind:

6. no-m. Choimdiu ,coíma [*no-m.choíma Coimdiu],the Lord
cherishes me' (1977: 108)

Here we have something often described as tmesis: in other words, part
of the sentences remains at the beginning, the rest - including the main part
of the verb - is left at the end. The intial part consists of theìerbal particle
¿o, which in grammatical works (cp. Thurneysen L946:34g) is usualry
described as having no meaning. However, that does not mean that it has no
function. In this case its function is to introduce (or to cany) the infixed
pronoun 'm, which is the same lst singular pronoun we have looked at in
the previous example. The comes the subject and finally the verb. In

5Cp. Thurneyse n 1946:494, and note that it seems very intuitive to treat the omission ofthe coputa.as a case where it may.be understood,iítrre, tnãn ii äïi,ärãi'lîiä.ti.pauern with roughry rhe same meañing: as ThurneyGn uery aptry,emå.tï,-.:.rdiüur*
do nor, however..constirure a separaTe cla^"s butäiãconéttrictéoiiactryi rüõ'iñåï. inwhich rhe copula js expressed; hence they cannõt ue compared with the nominalsentences of some Semitic languages..'
6See further Thurneysen 1946: I a;d 673 for the periodisation of kish./cp. Payne 1990:2 for some interesting.parallels and note that she too tries to exolain

;:tr;ïÊJlffijies 
in the ranguage descäüed uy Àsumi¡re irräiïî;iË; fi;üius",
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brackets afterwards, introduced by an asterisk,8 we may stop to ponder
what the same sentence would have looked like, if construcìe¿ in
accordance with the more usual rules of classical old Irish prose.

The archaic material has certain other interesting ways of treating
syntax like this. One example is:

7. is tré fir flaithimon mortlit i mórslóg no márlóchit di
duîneib 'dingabar [*is té fr ftaithirnon do.ingabar mortrit i
rnórslóg no mórróchit di duíneibl 'it is through the justice of the
ruler that great mortality from a great army or a great lightning
is keptfrompeople' (t977:270-l; l9g0:tOg; l9g4: 156)

In this one we firstly have an introductory cleft sentence - is trê f r
flaithimon - followed by what functionally speaking may be described as
the main part of the sentence, with the verb -dingabar at the very end. Now
if we compare this with the corresponding sentence [with ttre asterisk: *] in
ordinary prose' we may observe a morphological difference in that the two
sentences clearly exhibit different morphological types in these two cases:
the sentence final verb .dingabar is prototonic and the other one,
do'ingabar, is deuterotonic in form.g In the following example we see much
the same pattern at work, except that the final verb retains the same relative
form in both cases:lo

f. is tré fr flaithirnon cóch comarbæ cona chtí ina chóemorbæ
clandas [*is tré fr flaithimon (ß) comarbæ cdch clandas cona
chlí ina cháemorbæl 'it is through the justice of the ruler that
everyone is an heir who installs himself with his house_post into
his own inheritance.(1980: 109; 1984: 156)

Eryote th{ it here has neither the function it usually has in historical linguistics nor thatofæn assigned toìt by transformationalists; ¡ere üiímplv means that the sentence has noryet been aftested but Seems acceptable to cid Irist sctölå.r.
9c.p. Thurneysen.lg46:2i-9 and 351 for these rwo rerms and further 327-g forthe soVpattems discussed here.
l0I have commented on this at more length elsewhere (r9g5a:l42and 1990:3-5).
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With the next example, we proceed to Modern hish. This example was
written during the 17th century, and that means that we have moved away
quite considerably from the kind of language dealt with hitherto.

9. gur mharbh caor theintighe san leith thoir don Fhraingc
kíimh le sliabh Alpa á ('so that lightning killed him (= é ) inthe
east of France, beside the Alp mountain (1976:17l)

It illustrates a rather interesting feature of Modern Irish syntax, that has
to do with the position of object pronouns. As this shows, Modern lrish no
longer uses infixed pronouns to denote objective ones. Instead, there is an
independent süessed pronoun which has the peculiarity that it usually but
not entirely regularly is found at the end of the sentence. It is a feature that
has interested linguists. Siewierska, for instance, has had (1988:36) this to
say about it:

And in Irish (McCloskey 1983[:10-l]), a VSO language,

while nominal objects may in a variety of circumstances

appear to the right of prepositional phrases or adverbials,

pronominal objects (other than in the possessive

construction) are normally clause final.

This is quite so, as fa¡ it goes, but unfortunately McCloskey himself
actually has little to say about the matter in the article siewierska refers to.
He starts (1983:10) as follows:

The order of objects with respect to other elements of the

clause is a little freer than is that of subjects. Under a variety;of 
circumstances, objects may appear to the right of

prepositional phrases. Clausal objects, for instance, and

'heavy' NP objects normally appear clause-finally.

In a a reasonably helpful fashion, he gives some quite relevant examples
of this "a little freer" word order, but about object pronouns, he merely
(1983:1 l) has this:
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More surprisingly, perhaps, pronominal objects normally
appear clause-finally:

(6) thue sé dom inné é

gave he to-me yesterday it

However, explanations have been proposed for this syntactic trait.
Stenson, for instance, has: attempted (l9gl:45) to do so, as follows:

One possible explanation for the final position of direct and
indirect object pronouns may lie in the need to keep the
relatively important semantic content of the phonologically
small constiruents from being buried and lost in the middle of
the sentence by giving them this more prominent position at
the end.

This might at first sight seem quite plausible, but even if it does, one may
very well wonder why other European languages do not behave in a like
fashion, since semantic or functional reasons like the ones just mentioned
would of course apply fairly equally in different languages, irrespective of
genetic or historical considerations, as long as similar environments are
encountered, in respect of conditions like "phonologically small
constituents". In this particular case, however, it seems to me by far easiest
to look at this in a historical fashion. In Middle lrish,ll one still finds the
infixed pronoun that I mentioned earlier, but at the same time it may quite
oftenl2 be reinforced by an independent pronoun at the end of the sentence,
as in:

10. do-s.ber diabul fo smacht iat .le diable les met en son
pouvoir, eux' (197 6:17 5)

I lWhich may be daæd from roughly 900 to sometime about 1200.
r¿See my (especially 1976, but 4so l9g5) a¡ticles for further examples, including caseswhere the pronoun i! subject and ones where the verb is a passrve or mpersonal one.
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The pattern here is clear: the verb is there at the very beginning, with a
clearly infixed pronoun: -s. 'them', reinforced, at the very enã of the
sentence, by an independent pronoun i¿¿ which naturally has the meaning:
compare the French equivalents les and eux in my translation, above. In
English, it is less easy to translate this sort of thing literally.

Finally, having argued firmry against one admittedry rather tentative
conclusion of stenson's, I should to end this paper by stating how much I
agree with her when she (1981:29) states that:

There is no evidence whatsoever for the syntactic category
verb phrase in Irish. Verb and object are rarely contiguous.

Those last six words are quite crucial to the issue: in fact they state all
that really (as it currentry seems to me) needs saying about this particular
matter.
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ZUR KASUSKENNZEICHNUNG DES OBJEKTS
IM MORDWINISCHEN

ALHO ALHONIEMI
Universität Turkt

O. ZUR EINLEITUNG

Die sich in einer Sprache in unterschiedliche Richtung auswir-
kenden VerÈinderungstendenzenkönnen dazu ftihren, dass sich auch nahe

venvandte Sprachen in bestimmten Bereichen strukturell voneinander
entfernen. Diese Erscheinung lässt sich auf syntaktischer Ebene im
Objektgebrauch der Wolgasprachen erkennen. Im Marischen ist das

Objekt des finiten Verbs praktisch immerein n-Objekt. In dem mit dem
Marischen natre verwandten Mordwinischen komplizieren sich dagegen

die Verhältnisse im Vergleich mit allen anderen finnisch-ugrischen
Sprachen.

I.ZV[.d VERGLEICH: DAS OBJEKTSYSTEM DES
FINNISCHEN

Das Objektsystem des Mordwinischen ist in vieler Hinsicht sehr

ungewöhnlich und originell. Es bestehen jedoch einige Anknüpfungs-
punkæ zum Objektgebrauch im Finnischen. Darum ist es vielleicht am

besten, vor der Behandlung des Mordwinischen ganz kutz auf das

Objektsystem des Finnischen einzugehen.
Im Finnischen kann das Objekt in drei Kasusformen auftreten, die

zwei Oppositionen bilden. Die Opposition zwischen Nominativ und
Genitiv ist rein syntaktisch; der Kasus håürgt völlig von der Form des

Bezugsverbs ab. Anstatt des üblicheren Genitivobjekts wird das Nomina-

tivobjekt gebraucht, wenn das P*idikat z.B. passivförmig ist, z.B.

(t) Mies toi pojan huoneeseen.

Mannbrachæ Sohn-Gen ir¡s Zimmer

'Der Mann brachte den Sohn ins Zimmer.'
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(2) Poika tuotiin huoneeseen.
Sohn-Nom brachte-Pass ins Zimmer
'Der Sohn wurde ins Zimmer gebracht.'

Dieses Phänomen hat im Mordwinischen keine Entsprechung.
Dazu kennt das Finnische die Opposition zwischen Genitiv bzw.

Nominativ (= sog. Totalobjek$ einerseits und Partitiv andererseits. Weil
Totalobjekt und Partitivobjekt auch in den gleichen Kontexten vorkommen
können, ist es klar, dass bei ihrer Verwendung eine Bedeutungsopposition
gegeben ist. Meistens geht man davon aus, dass das Totalobjekt in dieser
Opposition merkmallos ist, das Partitivobjekt merkmalhaft.

Für den Gebrauch des Partitivs können zwei unterschiedliche
Gründe massgebend sein:

1. Wenn das Objekt eine unteilbare Grösse erfasst, kann man mit
dem Partitivobjekt nur lrresultativit?it ausdrücken, z.B.

(3) Mies toi poikaa huoneeseen.
Mann brachte Sohn-Part ins Zimmer.
'Der Mann war dabei, den Sohn ins Zimmer zu bringen.
(Es ist nicht aber klar, ob es gelang.)'

2. Wenn das Objekt eine teilbare Grösse erfasst - meistens eine
Stoffbezeichnung -, kann das Partitivobjekt auch in einem resultativen
Satz gebraucht werden; der Partitiv drückt hierbei eine nicht-totale
Quantität aus, z.B.

(4) Mies toi lunta saappaissaan huoneeseen.
Mann brachte Schnee-Part an seinen Stiefeln ins Zimmer
'Der Mann brachte an seinen Stiefeln (haftenden) Schnee
ins Zimmer.'

2. WIEDERGABE DES OBJEKTS IM MORDWINISCHEN

Das Mordwinische drückt mit Objekten verschiedenen Typs
Irresultativität und Nicht-Totalität aus. Der Gebrauch des Objekts ist
jedoch in dieser Sprache komplizierter.

Grammatiken und einschlägigen Untersuchungen zufolge kann das
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Objekt im Mordwinischen in vier Kasus auftreten. Die Tatsache, dass
diese Sprache ausser einer indefiniten Deklination noch eine definite
Deklination kennt, vermehrt noch die 7,ahl der Objektsformen. Aber das
Gesamtbild des Objektbestands wird noch dadurch heterogener, dass
neben den 'normalen' synthetischen Lokalkasusformen auch ent-
sprechende analytische Kasusformen, eine Art von Postpositional-
konstruktionen, vorkommen. Und in dieser Hinsicht bestehen zwischen
den Hauptdialekten des Mordwinischen, Erza und Mokscha, bestimmte
Unterschiede. Ich behandele hier den Objektgebrauch des Mordwinischen
auf einer so allgemeinen Ebene, dass sich meine Darlegungen auf das
ganze Mordwinische beziehen, obgleich ich ausser einem Beispiel,
nämlich (21), nur die erzanischen Belege anft¡hre.

Aber in beiden Dialekten stösst man noch auf ein besonderes
Phåinomen, und dies ist eine Objektskonjugation, die noch den Objekt-
gebrauch kompliziert; minels der Formen dieser Konjugation ist es auch
allein möglich, das definite Objekt auszudrücken. In den morphologischen
Erklärungen der mordwinischen Sätze deuten die Abkürzungen nach der
Abktirzung der Objektskonjugation namentlich auf Person und Numerus
des Objekts hin, z.B. Objk3Sg = Form der Objektskonjugation, deren
Objekt 3. Person im Singular ist.

Mitæl zurWiedergabe des Objekts:

a. Nom.

b. Gen.

c.

d.

Son SimS ð4i stopka.
er trank-Subjk Tee-indefNom Glas-indefNom

'Er trank ein Glas Tee.'

lvÞáe ve5at, ieñ maksan.
was bittest das-indefGen gebe-Subjk

'Worum du bittest, das gebe ich.'

Veígiz sevi2e Marfañ.
Wolf frass-Objk3Sg Marfa-indefGen
'Der Wolf frass Marfa auf.'

Püant' pidet'ano.
B ier-defGen brauen-Subjk

'Wir werden Bier brauen.'
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Son Simifu 6e ved'eñt'.
er trank-Objk3sg das Wasser-deffien

'Er trank das Wasser aus.'

At'aS kevkSdñi paüóat'ñese:
Greis fragt-Subjk Hiræn-defkress

'Der Alte fragt die Hirten:'

Sonskaloñt' ejse vani.
er Kuh-defGen Postp-lness hütet-Subjk

'Er hütet die Kuh.'

Son SimS ðajde.
er rank-SubjkTee-indefAbl
'Er trank Tee.'

Son ßiml t'e vinadoñt'.
er trank-Subjk diesSchnaps-defAbl
'Er trank von diesem Schnaps.'

Son 6imß t'e vinaút' ejste.
er trank-Subjk dies Schnaps-defGen Postp-Elat

'Er trank von diesem Schnaps.'

Simiáe.
trank-Objk3SC

'Er trank ihn (den Schnaps) aus.'

Mejfe kevk3t't'adií:
dann fragen-Objk2Sg

'Dann fragen sie dich:'

tÞ

l.

f. Wokasus

h. \iloher-
kasus

k. Def.
Konj.

J

l.

Die Verwendung der Subjekts- und Objektskonjugation
demonstriert diese Tabelle :

Subjektskonjugation +
Nominativ (Beispiel a)
Genitiv (Beispiele b, d)
rrly'okasus @eispiele f-g)
Woherkasus @eispiele h-j)
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Objekskonjugation + Genitiv @eispiele c, e)
(Suffix des Prlidikats) (Beispiele k-l)

Meine Tabelle zeigt, dass die meisten Kasusformen, mit deren
Hilfe ein Objekt ausgedrückt wird, namentlich definit sind. Nur das

Nominativobjekt ist immer indefinit; dazu gibt es unter den Genitiv- und
Woherkasusobjekten indefinite Formen.

Die formal indefïniten Genitivobjekte des finiten Prädikats sind
beinalre immer Eigennamen oder Pronomina, vor allem Demonstrativ- und
Personalpronomina. Und diese indefiniten Genitivformen werden wie die
finiten Genitivformen anderer Wörter gebraucht. So herrscht hier also
zwischen den Genitivformen keine funktionale Opposition. Eine inhalt-
liche Opposition zwischen definiten und indefiniten Objektsformen ist also
nur bei V/oherkasusobjekten gegeben.

Allerdings ist der Gebrauch der Woherkasusobjekte auf andere
Weise sehr begrenzfi mehrere Grammatiken erwåihnen, dass nur zu den
Verben mit der Bedeutung 'essen' oder 'trinken' Woherkasusobjekte
treten. Und diese Regel gilt meistens. So kann man z.B. mit dem Verb
poiems'beissen' ein Woherkasusobjekt verknüpfen, wenn z.B. ein
Hund einen Knochen frisst (eig. beisst); dagegen ist ein Objekt dieses
Typs unmöglich, wenn ein bissiger Hund einen Menschen beisst.

3. GEBRAUCH DES VERBS STUøUS 'TRINKEN'

Bei den Verben des Essens und Trinkens können jedoch auch
Objekte anderen Typs vorkommen, wie dies schon meine Objekttabelle
zeigt. Nun erhebt sich folgende Frage: wie verhalten sich die verschieden-

artigen Objekæ zueinander? Ich demonstriere dies hier nur anhand eines
Verbs, und zwar anhand des Verbs íitnems 'trinken', und versuche mit
Hilfe dieses Verbs die zentralen Prinzipien des Objektgebrauchs im
Mordwinischen zu illustrieren. Bei diesem Verb fungiert der Objekt-
gebrauch vielleicht am kompliziertesten. Das Verb íimems 'trinken' wird
erstens intransitiv gebraucht. Diese Venpendung veranschaulicht Beleg
(5).
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a Siñi, a jarci, i to þKk6e.
nicht tinkt-Subjk nicht isst-Subjk und dennoch voll
'Trinkt nicht, isst nicht, und dessen ungeachtet ist es voll.'
(JSFOu 1894,25)

3.1. Partialobjekte des Verbs límems

Es ist am besten, die TransitivfÌille für diese Untersuchung in zwei
Gruppen einzuteilen. Die erste Gruppe bilden die Fälle, bei denen durch
das Objekt eine partiale Stoffbezeichnung erfasst wird. Die andere Gruppe
wird von den Säøen gebildet, deren Objekt ein Toølobjekt ist.

Die Beispiele zeigen, dass ein partiales Stoffbezeichnungsobjekt
beinahe immer eine indefinite oder definite Woherkasusform (6-9)
darstellt. Als Woherkasusobjekte werden im ganzen Spachgebiet in der
Regel Ablativformen verwendet. Im Erzamordwinischen sind jedoch die
Woherkasusformen von ez -stämmigen Postpositionen immer Elative,
und zwar auch in den Objektkonstruktionen (9). Aber auch ein
Nominativobjekt ist nicht ganz unbekannt, siehe z.B. Beleg (10).

(6) í€ft'Fk Sirhevefei ravåo írei'$izen
sehr gem möchte trinken-Subjk schwar¿ Wolf-indefGen

lofcodo.
Milch-indefAbl

'Ich möchte sehr gern Milch einer schwarzen Wölfin
trinken.' (MSFOu 1941, 217)

-- Simi vinadoñt'--
trank-Subjk Branntwein-defAbl

'- - er trank vom (bekannten) Branntwein - -' (UPTMN
t967,172)

-- pijadonok ta-kije 6imi --
Bier-AblPxlPl jemand trank-Subjk

'- - unser Bier hat jemand getrunken - -' (UPTMN 1967,
290)

Q)

(8)
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sü rírejle karmaSt' iiríreríre
sie darauf begannen-Subjk trinken-hf

iinañt' ejste.
Brarurtwein-defGen Postp-Elat

'Darauf fingen sie an vom Brann¡pein zu trinken.' (JSFOU

t894,94)
jarsat, úreíi, pifuríret', iimat,
frisst-Subjk sagt Hafer-indefNomPl trinkst-Subjk

.t w . t almen, svezoj veo --
sagt frisch Wasser-indefNom

'Du frisst (immer), sagt (der Ochse zum Hengst), Hafer,

trinkst (immer), sagt er, frisches Wasser - -' (MSFOu
r94t,275)

Ichhabe lange angenonìmen, dass die seltenen Nominativobjekte
einfach durch Schwankungen im Sprachgebrauch veranlasst würden. Es

ist nämlich zu beachten, dass bei Verben, mit denen keine Woherkasus-
objekte verknüpft werden, die indefiniten Stoffbezeichnungsobjekte
immer nominativisch sind, z.B.

(1 1) puôt' ikelem ñd -- leñSt'
stellten-Subjk vormir Honig-indefNom brachten-Subjk

t'eñ úina --
mir Branntwein-indefNom

'Sie reichten mir Honig dar - - Sie brachten Branntwein

herbei (eig. mir) - -' (JSFOu 1894, ll7)

Aber all¡nåihlich wurde mir klar, dass die Nominativobjekte bei den
Verben des Essens und Trinkens namentlich in den Såitzen auftreten, die
eine generische oder iterative Tätigkeit ausdrücken. So ist Beleg (12) ein
'normaler' Satz, Beleg (13) dagegen enthält eine Nebenbedeutung, wie
Doz. Aduschkina erkläræ.
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Mon Siman paro ðajde.
ich trinke-Subjk gut Tee-indefAbl

'Ich trinke guten Tee.'

Mon Sintr paro ðaj.
ich trinke-Sub3'k gut Tee-indefNom

'Ich trinke gem (od. immer) guten Tee.'

Dies ist das Schema für den Gebrauch der PaÍialobjekte beim Verb
íimems 'trinken':

stmems

ï'
.1,Nom.

Woherkasus Woherkasus

3.2. Totalobjekte des Verbs límems

Eine andere Gruppe von Objektsätzen mit dem Verb íimems
bilden, wie gesagt, diejenigen, die ein Totalobjekt enthalten. Das Total-
objekt ist meistens ein Quantor oder eine Nominalphrase, die aus einem
Quantor und einer Stoffbezeichnung zusammengesetzt ist, in einigen
Fällen aber auch eine blosse Stoffbezeichnung, die auf eine bestimmte
Stoffrnenge hindeuæt.

Auf den ersten Blick scheint es so zu sein, dass hier nur indefinites
Objekt und definites Objekt zueinander in Opposition stehen. Ein
indefiniæs Objekt wird mitæls des Nominativs ausgedrückt wie in den
Belegen (14-15). Ein definites Objekt wird mit Hilfe des Genitivs - wie in
den Belegen (16-18) - oder nur mit Hilfe des Verbsuffixes - wie in
(19 -20) wiedergegeben.
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- - koto ðetTeít' vina
sechs Vieræleimer-indefNom Branntr*'ein-indefNom

6imS --
trank-Subjk

'- -er trank sechs Vierteleimer Branntwein aus - -'
(UPTMN 1967,229r.

-- omôada Si{näâ' kuvas Paí Siúi --
zum zweiten Mal trinkend Bierfass-indefNom trinkt-Subjk

'- - mit zwei Schlucken trinkt er ein Dünnbier-Geftiss aus

--'(MSFOu 1981,440).

limse ullfiÍi5 óarkant' - -
trfurkt-Obß3sg Brautftihrer Spitzglas-deffien

'Der Brauführer trinkt das Spiøglas aus - -' (MSFOu
1981,50)
Babifu6 -- Sifîi?ß êârl,a'

Greisin rank-Objk3sg Spiøglas-indefNom

vinaát'.
Bræmtwein-defGen

'Die Alte - - trank ein Schnapsglas Branntwein aus.'
(UPTMN 1967,134)

-- ieste kiskañt' ma¡to iimsiúek re3e
dann Hund-deffien mit trinken-ObjklSg das ganze

ved'eñt'--
Wasser-defGen

'-- dann trinken wirmit dem Hund (= ich und der Hund)

das ganze Wasser aus - -' (UPTMN 1967 , 2ll')
Nurt'aS vinañt', Simi¿e.

goss-Subjk Branntwein-defGen trank-Objk3Sg

'Er goss Branntwein (aus der Flasche), trank ihn aus.'
(UPTMN 1967,L7L)
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(n) -- sajS butilka vina,
nahm-Subjk Flasche-indefNom Branntwein-indefNom
iinút€.
trank-Ob.¡k3Sg

'- - er nahm eine Flasche Branntwein, trank ihn aus.'
(LTPTMN 1967, t72)

Eine Eigentümlichkeit kommr in Beleg (17) nnnVorschein. Wenn
das Objekt eine Kombination aus Quantor und Stoffbezeichnung darstellt,
ist das deklinierende Wort im Mordwinischen Stoffbezeichnung, nicht
Quantor, wie z.B. im Finnischen.

Wie aus der Tabelle zu Beginn meiner Ausführungen ersichtlich
wird, kennt das Mordwinische auch ein Wokasusobjekt. Für ein solches
Objekt findet fast ausnahmslos eine Posþositionalkonstruktion mit dem
Inessiv der Postposition ez- Verwendung. In den Schriftsprachen wird
ein Pospositionsobjekt in Form eines Wokasus praktisch immer aus
Pronomen gebildet, in den Mundarten jedoch auch allgemein aus
Substantiven. Alle Postpositionalkonstruktionen mit ¿z- sind ih¡er Funk-
tion nach definitiv. Daher erfordert die Bildung eines Wokasusobjekts
stets definite Nomina. Mit einem Inessivobjekt wird im Mordwinischen
ein irresultatives Geschehen ausgedrückt, anderen Forschem zufolge auch
ein imperfektives.

Es erhebt sich jeøt folgende interessante Frage: Tritt ein Inessiv-
objekt ebenfalls zu den Verben, die auch mit einem Woherkasusobjekt
verbunden werden können, also mit einem Verb wie beispiels*eise
íimems?

Mir ist aus meinem Texûnaterial nur ein Fall bekannt, in dem mit
diesem Verb ein Inessivobjekt verknüpft ist. Es handelt sich um das
Beispiel (21), das aus einem mokschanischen Text stammt, d.h. aus einer
anderen Mundart als meine bisherigen Belege:

(21) (Mokscha) Uéaót' Simama ombaôä
begannen-Subjk trinken-Inf zweite
ðetTaÍt't' esa
Vierteleimer-defGen Posp-Iness.
'Sie begannen einen zweiten Vierteleimer zu trinken.'
(UPTMN 1966,50)
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Nach der Meinung von Frau Aduschkina, Dozentin an der Univer-
sität Saransk, die selbst Erzamordwinin ist, wãre ein entsprechender Satz

auch im Erzanischen völlig korrekt. Aduschkina und einige andere

Mordwinen halten auch das folgende, von mir gebildete erzamordwinische
Beispiel für akzepøbel, wenn auch Ausdrticke dieses Typs nicht sehr
üblich sind:

(n\ Son ñeji: ôorai Simi
er sieht junger Marm-defNom trinkt-Subjk

t'e vinaót' ejse.t
dies Branntwein-defGen Postp-Iness

'Er sieht: Der Junge ist dabei, diesen Schnaps zu trinken.'

Man kann also feststellen, dass im Erza- wie Mokschamordwi-
nischen zu dem Yerb íinems ein Objekt in Form einer Posçositional-
konstruktion mit ejse treten kann, wenn dies auch recht selten vorkommt.

Ich habe ausserdem ein paar Beispiele für das inessivische Objekt
auch bei den Verben des Essens gefunden. So kann man annehmen, dass

ebenfalls diese Verben ein Inessivobjekt zu sich nehmen.
Dies ist das Schema für den Gebrauch der Totalobjekte beim Verb

íimems 'trinken':

J

indef.

Nom.

resultat.
(perfekt.)

I

Obj.konj.
(+ Gen.)

ii"'
I Im Oktober 1990, wåih¡end des Typologieseminars, war mir noch
nicht bekannt, dass derartige Ausdücke im Mordwinischen grammatisch
sind.
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Hierhabe ich den Gesamtgebrauch des Verbs íimems'trinken' in
seinen Hauptzügen skizziert

aktuell

indef. resultat.
(perfekt.)

I

I

I

Obj.konj.
(+ Gen.)

.)

I

def. Nom.

(imperf

,"1,,.ø Nom. indef.
Wohe*. Woherk.

Ich habe am Anfang dieses Aufsatzes erwähnt, dass der Partitiv im
Finnischen zwei Funktionen hau Er drückt sowohl Partialität als auch
Irresultativität aus. Dagegen hat sich im Mordwinischen für beide Funk-
tionen ein eigener Objektstyp entwickelü Partialität wird über einen
Woherkasus zum Ausdruck gebracht, unvollendete Handlung - die dann
immer auch Irresultativitiit beinhaltet - über einen Wokasus. In einigen
Fällen können auch bei gleichem Konûext Woher- und Wokasus in einer
Funktionsop'position zueinander stehen. Das ist z.B. dann der Fall, wenn
das Verb ííme¡ns'trinken' Bezugswort ist.
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Textquellen

JSFOu = Joumal de la Société Finno-ougrienne. Helsinki 1886 -.
JSFOu 1894 = Proben der mordwinischen Volkslitæratur. GEsammelt von

H. Paasonen. JSFOu 12. Helsinki.
MSFOu = Mémoires de la Société Finno-ougrienne. Helsinki 1890-.
MSFOu l94l = Mordwinische Volksdichtung. Gesammelt von H.

Paasonen. Herausgegeben und übenetzt von Paavo Ravila. III.
Band. MSFOU 84. Helsir¡ki.

MSFOu l98O = Mordwinische Volksdichtung.Vtr.Band. Im Auftrag der
Finnisch-Ugrischen Gesellschaft gesammelt von Makarij Evseíev,
Ivan Skofnikov, Andrej Suvalov und Mihail Tarajkin. Heraus-
gegeben von Martti Kal¡la. MSFOu 176. Helsinki.

MSFOu 1981 = Mordwinische Volksdichtung. Im Auftrag der Finnisch-
Ugrischen Gesellschaft gesammelt von Roman Uðaev, Sergej

Õigin una Vhdimir Savkin. Herausgegeben von Martti Kahla.
MSFOu 178. Helsinki.

UPTMN 1976 = Ycrr¡o-nosrlrtrecroe rBopsecrBo MopEogcroro
Hapoga: Moruaucxne crâ3ßt4. Capaucx.

UPTMN 1977 = Ycrxo-nosrïqecroe rBopqecrEo MopltoBcroro
HapoAa: Eprnrcrne cKa3M. Capærcrc.
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ON ERGATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN OSTYAK

Ulla-Maija Kulonen
Helsinki

There is only one language in the Uralic language family, which has an
independent syntactic category that can be referred to as ergative. This
language is Ostyak, also called Khanty. Ostyak belongs to the Ugric
branch of uralic - or Finno-Ugric - languages, and its most closely re-
lated languages are Vogul and Hungarian.

In Ostyak there are three syntactic construction types: (nominative-)ac-
tive, (nominative-)passive and ergative. They have the following form:
active: Ag [NOM] -Pat [NOlvlACC] -V UNDEFIDEFI
ergative: Ag [I-OC] -Pat INOWACC] -V UNDEFiDEFI
passive: (Ag [I-oc] -) Pat [NoM] -V [PAss]

active/indefinite:
&u [NOM] rjt [NOM] tus IINDEF] '(a) man carried a boat'
active/definite:
È¡¡ [NOM] rjt [NOM] tusta IDE,FI'(a) man carried the boat'
ergative/indefinite:
kuna Ít-æ,) rj, [NoM] øs IINDEf] '(the) man canied a boar'
ergative/definite:
hna [tæ.\rjt [NoM] tusta IDEFI '(the) man carried the boat'
passive:
htna ILaC] rjt [NoM] ¡¡¡sj [pess] 'althe boat was carried by the man'

In the construction type referred to as ergative, the logical and grammati-
cal subject, the Agentive, is marked with the locative case, while the ob-
ject, the Patient, is unmarked or marked with the accusative, if it is a per-
sonal pronoun. The verb is active in form and agrees with the subject in
number and person, or both with the subject and the object when the ob-
jective conjugation is used. It seems ttrat the ergative constructions are
used only with verbs that have the Ag-Pat relation. As for the history of
the ergative constructions, a very credible statement has been made by
Honti (197 I : 436): viz. because I ) the ergative constructions are cornmon
in OstyE and very rare in other Ostyak dialects 2) the old ending of the
accusative for nouns has vanished from all of the Ostyak dialects, not
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from Vogul and 3) in many of the Siberian languages, the eastern neigh-
bours of the Ostyaks, there are also ergative constructions, then the use of
the ergative in Ostyak has 1) its origin in the eastern dialects, 2) due to the
disappearance of the accusative case and 3) due to the influence of those
Paleo-Siberian languages that also have ergative constructions.

The Ostyak ergative constructions do not represent a prototypical er-
gative in the sense that the subject of the transitive verb is marked with a
special ergative case and both ttre subject of the intransitive verb and the
(direcÐ object is unmarked or in an >>absolute> case (Comrie 1975: t2),
i.e. a construction which identifies intransitive subjects wittr direct objects
as opposed to transitive subjects (Plank 1979:4). The fact separating the
Ostyak ergative sentences from the prototypical ergatives is that Ostyak
does not identify the (direct) object with the >intransitive> subject: this
can be seen when the object is a personal pronoun and marked with the
accusative case. The primary distinction that can be seen between the no-
minative type and the ergative constructions in Ostyak is that the latter is
used to mark the logical and grammatical subject of the sentence.

There is no reason to call OstyE an ergative language, because the sen-
tence type forms only a small part of the sentences besides the >normal>>

nominative type active and passive constructions. There is some kind of a
split in the use of the ergative and nominative constructions, as in most
languages referred to as ergative (Trask 1979).lt is probable that the use
of the ergative construction type in OstyE is >>functional>> in the sense that
Plank (1979: 5) defines it: >>the choice between ergative or accusative align-
ment is contingent upon semantic-pragmatic or syntactic factors>. Ac-
cording to Trask's statement (1979:388) about the two main types of er-
gative split, >NP split> and the >tense/aspect spliÞ, the use of the ergative
in OstyE does not fit to either of these well. The general characteristics
that Trask has applied to the ergative in the languages that have a >>ten-

se/aspect spliÞ are quite similar to that of OstyE, except that the use of
the ergative does not seem to be restricted to any given tense or aspect.
Trask gives the following features to his group B (T/A -split): the ergati-
ve is a marginal construction type in the language, it is used mainly to
mark a transitive subject, the superficial nature of the ergative in these
languages makes it possible to use ergative constructions besides the accu-
sative constructions in the same tenses and aspects, using the same subject
and the same object, while the actual difference in the meaning of the dif-
ferent constructions lies in the emphasis of the constituents. (Trask 1979:
389.)
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What then is the functional use of the ergative in OstyE? Thc view
most often adopted is ttrat it is used to emphasize the subject. This is natu-
rally a very tempting idea because the ergative construction can be ¡e-
garded as having its origin in the disappearance of the original object
marker, and the agent marker (abstracted from the passive) has been a
way to distinguish the subject from the object. This idea is not, however,
supported by the fact that the locative ending is also used in sentences with
an accusative marked object as in the following:

(1) Vj dpanne jõyat ënta wëwal (NyK 84: 135)
father-PX.SG 1 SG-LOC-S he-ÀCC-O nor rake-INDEF3SG
'my father does not take him with him'

The emphasis of the subject has been ofæn identified with its definiteness.
This interpretation does not explain why ergative constructions are fre-
quently used with subjects that already are definite, e.g. proper names, as
in the following

(2> Yj iwönna ninö jolâywâI: "mö niqintasan" (NyK 84: 153)
Ivan-LOC-S they(2)-DAT say-INDEF3SG (O:) I-S get married-
INDEFlSG
'Ivan said to them: >>I have got marrieô)

In the following I will present something that I discovered in the ergative
sentences collected from different sources of Eastern Ostyak material. I
have made the following table on the basis of numbers of passive and er-
gative sentences in the eastem dialects:

Dialect
V (Gulya)
V (Teryoshkin)
vj
Tra
Pim

pages senlpage
10 44.5
n 25.0
16 60.9
9 60.s
9 36.3

ps erg+psþage
4.t
2.8
6.9
6.7
3.0

22
57
39
58
25

erg
19
19

72
2
2

index
10.8
8.9
8.8
9.1

t2.t

Table l. Number of passive and ergative sentences in OstyE

Even though the ergative construction is usually treated as a special
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phenomenon of the vakh dialect, it can be seen as essentially more fre-
quent in the Vj æxts than in V. ln other Ostyþ (Surgut)_dialects, ergative

construction seems to be rare and in other dialects of Ostyak it appears

only sporadically. It also seems clear that the numbers of ergative and

passivè sentences correlate - as is shown in the table - in such a way

ihat ergative sentences are mofe frequent in those dialects in which there

seems io be fewer passive sentences. If the numbers of ergative and passi-

ve sentences are summed up, we discover that the index which shows the

number of accusative-active sentences for each ergative or passive sen-

tence is very close to the index of passivization in the other Ob-Ugrian

dialects. This leads us to the conclusion that the functions of the passive

and ergative sentences are partly the same. The problem is, which func-

tions of the passive are transferred to the ergative sentences.

When we are trying to determine the functions of the ergative senten-

ces in Ostyak, our first task is to clarify the general conditions for the

occurrence of the sentence type in question. This includes the investigation

of the semantic structures possible in ergative sentences, followed by an

examination of the promotion vs. demotion (or absence) of the arguments

of the predicate, their definiteness vs. indefiniteness, their position in the

hierarcþ of animacy or intentionality, as well as the thematic structure of
the ergative sentences.

The semantic structure of ergative sentences in Ostyak seems to be re-

stricted to semantic relations of Agent and Patient. This is a very tight re-

striction if we compare it to the scale of semantic relations which occur in
passive constructions: I have found ten different semântic structures in

bstyak passive sentences. In ergative constructions besides the simple two-
plaðed ielation of Ag and Pat, only a three-placed one with an additional

iìecipient may appear. Both the Pat and the Rec may appear in the object

position in the ergative as well as in the nominative-active sentence:

(3) Y j hina iõyä pömítlata kuiâl põIta (NvK 84: 149)

wife-LOC-S he-DAT show-DEF.SG3SG husband-PX.SG3SG

coat-NOM-O
'the woman showed him his husband's coat'

(4) Vl jaynâ min(t) ñöñ(t)l-pa ënta meiimsil (NyK 84: 127)

people-LOC-S we-ACC-O bread-IF not give-DEF.PL3PL
'the people don't give us any more bread'
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(5) Yj pö-kõtna jay minö rök totâylltwâl¡ (NyK 84: 139)
now-and-then people-NOM-S we-DAT flour-NOM-O bring-
INDEF.3PL
'now and then the people bring to us some flour'

(6) V min nåqa wokltâ majâltânân (Honti 1984: 63)
we(2)-NOM-S you-DAT fox-IF give-DEF.SGl DU
'we give you a fox'

The appearance of the arguments in the ergative sentence is an important
question when we are dealing with an Ob-Ugrian language, which usually
show the possibility of deletion in a very large scale of situations. The
subject of tlre sentence can normally be deleted right after it has been in-
troduced and the deletion can take place as long as there is no doubt about
who is the subject. Because ofthe personal ending on the verb, the lst and
2nd person subjects can be deleted right in the beginning of the text,
because the person of the subject is identifiable on the basis of the verb
form. With ttre help of the definite conjugation of the verb also a definite
object can be deleted, as soon as it has once been mentioned. In ergative
constructions only object deletion is possible. The subject cannot be de-
leted because the nominative-active and ergative sentences can formally be
separated only on the basis of the marking of the Ag. In the material of
101 ergative sentences 66 sentences have an apparent object thatis,2/3 of
the ergative sentences have two overt arguments, one of which is the
Agentive and the other the Patient of the situation.

The use of the definite vs. indefinite conjugation of the verb shows the
definiteness of the object in the sentence.InT2 sentences the predicate is
in the form of definite conjugation, while in 29 sentences the predicate
shows an indefinite form. The number of definite objects is, however,
bigger that 72, because the use of the definite conjugation is obligatory
only in situations in which the definite object is deleted. In the case of an
overt definite object, ttre definite conjugation of the verb is facultative. In
15 sentences with an indefinite-formed verb the overt object is a personal
pronoun, very clearly definite:

(7) Vj ,ãpamnâ jöyat ënta wè'wal (NyK 84: 135)
father-PX.SGISG-LOC-S he-ACC-O not take-INDEF.3SG
'my father does not take him'
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(8) Yj hãslnâ nuin(t) eraylilawal (KT 81)
man-LOC-S I-ACC-O mention-INDEF.3SG
'someone is speaking about me'

(9) Yj l<annâ nöqa(t) wals (NyK 84: 131)
czar-LOC-S you-ACC-O call-INDEF.3SG
'the czar is calling you'

There are only a few repliques which have to be regarded as indefiniæ
objects, e.g.

(10) Yj iwönnölbl.aytanta jëyilkalwal: "mönt öl lùj!tây!" (NyK 84: 157)
Ivan-LOC-S scream-INF begin-INDEF.3SG I-ACC-O not leave-
IMPERAT
'Ivan starts to scream: >>Don't leave me!>'

On the basis of the context most of the objects which appear with a verb
in indefinite form can be regarded as definite. Many of these contain a
definite element (px, definite pronoun etc.) and in these cases the definite
marking of the verb is not necessary:

(11) V apilöTô ti kãntây jay ll welsat (TO 120)
father-PX.SG IPL-LOC-S this Ostyak people-NOM-O (down)
KiII-INDEF.3PL
'our father killed ttrese Ostyaks'

Besides the 7 repliques there are only three sentences with a clearly inde-
finite object. The definite conjugation which directly shows the definite-
ness of the object appears in the predicate of 72 sentences (727o). In the
majority of these sentences the object is overt, i.e. not deleted, e.g.

(12) Yj ãpatnnâ t:u töy! on(t)âltâ (NyK 84: 139)
father-PX.SG I SG-LOC-S that place-NOM-O know-DEF.SG3SG
'my father knows the place'

(13) V põyallnâ ëqkil wuyakStâtâ (TO ll8)
boy-LOC-S mother-PX.SG3SG-NOM-O call-DEF.SG3SG
'the boy is calling his mother'

It seems that these sentences show an emphasis on the object. At least the
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object is placed in front of the predicaæ which is the typical focus posi-
tion. It is more complicated to define the function of those ergative sen-
tences in which the (definite) object is deleted. The thematic strucrure of
this sentence type is problematic: when the object is so well known that it
can be delèted, it is already near to the topic position from the thematic
point of view. That is, something is said about the deleted object, e.g.

(14) Vj jëyal-pdkkâlamnâ tuyaltân (NyK 84: 155)
brother-PX.DuISG-LOC-S bring-DEF.Sc3DU
'my brothers have taken it away'

(15) Yj tapal mënna uyøllm (NyK 84: 157)
last-year I-LOC-S see-DEF.SGISG
'I saw him last year'

There are 3l sentences of this kind. This type of an ergative sentence
seems very similar to the passive construction. In the passive construction,
the passive subject, normally the Patient, is often deleted. In this case, when
the personal pronoun object is deleted, the corresponding passive sentence
is very similar:

(15a) Vj *tapalmënna uyal!
last-year I.LOC-AG see-PASS.3SG
'he was seen by me last year'

The difference is more remarkable between ergative (l5b) and passive
(l5c) if the personal pronoun is overt:

(l5b) Vj *tapalmënna jõyatu'yallm (NyK 84: 157)
last-year I-LOC-S he-ACC-O see-DEF.SGISG
'I saw him last year'

(15c) Vj *jöy tapal mënna uyal! (NyK 84: 157)
he-NOM-S last-year I-LOC-AG see-PASS.3SG
'he was seen by me last year'

In my ergative material, most interesting are those ten sentences in which
the overt object is topicalized and the locative marked subject is in the
focus position in front of the predicate, as in normal passive sentences:
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(16) Yj kaklmânt'iyrarc dsra (NyK 84: 157)

brother-PX.Scl DU-O tiger-LOC-S eat-DEF.SG3SG
'the (a ?) tiger has eaten our younger brother'

(17) Yj kuntâ puylaiõmämenna tí wer mínna iayaitÍsa4lzyöliman
(NyK 84: 143)
when village-LAT come-GER-LOC this thing-NOM-O people-

LAT tell-DEF.SGIDU
'when we arrived in the village, we told this thing to the people'

A closer look at the quality of the 66 overt objects reveals tlnt32 of these

are definite nouns, 15 personal pronouns,9 subordinate clauses and 7 re-

pliques. In three sentences there is a nominal object that has to be regar-

ãe¿ inOeRnite and new. Also the repliques have to be interpreted as inde-

finite objects. All the deleted objects are definite.
The subject is overt in all ergative sentences, as stated above, because

the marking of the subject is the only formal criterion of the ergative

construction. What is the function of the ergative construction from he

point of view of the subject? The ergative marker on the subject does not

mark the subject definite, because the subject seems to be already definite

in the majority of the ergative sentences: The subject is a personal pronoun

in 13 sentences (lSg in 4, 3Sg in 5, lDu and 3Du both in two sentences).

Proper nouns or the like (Ivan, Czar, God) appear in the subject position

in 3-8 sentences, nouns defined by a px or demonstrative pronoun, especial-

ly kinship terms with px, in 15 sentences. Nouns in the subject position

without ã special definite marker appear in 35 ergative sentences. The

majority of these can be regarded as definite on the basis of the context,

that is, also without the locative suffix they would be definiæ.

In the hierarchy of animacy or intentionality the subject is in all er-

gative sentences on the same level with the object, in many of the senten-

ðes above the object. The subject in an Ostyak ergative sentence has al-

ways the role of Agentive, as stated, and the Agentive is always animate

anã able to control over the situation. In my material there are only four
sentences with a non-human subject and human object, but also in these

sentences the division of the syntactic roles is expected: the constituents in
the subject position are tigers or wild animals and ttre predicate is 'eat',
that is, >tigers have eaten our brothen. The Ostyak ergative therefore

does not support the view of the ergative construction as a marker of an

unexpected-subject. In many languages this is the case, when the role of
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the subject is restricted to some semantic functions. In Ostyak the subject
position in ergative sentences is restricted to the Agentive, the semantic
fr¡nction that most often appears in the subject position. Does this make
any sense? Why do we have to mark an Agentive as subject, even though
it is expecæd to occupy the subject position in any case? The answer lies
probably in the order between the subject and the object, Agentive and
Patienü in appr. one half of the situations expressed with an ergative con-
stn¡ction also the Patient is animate and human, that is, possesses the same
qualifications to act (as an Agentive). h these ergative sentences it seems

that the locative case ending marks one of two semantically equal argu-
ments as subject. Thus the syntactic functions of the arguments are defi-
ned not only by word order but also morphologically. We have to admit,
however, that in 15 sentences the morphological marking of the constitu-
ents is double, because also the personal pronoun as object is marked with
the accusative suffix.

Finally, a closer look at the thematic structure of the ergative senten-
ces. The topic of an Ostyak sentence is at the beginning of the sentence
and the place of the focalized constituent is in front of the verb. In the
majority of situations the subject and the topic represent the same con-
stituent and when the subject is overt, the sentence seldom begins with an-
other constituent. So a normally emphasized constituent order is SOV,
and when the speaker wants to topicalize another constituent than the ori-
ginal subject, he makes use of the passive. In the passive the topicalized
constituent becomes subject and the sentence begins with the subject, as

usual. The passive is not only good for the topicalization of the initial
object (or another nuclear constituent), but also for the focalization of the
initial subject. When the listener already knows that something has hap-
pened to the initial object, the initial subject can be expressed as the fo-
calized agent with the passive.

Most of the ergative sentences with an overt object (38 I 66 s.) show
the word order SOV, e.g.(2), (7), (8), (11), (13), (14) and (18):

(18) V pownâ mín(t) kätlawtas (KT 460)
priest-LOC-S we(2)-ACC-O marry-INDEF3SG
'the priest married us'

The order SVO is less common, it appears in 19 sentences, and in the
majority the place of the object is due to its heavy structure: it is repre-
sented by a subordinate clause or replique, e.g.
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iwänna ninö jolþywâl: "nui niqhttasan" (NyK 84: 153)
Ivan-LOC-S they(2)-DAT say-INDEF3SG I-NOM-S get mar-
ried-INDEFlSG
'Ivan told them: >I got married>'
lønnâ loll<âllâtâ, íto drâq knn-nëy tbras-ku ënta way!
(NyK 84: 151)
czar-LOC-S hear-DEF.SG3SG that other czar-land trader-
NOM-S not invite-PS3SG
'the czar heard that the trader from the foreign land had not
been invited'

There are only four sentences with an object represented by a single noun
which follows the predicate. In three of these the object is definite (on the
basis of the definite form of the verb) and one of the sentences show a

clearly indefinite and new nominal object:

(21) Yj lcnnnâ kittö jèyilwal lcõs! iwönä+i ( - - ) (NyK 84: 151)
czar-LOC-S send-INF begin-INDEF3SG man-NOM-O Ivan-
LAT
'the czar is going to send a man to see lvan'

Finally, there are nine sentences in my material which have the constitu-
ent order OSV. The object in nominative form is clearly in the topic po-
sition and the subject between the object and the verb is focalized. These
sentences seem to have the function of a passive construction:

(22) Yj kaklmânt'iVana dsta (NyK 84:157)
brother-PX.Sc1DU-NOM-O tiger-LOC-S eaI-DEF.SG3SG
'the (a ?) tiger has eaten our younger brother'

(23) Yj t'i wer mënna ip-pa nomllm (NyK 84: 143)
this thing-NOM-O I-LOC-S still remember-DEF.SGlSG
'I still remember this thing'

It seems, then, that the functions of the ergative and passive in Ostyak are
partly the same. However, we can ask what are the functions of the passi-
ve that have been transferred to ergative in the eastern dialects. First, one
would naturally consider the passive sentences with agent in which the
passive is used for the focalization of the Agentive; the ergative construc-
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tions would have taken their functions. This assumption is problematic:

The same dialects that in Ostyak make use of the ergative construction

also show the most passive sentences with agent. In fact, more than 507o

of tlre Easæm Ostyak passive sentences have an overt agent, which is uni-
versally uncommon. Furthermore, the majority of these sentences are

thematically exceptional in the sense that their agent is topicalized. One

universal assumption about the agent in passive sentences is that when the

agent is overt it never appears as the topic but rather in the focus posi-

tion. In these Ostyak passive sentences the perspective change typical of
the passive has taken place, but simultaneously the Agentive has preserved

its position as the topic. Thus, besides nominative-active sentences with
different thematic solutions, there are in Ostyak also passive sentences

with either a topicalized subject or a topicalized agent (which show the
perspective of the Patient), as well as ergative sentences with either a to-
picalized subject or topicalized object (and the perspective of the

Agentive).

Table (2): Summary

Subject
Object

Vo ovefi
1007o
66Vo

lo deleted
07o
347o

definite
66 s.

82 s.

indefinite
34 s.

19 s.

Hierarchy:
Subject = Object in 55 sentences (animate/humaly'intentional)

Subject < Object in 4 sentences (human vs. non-human)
Subject > Object in 42 sentences (animate/human/intentional)

The typical Ostyak ergative sentence is, then, one in which there is both a

defînite, known subject and an equally definite object. In the majority of
the sentences, the object is overt, the subject being always overt' Both of
the main constituents are animate and capable of actions, or the subject is

above the object in the hierarchy of intentionality' Both the definiteness

of the subject and its capability to action have to be considered rather as

preconditions of the ergative construction, not its functions. The same

goes for the objecl in the majority of the ergative sentences it is definite
on other grounds. So it seems that the use of the ergative construction

clarifies the syntactic role of the subject in sentences with a subject and an

object both of which are definite and fulfill the preconditions for the
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semantic function of the Agentive. Thus the use of the ergative makes pos-

sible the large variation of thematics and perspective in these senûences.
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TYPOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE VOLGAIC
LANGUAGES

Sirkka Saarinen
Finnish Research Centre for Domestic Languages

The Volgaic languages - Mari or Cheremis and Mordvin - differ
considerably, though they are traditionally regarded as being closely
related. I shall here be considering ttrem both as single linguistic entities,
even though they do, according to the modem concept, consist of two
separate (written) languages: Mordvin of Erzya and Moksha, and Mari of
Westem and Eastern Mari. They are, however, no longer assumed to have
a common Volgaic proto-language. They share only a few words that do
not occur in the other related languages, such as Mar. muro - Md. moro
meaning 'song', Mar. toíto - IvÍd. tøíto 'old', Mar. pongo - Md. pa1go
'mushroom'. Nor are there many common morphological elements that
are missing from the other Finno-Ugric languages: the possessive suffix of
the 3rd person singular Mar. ío - l;ù'f.d. zo, the possessive suffix of the
3rd person plural Mar. .ír - Md. rt (the same suffixes also occur with
the third person imperatives) and the infinitive sign Mar. J - Md. s
(originally the lative suffix). These morphemes may also be the outcome
of parallel development, for they are an example of the analogous use and
combination of elements to be found in other related languages. (Cf.
Finno-volZskaja ob3ðnost' 1989: 17-19.)

It is nowadays assumed that the Early Proto-Finnic and the Volgaic
languages had split apart by 1500 B.C. at the latest, possibly even earlier.
And it was at about this period that the Volgaic languages parted
company. The dispersion of the Finno-Volgaic protoJanguage did not of
course take place in a moment; it was the result of extensive settlement
(more uniform in some parts than in others) stretching from the Finnish
mainland to the banks of the Volga, which began more and more to
diverge both linguistically and culturally on the extreme peripheries.
Later, too, the migration was at least from south to north, from the Volga
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region to the Finnic areas, and undoubædly in the opposite direction, too.
The difference between the Mari and the Mordvin languages has often

been explained as the result of the influence from neighbouring languages.
It is therefore in order to take a brief look at their history. The
neighbouring languages with the strongest influence on Mari and Mordvin
have been the Turkic languages and Russian. From the late 8th century
onwards the Volga Bulgars extended their power into the Volga region.
Some of the Finno-Ugric population in the area merged with them, and
they all came under their domain, the Mordvins probably before the Mari.
With the downfall of the Bulgar empire at the end of the 13th century, the
region passed into ttre hands of the Tatars and remained thus until the
Kazan khanate was overthrown in 1552. The linguistic influence of the
Tatars in particular on the Mari language and to some extent on Mordvin
nevertheless persisted right up to the present century, for their speakers
inhabit the same areas. - However, from the l0th century onwards the
Russian principalities also began to exert their influence on the Mordvins:
some of the Mordvins were vassals to the Russians, some to the Bulgars.
Following the downfall of the khanate the lands of bottr the Mordvins and
the Maris came under Russian rule. (See Bereczki 1983:207-?-08; Róna-
Tas 1982: 125-126,142; Osnovy 1975:253-254; Osnovy 1976 8-9.)

In Mordvin the Turkic influence was chiefly limited to vocabulary and
amounts to a couple of hundred words, dialects included. The influence is
stronger in Moksha than in Erzya. Mari has several hundred loan words
of Bulgar, Chuvash and Tatar origin. The influence ot these languages is
not restricted to vocabulary alone and is also evident in the phonetics,
morphology and syntax, in e. g. the numerous borrowed bound
morphemes and structures. - In Mordvin the Russian influence is
particularly evident in the vocabulary, where words of Russian origin
may account for a large proportion of certain texts, and in the syntax,
where there is ample evidence of subordinate clauses beginning with
Russian conjunctions. The Russian influence is less marked in Mari and is
manifest chiefly in loan words.
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Declension

Both Mari and Mordvin are basically agglutinative languages, like the
Finno-Ugric languages in general, and ttrey display little tendency towards
fusion. Both have a rich system of cases: modern Mordvin grammars
mention 12 cases (13 in Moksha) and Mari 9 (10 in Westem Mari). There
are similarities and differences in both the elements and the functions of
the case systems of these languages. The use of the grammatical cases, the
nominative, accusative, genitive and dative, is approximately similar in
both Mari and Mordvin. In Mordvin the genitive and accusative endings
have merged (as in Finnish), and the resulting genitive has acquired the
functions of both cases. The datives in these languages have different
historical origins.

Both Volgaic languages in principle have a tripartite system of local
cases - a feature typical of many Finno-Ugric languages. In addition to the

cases denoting fixed location there are others denoting movement from
and to. Mari uses postpositions instead of the 'from' case. The system is
not, however, infallible, for on the one hand the old separative case has

been preserved in a non-productive form as a case attached to certain
stems indicating place, and on the other hand the postposition makes up
for the absence of a 'from' case and fulfills its functional place in the
language. The inessive has the same origin in both Mari and Mordvin, and
to some extent also the illative. One special feature of the Volgaic
languages is the fact that they have two local 'to' cases, the illative and the
lative. Their use in Mari and Mordvin is nevertheless quite different. In
Mari the illative expresses movement towards something, whereas the
lative is used in conjunction with verbs expressing not movement but
appearing somewhere, being born to something. In Mordvin the illative is
a normal 'to' case. On the one hand the choice of the lative in Mordvin is
determined by the lexical properties of the noun to which the suffix is
appended: the word must indicate a place, space, building or some other
such institution to which an entity transfers. On the other hand the choice
of lative is also influenced by the adjuncts of the noun in question and to
some extent by the predicate verb. (Cf. Alhoniemi 1985: 50-52.) In othe
words the choice of illative and lative depends in Mari on the nature of the

verb, in Mordvin more on the properties of the noun to which the case

ending is affixed.
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Mordvin also has a fifth purely local case, prolative, that answers the
question "by which route? via what?". The Mordvin declension further
has ablative that is partly a grammatical case in function (i. e. it expresses

e. g. the object in connection with certain material words and also occurs
with certain quantifiers) and partly local (answers questions such as "from
where?"), and translative acting as a predicative 'to' and 'being' case

(expressing 'to become something' and 'to act in the capacity of).
There are in both Mari and Mordvin some further cases for expressing

the way something is done (in ttre broader sense) and which thus generally

appear in various adverbials expressing way, quantity, etc. In Mordvin
these include comparative ("how big? how much?"), abessive ("without
what?"), and in Moksha only causative ("what for? to achieve what?"), in
Mari comparative ("in what way?"), comitative ("with what?") and in
rilestem Mari only caritive ("without what?").

Both Mari and Mordvin have possessive declension using possessive

suffixes to indicate the owner. In some Mordvin cases and dialects these

suffixes are used to express not only the owner but whether one or more
objects are owned. Possessive suffixes are used to express not only
habitive relations but also e. g. the agent in various infinite constructions.
In Mari their basic function is also to express the definiteness of the noun.

Mordvin has developed a definite declension all of its own. In it
elements of clear demonstrative origin are appended to words as suffixes'
The grammatical cases are formed synthetically in this declension by
adding the case ending and the determinative element one after the other.
In Moksha in particular, but in many Erzya dialects, too, these have,
however, become so closely integrated that the border between the
morphemes can no longer be recognised. This can be regarded as an

indication of the archaic nature of the phenomenon. In the local cases of
the definiqe declension Erzya, and Moksha in particular, uses both
synthetic case endings and the separate postposition ez and the case

ending, usually with a noun in the genitive case of tt¡e definite declension.
The system constructed by means of postpositions to some extent differs
functionally from the system constructed using synthetic cases (Alhoniemi
1982, 33-41). It cannot therefore be claimed that the postposition
expressions - at least in the definite declension of Erzya - represent an

analytical tendency to replace the synthetic cases; on the contrary, there is
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more evidence of a tendency towards discrimination for different uses, the
parallel existence of analytical and synthetic expressions, but (partly) in
different functions.

Mari has lost the ancient Finno-Ugric r indicating plural in the
declension of nouns. Instead it has assimilated such phonotactically
awkward suffixes as wlak, íamâô, which have developed out of
independent words. The plural of nouns is often not indicated, so that the
plurality of the subject referent, for example, is manifest only in the
(personal) ending of the plural predicate, or in the plurality of the subject
or object referent is evident from the frequentative suffix of the predicate,
which, incidentally, is in the singular; or the plurality of the noun referent
- especially in cases other than nominative - can be deduced only from the
context. The fact that Mari does not indicate the plural of nouns is
regarded as Turkic influence.

Nor is the plural of Mordvin nouns entirely free of problems: in the
indefinite declension the plural can only be formed in the nominative; in
the definite declension plural can be formed in all cases, in the local cases

either synthetically or by means of a postposition in Erzya and by means
of a posçosition only in Moksha. At least the Moksha plural thereby loses
the opposition indefinite-definite (Alhoniemi 1982, 4l). Most often,
however, the noun is already definite if, in the text, it appears in some
plural case other than the nominative. The Mari and Mordvin use of the
plural cannot therefore be compared, since in Mari the absence of a plural
sign has nothing to do with the definiteness or indefiniteness of a noun.

In addition to a definite declension Mordvin has developed a

predicative inflexion (or noun conjugation, as it is also called) that is
unique as regards the other Finno-Ugric languages. Here the personal
verbal endings are affixed to the predicative nominal predicates in
particular but also to nominal predicates of other type; in the preterite the
personal endings follow the /'originating from the verb'to be'and
indicating the past tense. For example, ki-ian'who am I' (who-lsc), ¿i-
jat 'who are you' (who-2SG), son ki'who is he' (he who) or íkolø-s-an
'I am in school' (school-INESS-1SG), ikola-so'he is in school' (school-
INESS), íkola-so-l'-ií 'I was in school' (school-INESS-PRETISG),
íkola-so-l'-t' 'they were in school' (school-INESS-PRET3PL). The
endings of the predicative inflexion can also be attached after the definite
or possessive suffixes, e. g. miñ tejtbíe-nze-l'-ñek'we were his daughters'
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(we daughter-PX.PL3SG-PRETIPL). (Cf. Alhoniemi 1982b, 48-49.)
A similar conjugation of nouns is also possible in Samoyed and certain

Turkic languages. However, it need not be considered a borrowing in
Mordvin, for it is (like the definite declension) the (logical) consequence
of a strong tendency towards synthesis.

Conjugation

Both Volgaic languages have a complex but widely differing system of
conjugation. To begin with, Mari has two different conjugational schemes
determined according to the vowel of the verb stem; in the I preterite, for
example, the conjugations take different signs, and some of the personal
endings are different, too. In both languages there are in addition to the
present two (simple) past tenses, but their usage differs. In Mordvin the
difference between the preterites lies in the duration or customary nature
of the activity, whereas in Mari the criterion is whether the action was
personally experienced or not. Using ossified forms of the verb 'to be'
following the finite main verb but not as suffixes, Mari can construct four
more periphrastic forms of past time to express the relationships between
duration and chronology, personally experienced or reported action.

In addition to the indicative Mari has an imperative and a desiderative;
in the same way as the periphrastic compound tenses I mentioned before,
it is also possible to form a conditional. The Mordvin mood system is far
richer: in addition to the indicative and imperative there is an optative
giving a milder order, a conjunctive expressing condition, a conditional
and a mood known to the grammarians as the conjunctive-conditional, and
a desiderative; the conditional further has two different tenses. The mood
signs come from independent words, such as the verb 'to be', but they
have become bound morphemes and suffixes.

Both Volgaic languages have a negative verb that can be conjugated in
most tenses and moods. The Mordvin present nevertheless uses a non-
inflected negative adverb. In Westem Mari the second preterite is formed
by means of a suffix of caritive origin.

The biggest difference between the Mari and Mordvin verb systems is,
however, the existence in Mordvin of an objective conjugation. This
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expresses by means of personal suffixes not only the person of the subject
but also the person of the object, unlike, for example, the Ugric
languages, in which objective conjugation endings are used to express the
definiteness or number of the object. The objective conjugation multiplies
the number of finite verb forms; although some of the indicative forms
are identical, the other moods partially adapt to the objective conjugation.
The negative verb can also be inflected according to the objective
conjugation. Historically the endings of the objective conjugation are
explained as consisting of different elements indicating person, but these

elements can no longer be broken down for they have become merged.
The Finno-Ugric languages do not have a morphological aspect

category, in other words aspect cannot be expressed by means of
affixation. Mari has - under the influence of the Turkic languages -
developed an aspectual converb construction. This is a compound of a
gerund and a predicate verb in which the predicate verb only expresses
the aspect of the gerund verb and loses its own lexical meaning, e. g.
lüõân kajâï 'he was frightened' (fear-GER go-lPRET3SG), eqer joyen
íoya 'the river flows' (river flow-GER stand-3SG). Although the
emergence of the systematic aspect system was influenced by the
neighbouring languages, the conditions in Mari were already favourable:
it still uses word pairs made up of a gerund and a finite verb in which
both verbs have retained their original meaning and thus stand in a

temporal relationship to one another; there is a gradual transition from
such word pairs to the other end of the scale, the purely aspectual
construction.

Syntax

The original word order of the Finno-Ugric languages was presumably
SOV (subject-object-verb). In Mari SOV is still the most common word
order in the basic sentence. Any new information is placed immediately
before the predicate so that in existential phrases, for example, the subject
comes after the initial adverbial, just before the verb (ASV). In other
respects, too, Mari observes ttre SOV order: the modifier usually precedes
the head. - The Mordvin word order is said to be free. The most common
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order in modem language is SVO. It admittedly appears from old folklore
texts that SOV was once quite common too. Otherwise Mordvin observes

the modifier-head order, the exception being the auxiliary verb, which is

usually before the main verb.
Both Volgaic languages use participle phrases made up of infinitives,

participles and gerunds instead of subsidiary clauses. These constructions
can occupy almost any syntåctic position.

Phrases can be linked together asyndetically, without conjunctions;
their relationship is clear from the context. In this case the phrase

expressing cause must precede that telling of the consequence; events must
follow chronological order, etc. Mari has a few subordinating
conjunctions indicating temporal and concessive relations. These are

placed at the end of the subordinate clause, after the predicate, and since

they are unstressed they are pronounced with the preceding verb. These

subordinate clauses must always - in accordance with the SOV order -

precede the main clause. In Mordvin the subordinate clause system, like
the conjunctions appearing at the beginning of clauses, would appear to be

a Russian loan. The position of subordinate clauses in the sentence is, like
the word order, free, for the relationship between the subordinate and

main clauses is expressed by means of conjunctions.

Summary

On comparing the Mari and Mordvin languages, we notice that two highly
divergent functional systems have emerged from a common fund of
(Finno-Ugric) elements. It would appear that Mordvin displayed a strong
tendency towards synthesis at a very early stage. This affected both
declension,and conjugation: the result was the definite declension of
nouns, therpredicative inflexion of nouns, the rich system of verbal
moods and the objective conjugation. The fact that these phenomena are

old is indicated by the merging of the suffixes into entities in which the

morpheme borders are no longer clearly distinguishable, and the
spreading of these entities over a wide linguistic and geographical area

split up into little pockets. (One typical feature of Mordvin is that there is
no uniform linguistic system: each pocket of dialect constitutes its own
functional system that cannot be generalised to apply to the entire
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linguistic area.) It is, however, usually possible to distinguish the stem of a
word from its suffixes, so this is a case of wearing down of the end of the
word rather than a tendency towards fusion. The analytical tendency
manifest in Mordvin syntax, its free word order and the use of
subordinate clauses instead of infinitive constructions, are probably rather
new phenomena resulting from the strong Russian influence of centuries
past.

Mari likewise displays a cefain degree of agglutination of independent
words to assume the status of bound morphemes referring back to the
preceding word. On the whole this is, however, sporadic and has not
yielded entire systematic (inflection) categories as in Mordvin. In Mari it
is usually easy to break compound suffixes down into parts, because they
have not merged to become indivisible entities. Comparing Mari with the
(hypothetical) proto-language from which both Mari and Mordvin have
developed, we see that Mari does not seem to display any very marked
changes applying to some sub-system. Evidence of the analytical tendency
is the emergence of periphrastic tenses (and moods), expressed in
Mordvin by synthetic means, likewise the development in Mari of an
aspectual construction according to the Turkic model. Presumably the
Turkic buffer likewise meant that the SOV order continued to dominate in
Mari, whereas it has become freer in the other Finno-Volgaic languages.

Although the influence of neighbouring languages on the phonetics,
morphology and syntax of the Volgaic languages cannot be denied, the
major differences between Mordvin and Mari cannot be explained by the
linguistic contacts known to scholars so far. The structural and functional
differences between categories, likewise the numerous innovations in
Mordvin moqphology, would, in order to develop, require a much longer
period than has passed since ttre start of, say, the Turkic contacts.
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TWO NOTIONS OF' I,JNIVERSAL GRAMMAR

Esa ltkonen

University of Turku

1. SOME HISTORICAL BACKGROI.]ND

The history of Western linguistics is to a large extent a history of
universal granmar; this is one of the basic tenets of Itkonen (1991). This
notion, implicit in Aristotle's thinking, becomes fully explicit in the
doctrine of the medieval grammarians, the so-called Modistae. It was their
stated goal to explain the language universals (: modi significandi) by
showing how they have been jointly cutsed by the extralinguistic reality
(: modi essendi) and the human cognition (: modi intelligendi). From the
explainability of universal grammar they correctly inferred that it cannot
be innate: "Notitia modorum significandi intellectui non est innata"
(Pseudo-Albertus Magnus 1977 :38).

The tradition of universal grammar continued uninterruptedly until
the end of the l9th century (for details, see ltkonen l99l:5.4-5). There we
meet Georg von der Gabelentz, who emphatically repeats the Modistic
view that, rather than being declared innate, language universals ought to
be explained: "Mit der Frage nach den angeborenen Ideen brauchen wir
uns hier nicht zu beschäftigen. Eine Idee für angeboren erklären, heisst
erklären, dass sie unerklärbar sei" (1891:365).

Contrary to some current misrepresentations of history, the idea of
universal grammar was alive also in the first half of the 20th century, for
instance in the work of Otto Jespersen and, somewhat less explicitly, of
Edward Sapir. And even Leonard Bloomfield did not deny outright the
possibility of universal grammar.

In the sixties there were two competing approaches to language
universals: Greenberg noted generally (rather than universally) valid
correlations between various linguistic phenomena, without any systematic
attempt at explaining them, whereas Chomsky practised some sort of
'universal grammar of English', taking the syntax of his native language
to be an innate component of the human mind.
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Since the late sixties and early seventies, there was growing discon-

tent with Chomsky's innatism (or nativism). The following excerpts sum
up one particular way in which this feeling was justified at the time:

'It is an objectively given fact that language embodies or reflects a

certain kind ofontology or world-conception... In the primary cases

at least, language reproduces the ontology of human cognition
without adding anything to it. Consequently, in these cases at least,

the ontology of language may be identified with the ontology

elicited by the empirical study of cognition' (tkonen 1972:.6).

"Philosophical semantics has practically nothing to say about the

empirically analyzable relation between natural languages and the

actual world' (p. l0). 'It can be predicted that what is significant

within cognition will have its counterpart within language and,

moreover, that there will exist some kind of very general formal
similarity between the two" (p. l4). 'It is rather unilluminating to
postulate that the formal characteristics recurring in particular

natural languages are innate, universal properties, because these

characteristics may to a certain extent at least be explained, or
derived, by bringing them into relation with human cognitivc

capacities and the functions which the natural language has to
perform in the framework ofthese capacities" (p. 15). "Because of
its explanatory role the functional aspect of language, which is
neglected in all current versions of universal linguistic theory, is

even more important than the formal aspect, to which practically all
attention is being paid' (p. 16). 'The structural similarity between

utterances and facts shows that the idea of an isomorphism can also

be maintained within natural languages and not only within artificial
languages'(p. ll8).1

Sincelthe beginning of the eighties, explicit and informative expla-

nations of únguage universals have been offered in growing numbers. At
least the following works deserve to be mentioned: Comrie (1981), Givón
(1984), Haiman (1985), Haiman (ed., 1985), Hawkins (ed.' 1988).
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2. THREE DIFIERENT BASES FOR EXPLAIMNG LANGUAGE
IJNMRSALS: ONTOLOGICAL, COGNITM, ANI) SOCIAL

Linguistic structure is a result of 'multiple causation'; and it is the
linguist's task afterwards to disentangle the contributions made by different
causally effective factors. These may be chosen and classified in various
ways. For my part, I find it illuminating to divide them in three principal
groups.

Ontological explanations refer to the way in which the structure of
extralinguistic reality is reflected in linguistic structure, producing a
relation of ßomorph¡'srn between the two.¿ It goes without saying that
there can be no 'pure' ontology; rather, each ontology is already a result
of conceptualization.

Cognitive explanations refer to the way in which a human being
relates himself to what is ontologically definable. Precisely because there
is no pure ontology, the difference between ontology and cognition, though
real, can only be an approximative one. In a situation like this, it is
important first of all to est¿blish the clear cases: That one event tem-
porally precedes another, is an ontological fact, although both 'event' and
'temporal precedence' are certainly results of human concept-formation.
By contrast, either denying or inferring the occurrence of an event is a
cognitive fact (more precisely, a cognitive operation), because, instead of
being part of the extramental reality, it is directed toward this reality
(more precisely, applies to mental representations of this reality).

Finally, social explanations refer to the interaction between human
beings relating themselves to what is ontologically definable. It should be
noted that the logical order in which the subject matter is presented here
is the reverse of the temporal order in which one gets to know it. What is
immediately given, is the general social fact of people interacting with one
another, and it is only little by little that one realizes that it may be useful
to see this fact as 'containing' the ontological and cognitive facts.

In what follows, I shall characterize very briefly these three types of
explanation. They deserve of course a much fuller treatment, but this is
not the place for it.

Isomorphism between states of affairs and sentences is instantiated
by their respective constituents on the following dimensions: a) number, b)
qualitative properties, c) quantitative properties, d) order, e) cohesion.
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These five dimensions will now be illustrated. (More detailed
evidence is to be found e.g. in Haiman [ed., 1985].) z{d a): What is known
about the cognition of preverbal children and of the deaf, indicates that
they perceive the reality in the same way as those equipped with an oral
language do. This fact explains why a sentence referring to an 'agent-ac-
tion-patient' state of affairs generally contains three words. ,{d b): The
ontological difference between thing and action produces the morphologi-
cal difference between noun and verb, and as the former difference
diminishes, the latter diminishes as well.3 There is a similar, even if
somewhat less clear-cut correspondence between agent and subject, and
between patient and object. Ad c): In the linguistic 'singular-plural'
distinction the latter term is more complex, corresponding to greater
ontological complexity. Also the 'concrete-abstract' distinction, reflected
as that between lexical (: 'more') and grammatical (: 'less') belongs
herc. Ad d): Temporal and causal order is reflected as linguistic order: in
many languages sentences referring to what precedes must precede sen-
tences referring to what follows; in no language is the inverse order
obligatory. The preferred SO word order reflects the action 'passing over'
from the agent to the patient. Ad e): A person may have several types of
relation to states ofaffairs, and as his causal power increases, the sentence
referring to the state of affairs tends to be absorbed into the sentence
expressing the relation. Because noun phrases and sentences refer to
discrete extralinguistic entities, i.e. things and states of affairs, it is not
permissible to move any constituents out of them, at least not far enough
for the connection to become opaque. (This is the explanation of 'sub-
jacency'.) For the same reason, when something is moved, it is moved as

a whole. (This is the explanation of 'structure-dependency'.)
Cognitive explanations constitute a more heterogeneous group. As

noted before, the underlying idea here is the person adding, or contribu-
ting, something to what is ontologically given, or ontologically definable.
Accordingly, this is the place for the traditional deicticity, as expressed by
grammatical persons, demonstratives, (in)definiteness, and spatial termin-
ology. (Many examples are provided e.g. by Rudzka-Ostyn [ed., 1988].)
That is to say, deictic elements are seen here as explained by the 'pos-
itions' that the speaker and the hearer occupy vis-à-vis the ontological
'core' of the speech situation. Notice that deicticity is not reflected struc-
turally in language: it is not the case that the sentence would somehow
reproduce, picture-like, the relation of the speaker to what he is going to
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speak about. Rather, it is just a matter of this (deictic) relation finding, or
producing, sorne linguistic expression.

Cognitive explanations range over a wide area of application. They
start with general facts of human cognition, as contrasted with animal
cognition (for instance, the lack of specific vocabulary concerned with
smell). Moreover, the constitution of the human body conditions to a large
extent which types of experience are deemed important, as shown by the
copiousness vs. scarceness of corresponding lexical items (cf. Lee 1988).
A particularly important phenomenon is the 'figure-ground' distinction,
which is based on the fact that what is small is, for obvious reasons,
manþlated with respect to what is big, rather than vice versa, a fact
reflected, among other things, in the use of case endings and prepositions
(cf. Talmy 1983). Metaphor is explained by showing that apparently non-
personal and disembodied abstractions have their origin in the egocentric
experience of the 'body-in-space' (cf. Johnson 1987).

Here we have to face the difficulties involved in making the distinc-
tion between ontological and cognitive. Speech acts like questions and
commands clearly express attitudes which 'flow from' the speaker. Once
this is admitted, it becomes impossible to treat statements any differently.
Thus, it tums out that ontological isomorphism is always embedded in a
wider cognitive (i.e. deictic/attitudinal/actionist) context. Vy'e also realize
that among the non-linguistic qualitative properties reflected in language

1: point å above) there are those which, unlike the basic 'thing vs. action'
distinction, are quite obviously motivated by practical considerations, as
shown by studies on noun classification/categorization (cf. Craig [ed.,
19861). Also some quantitative properties 1= point c) are clearly such as

to result from mental operations; just consider the act of comparison vs.
the lack of it involved in comparative/superlative (: 'morphologically
more') vs. positive (= 'morphologically less'). Such operations as identifi-
cations, quantifications, negations, and inferences obviously have no
ontological correlates; it also seems clear that they exist on a non-linguistic
level, before being linguistically expressed.

Social or interactionist explanations concern phenomena which are
broadly characterized as 'discourse-pragmatic'. I think it is fair to say that
at present this type of explanation produces less reliable results than the
other two, mainly because it often violates the principle 'same cause-same
effect'.
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3. EXPLAIYATION-BY-ISOMORPIIISM: A CLOSERLOOK

Using isomorphism as an explanatory principle becomes more
plausible when it is seen that such explanations are employed also outside
the customary language-universals research. But first it is advisable to ask
what, precisely, is being explained here.

Ever since the Modistae, explanations-by-isomorphism have been
formulated so as to suggest that, having grasped or conceptualized the
extramental reality in a certain way, somebody goes on to verbalize it in
a structurally similar way. Taken literally, however, such an account could
only apply to the mythical 'creator of language', or notnothefes, as Plato
calls him (see ltkonen 1991:5.1.1). To be acceptable, therefore, modern
explanations-by-isomorphism must admit of some more realistic inter-
pretation.

The explanandum here is linguistic structure, but this is just a

shorthand expression for the fact that a child learns a language structured
in such and such a way, and later, as an adult, maintains it more or less in
the same form. The latter point is crucial. If the language were not felt to
be adequate to its purpose (here: to what it refers to), it would change in
a random fashion. That it does not, i.e. that it changes only in ways which
do not destroy the isomorphic relation to the extralinguistic reality, re-
veals, precisely, the explanatory role of isomorphism. This is the modern
interpretation of the Modistic view that ¡nodí signíficandi a modis essendi
cousantur. (Analogous remarks apply to the other trvo types of expla-
nations as well.) Notice, however, that the idea of isomorphism-as-
creation' is not as spurious as one might think at f¡rst. Cases which come
closest to genuine 'linguistic creation', namely home-sign systems and
creoles, invariably exhibit strong degrees of isomorphism (cf. below).

The view that I am setting forth here presupposes that the child
possesses arnon-linguistic ontology with such notions as 'thing', 'action',
'causation', and the like, and that, while learning his first language, he is
able to monitor the relation of linguistic categories to ontological
categories. Current research seems indeed to bear out these assumptions.

Let us consider the cognition of preverbal children. Until recently,
research in this area was hampered by the fact that the sensori-motor
abilities of 4-Gmonth-old infants are quite undeveloped. (Animal tests, for
instance, are based on behavioral reactions, but a 4-month-old child
cannot be tested in the same way, because he exhibits no comparable
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behavior.) Piaget committed the mistake of defining the cognitive develop-
ment in terms of the sensori-motor development. Insæad of asking whether
cognitive differences are caused exclusively by differences in sensori-
motor abilities, he assumed this to be the case. (Whorf committed an
analogous mistake: instead of asking whether differences between English
and Hopi produce comparable differences in thinking, he just assumed that
they do.)

The study of infant cognition entered a new phase when a systematic
object of research was found, i.e. when one hit upon the idea of studying
the dírection and the ùtration of the infant's gaze. These are taken to
indicate the amount of attention; and the so-called habituation hypothesis
assumes that for an infant it økes a shorter time to look at what is familiar
or comprehensible, and a longer time to look at what is unfamiliar or
incomprehensible. A series of imaginative tests that provide det¿iled
information about infant cognition have already been built upon this
apparently slender foundation.

The physical world-view of 4-month-old children is in its basic
structure already the same as that of speaking adults. Central to everything
else is the notion of thing, which is characterized by cohesion, substan-
tiality, continued existence, and continuity of movement. It is also import-
ant to note that the notion of thing is abstract enough to be independent of
any particular sensory modality (e.g. vision or touch). The adult world-
view is reached not by changing, but merely by enriching the infant world-
view, for instance, by adding the operation of gravitation and the prin-
ciple that things move at constant or gradually changing speeds (cf. Spelke
1988). Causation is already at this age distinguished from mere spatio-
temporal contiguity (cf. Leslie 1988). The habituation method also shows
that the concept-formation by infants is similar to the concept-formation by
adults (cf. Cohen 1988).

These results are of tremendous significance. They show that our
standard notion of ontology comes into being without the aid of language.
Language does not create reality, but merely reflects it. Plato and Aristotle
were right, and those who were (or are) wrong, include nominalists like
Ockham, romantics like Herder, linguistic determinists like Whorf, and
postmodernists like Derrida.

In this context I cannot go into the eventual similarities between
human cognition and animal cognition. From the linguistic point of view,
however, it is quite interesting to note that a chimpanzee is able to identify
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such semantic (or 'thematic') roles as 'agent', 'patient', and 'instrument'
(Premack 1988:60). So these must be nonlinguistic in origin (which of
course makes perfect sense).

Let us now return to the role of isomorphism in language learning,
as exemplified by what might be considered the paradigmatic case, namely
the 'thing-action vs. noun-verb' isomorphism. It is well known that this
isomorphism is more pronounced in children's speech than in adults'
speech (cf. Brown 1958:243-253), a result which agrees with the general
'iconicity' of the child language (cf. Slobin 1985). This clearly shows that
the child does become (subliminally) aware of the language-reality re-
lation. He does not just learn the language of the adults. Rather, he also
learns and uses language to satisfy his perceptual and cognitive needs.
That he only later starts using nouns for non-things, is implicit proof that
he thereby recognizes the distinction between the primary use and the
secondary one.

The preceding account is directly confirmed by evidence from the
study of home-sign systems, i.e. gestural means of communication in-
yented by deaf children of hearing parents. These children use 'pointing
gestures'to refer to things and 'characterizing gestures' to refer to actions
and qualities (cf. Golden-Meadow & Mylander 1990). The ontological
justification of this distinction as well as its virtual identity with the noun-
verb distinction is self-evident.

If the iconic nature of home-sign systems is obvious, the same is no
less true of such well-established sign languages as the American, or the
British, or the Finnish sign languages.4 Even if the iconic origin of
particular signs may have become opaque, the structure of the entire
language is nevertheless based on the idea of modelling the reality which
is spoken about. That is, the space in front of a signer is a miniature
model of the world, and 'place-holders' for real-life entities are first put in
it, and then pointed at and moved around in accordance with the exigences
of the story to be told. Moreover, the iconic roots of grammatical (rather
than lexical) morphemes are often evident also to people with no previous
knowledge of signing. This is vividly illustrated by the fact that, when
asked to manually express such aspectual notions as 'momentaneous',
'iterative', 'durative' and the like, non-signers produce gestures that
closely resemble the corresponding grammatical markers of standard sign
languages (cf. McNeill 1987:248).
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The preceding account may be summed up by saying that oral
languages and sign languages have come to look very much alike, once it
has been rcalized that the former are more iconic, and the latter more
conventional, than was previously thought to be the case. Therefore it is
not surprising that scholars of quite different persuasions agree that oral
languages and sign languages issue from a common linguistic capacity (cf.
e.g. Kyle & V/oll 1985, on the one hand, and Poizner, Klima & Bellugi
1987, on the other). The implications of this general agreement must be
clearly understood. It is impossible to deny that sentences uttered in a sign
language give a 'picture' of the events spoken about; this 'picturing
relation' is an isomorphic relation, or a relation between two (visual)
structures. Now, if oral languages and sign languages do share a common
origin, as is generally agreed today, then isomorphism must play an

equally central, and equally explanatory, role in oral languages as it does

in sign languages.
To me it is quite clear that home-sign systems too are an outgrowth

of the same general capacity as oral languages and sign languages; and I
do not think that this position would be contested by very many people.

What is more controversial, however, is the status of spontaneous gestures

that accompany, rather than replace, speech. McNeill (1985) notes that

one part of such gestures 'iconically' replicate the semantic content of
speech, while another part replicate the rhythmic pattern of speech. On the

basis of this remarkable parallelism, McNeill argues that both speech and

gestures simultaneous with it derive from the same capacity: they express
the same conceptual content in different ways, gestures being the more
primary mode of expression. For my part, I find McNeill's argument quite
convincing. It remains to be seen how far this 'semiotic' competence

ultimately extends.
Ever since Furth (1966), it has been known that there is no notice-

able difference between the cognition of hearing subjects and the cognition
of deaf subjects. Some people might wish to explain this fact by the

common origin of oral languages and sign languages. This interpretation,
however, is ruled out by the fact that preverbal children already exhibit the

same type of cognition. Thus, as noted above, language has nothing to do
with it.)

The preceding discussion supports Kosslyn's (1980) view that at

least some part of mental representations is imagistic, rather than prop-

ositional, in character. A rising hand movement representing the rising
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movement of an airplane is literally an image, or a picture, of the latær;
and it is natural to think that the two instances of this movement are
mediated by a mental-imagistic representation of the same movement. It
would be less parsimonious to assume that the extramental movement has
to be encoded in a mental-propositional form. (Notice also that the concep-
tual difficulties connected with 'images in the head' are no more serious
than those connected with 'sentenceJin the head'.)6

4. ISOMORPTilSM AS A SPECIAL CASE OF ANALOGY

Most contributors to Helman (ed., 1988) define analogy as 'structur-
al similarity'. Given that this is also the standard definition of iso-
morphism, it is natural to ask what is the relation between these two
notions.

Analogy, or analogical thinking, may be taken either in a dynamic
or in a static sense. Taken dynamically, analogy means inferring some-
thing new from something old on the basis of a similarity between the two.
Taken statically, analogy pertains to the results of previous analogical
inferences. It means mastering a body of knowledge on the basis of
similarities that hold within it.

In a typical analogy, Hesse (1963) detects the dimensions of conti-
guity (or co-occurrence) and of similarity. I reproduce her example from
p. 68:

similarity

conti-
surty

BIRD
wings
lungs
featheæ

FISH
fins
glts
scales

This repreients a (static) body of knowledge held together by analogical
relationships, but it can be 'dynamicized', for insùance, by adding 'legs' to
the 'bird' properties, and then inferring that the 'fish' counterpart is 'tail'.
Notice in particular that there is no necessity for the 'vertical' relation of
contiguity to be binary, as is the case in the traditional 'proportional
analogy'. For convenience, however, I shall mainly deal with binary
vertical relations. As for the 'horizontal' relation of similarity, it must
always be taken in a structural sense, i.e. as holding between two (or
more) reluions. But depending on the case at hand, it may also be taken
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in a material sense. (In our example, lungs and gills are materially simi-
lar.)

An example taken from Kedar-Cabelli (1988:73-75) illustrates well
the sense in which an analogical inference is also a generalization:

*' -$,andX-oR

R : 'remove the small triangle from inside the large triangle', and
R' : 'remove the small object from inside the large object'. The general-
ization consists in moving from R to R'.

Next I shall give examples of how analogy operates in three distinct
areas, namely within extralinguistic reality, between extralinguistic reality
and language, and within language.

4.1. Extralinguistic Reality

The properties ofco-occurrence and succession, and in particular the
causal properties, of things and events are learned on the basis of analogy.
This is how we learn, for instance, that all ravens are black, that the day
is always followed by the night, and that (every instance of) fire is hot: /

raven-1/black-l : raven-2/X, and X : black-2
day-l/night-l : day-2|X, and X : night-2
fire-l/hot-l : ftre-Z|X, and X : hot-2

Next there follows an analogical generalization (or 'inductive
inference'): All ravens observed so far are (have been) black - All ravens
are black; and similarly in the other cases.

Once analogical inferences like these have been performed, their
results simply constitute our knowledge of the external world. It is import-
ant to realize that the same pattern of thought applies both to what is the
most simple and to what is the most complex. Just compare the above
examples with the following:
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stimulus/process/response : input/program/ouþut
mind/brain : software/hardware
sun/planets : atomic nucleus/electrons

It is also well known that the world views of so-called primitive
cultures can be summed up as long chains of oppositions between which
some analogical relationships, often of a purely arbitrary or normative
nature, are perceived. Consider þart of) the Chinese opposition between
yin and yang:

yonglyin : light/dark : man/woman : up/down : front/
back = convexe/concave :...

Similar normative analogies obtain also in 'lVestern thought, for
instance:

father/children : state/citizens
animal/human : human/God

Finally, the ubiquitousness of analogical thinking is well illustrated
by the analogies between distinct ontological categories, for insùance:

two miles/four miles : two hours/four hours : two dollars/
four dollars

Similarly, the urge to analogize (as it might be called) is particularly
evident in the analogies between distinct sensory modalities, for instance:

rising movement/falling movement -'rising' tone/'falling'
tone

There are an innumerable number of similar examples. Just think of
warm vs. cold drinks or voices or colours. Thus, metapåor is a prime
example of analogy.
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4.2. Extralinguistic ReaIþ and Language

It is a well known fact that, in the beginning, children learn the
meanings of only those words whose referents are present when they hear
(or see) the corresponding word-forms.

This fact can be readily represented by means of an analogical
inference; and what is more, this is the onty way that it can be rep-
resented:

kð kË

-, 
X - cat-2

cat-l X

This is how the first lexical morphemes are learned; and the gram-
matical morphemes are learned in tle same way, except that, instead of
holding between co-occurring referents and word-forms, the relation of
similarity now holds between relations of co-occurrence between referents
and word-forms:

A
cat boot

kË h# k'r
, X - boolcs

AAA
cats

The distinction between present and past, for instance, although
more difficult to picture, is learned in the same way.

Next, let us see how the distinction between the major word-classes,
i.e. noun and verb, is learned. The ontological justification for this distinc-
tion is not in serious doubt (cf. Brown 1958:243-253). The isomorphism
between a paradigmatic state of affairs and a schematic sentence structure
might be represented as follows. (fhe circles stand for things and the
arrow stands for an action.)

hË

x
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o-o
tbc X (Y-)X(-ins) the X

That is, a noun, i.e. the word referring to a thing, is whatever is
preceded by the, and begins or ends the sentence, whereas the verb, i.e.
the word referring ûo an action, is whatever occurs in the second position
and may or may not be preceded by something (: Y, or auxiliary verb)
and followed by W.

The examples from Section 2 that testify to the isomorphic relation
between language and extralinguistic reality may now be reformulated in
analogical terms as follows:

a) Number: thing- I /action/thing-2 : word- I /word-2/word-3
b) Qualiøtive properties: thing/action : noun/verb; agenl
patient - subject/object
c) Quantitative properties: one/many : zeto morph/non-zero
morph; ontological entity/its opposite : lexical (i.e. long)
morpheme (traditionally, categoremt ta)lgrammatical (i.e.
short) morpheme (traditionally, syncue goremata).

d) Order: first event/second event = first clause/second
clause; where the action starts (i.e. agent)/where the action
ends (i.e. patient) : preceding word (i.e. subject)/following
word (i.e. object)
e) Cohesion: A causes B/A does not cause B : tight construc-
tion/loose construction; ontological whole/ontological part :
expression that can be moved/ expression that cannot be
moved

Finaliy, it may atso be interesting to see how Aristotle's very
influential view of the 'language-mind-reality' triad is expressed analogi-
cally:

written language/spoken language : spoken language/mind =
mind/reality
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In the three cases, the vertical relation, which is tantamount üo 'A
expresses B', is taken to be identical, and not just similar.

4.3. Language

The identity of phonemes is established on the basis of analogy,
although this may not be obvious at once. The following examples give an
idea of the analogical relationships that underlie the distinctive features,
which, taken together, constitute the phoneme lbl (cf. Householder 1971:
65-67); that is, /b/ is contrasted with lpl, ldl, and lfl in different environ-
ments:

bet/pet : bad/pad = ...; bin/din : bow/dough :...; bill/fill
: base/face =...

It is only at this phonological level that intralinguistic analogy may
be characterized as 'formal'. This fact is obscured by the common practice
of leaving meaning implicit, like here:

boy/boys : girl/girls

$[hat is wrong with this (traditional) manner of presentation becomes
evident from the following nonsensical analogy:

boy/boys : enjoy/enjoys

This analogy is unacceptable because of meaning, not because of
form. (In effect, there is a remarkable formal, or material, similarity
between units on both sides of the equality sign.) Therefore meanings,
more precisely, grownatical meanings, must be made explicit, like this:

Noun sg. Noun sg. Verb

boy enjoy
-L

Verb sg.

girl

boys

Noun pl Noun pl.

girls enjoys
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This example, simple as it is, suffices ûo show that outside of
phonology it is misleading to speak of an 'intralinguistic' point of view.
'Noun' and 'verb' are grammatical meanings that are expressed by corre-
sponding forms; but we have seen above that these meanings are ontologi-
cally motivated in that they correspond to the caûegories of 'thing' and

'action'. Therefore an 'intralinguistic' point of view is an illusion. The
extralinguistic reality necessarily forces its way into language. Cfhis is not
to deny that linguistic form, or 'syntax' in a wide sense, can be treated as

if itwere autonomous. All one has to do is remember that this is a case of
make-believe. Syntax is not autonomous, but for descriptive purposes we
can pretend that it is.) What is true of noun and verb, is even more
obviously true of such grammatical meanings as 'singular' and 'plural',
because they are identical with, and not just motivated by, ontological
categories.

In linguistics, the best known applications of analogy have tradition-
ally been in inflectional morphology, both in synchronic and in diachronic
studies. Here the vertical relation typically holds between the grammatical
cases (eight in Sanskrit, three in Classical Arabic, for instance) or between
the grammatical persons (nine or six, depending on whether or not the
language in question possesses the dual). The horizontal relation, in turn,
holds between the different declensions and, within each, between singular
(and dual) and plural, or between the different conjugations and, within
each, between the different tenses and/or modes. This aspect of analogy
has been insightfully studied in Anttila (1977:Ch.2).

In syntax, analogy establishes both the basic units (i.e. phrases and
clauses) and the operations performed thereupon. In its first-mentioned
capacity, analogy is indistinguishable from the traditional 'substitution
test'. I give here only what might be called the paradigmatic example:

John My oldest brother
ran away has bought a new house

The role of analogy in syntactic operations may be illustrated by con-
verting assertions into questions:

A did B C did D assertion-l assertion-2
t... Of '-question-l çestion-2

NP-I NP-2

---vP-l YP-2

What did A do? What did C do?
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or by showing how pairs of simple clauses are converted into compound
sentences:

s-1, s-2 
_

if S-1, tl'en 5-2

s-3, s-4

More examples of analogy in

if S-3, then 54 ""

syntax will be given in the subsection
5.2.

our discussion has so far vindicated the traditional line of thinking
(repryrynted by Paul, von der Gabelentz, de Saussure, Jespersen, Sapirl
and Bloomfield, among others) according to which both the learning oi
existing linguistic structures and the creation of new ones are based on
analogy:

'Bei dem natürlichen Erlernen der Muttersprache ... hören [wir]
nach und nach eine Anzahl von Sãtzen, die aufdieselbe Art zusam_
mengesetzt sind und sich deshalb zu einer Gruppe zusammen_
schliessen ... und so wird die Regel unbewusst aus den Mustern
abstrahiert' (Paul 1975 tl880D.

'La création qui ... est I'aboutissement [de I'analogie] ne peut
appartenir d'abord qu'à la parole; elle est I'oeuvre occasionnelle
d'un sujet isolé. ... L'analogie nous apprend donc une fois de plus
à séparer la language de la parole; elle nous montre la secónde
dépendent de la première... Toute création doit être précedée d'une
comparaison inconsciente des matériaux déposés dans le trésor de
la langue où les formes génératrices sont rangés selon leurs rapports
syntagmatiques et associatifs [= paradigmatiques]" (de Saussure
1962 [l916]).

'...we feel that the two sentences ... are analogous, that is, they are
made after the same pattern... Now, how do such [senænce] types
come into existence in the mind of a speaker? ... from innumeiabb
sentences hea¡d and understood [the child] will abstract some notion
of their structure which is definiæ enough to guide him in framing
sentences of his own,...." (Jespersen 1965 tl92al ß).

'New words may be consciously created from these fundamental
elements on the analogy of old ones, but hardly new types of
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words. In the same way new sentences are being constantly created,

but always on strictly traditional lines. ... The fact of grammar, a

universal trait oflanguage, is simply a generalized expression ofthe
feeling that analogous conc€pts and relations are most convcniently
symbolized in analogous forms' (Sapir 192l:37-38).

'...the speaker who knows the constituents and tl¡e grammatical
pattern, c¿n utter [speech forms] without ever having heard them;...
A grammatical pattern ... is often called an analogy' @loomfield
1933:275).

'lVe have also found support for Householder's (1971:75) view of a
"vast network of analogies which is sparking in our brain every time we
speak'. Given the ubiquitous character of analogy, there is only one
plausible option, namely to accept the conclusion that "language is one

manifestation of the innate faculty of analogizing' shown clearly by
children even before they have acquired language" (Anttila 1989 [19721:
105; emphasis added).

5. AGAINST CHOMSKY'S NOTTON OF T'NIVERSAL GRAIVÍ-
MAR

The Chomskyan tradition entertains a notion of universal grammar

that strongly differs from the one presented above. This disagreement also

entails quite dissimilar views concerning the makeup of the human mind.
Thus, this discussion goes beyond linguistics, and should ultimately be

seen as part of cognitive science.

Having justified my 'analogist' notion of universal grammar' I shall
now proceed to expose what I consider the weaknesses of the alternative
Chomskyan¡ nption.

5.1. Analogy vs. Modularity

Fodor (1983) argues for a dualistic model of the mind: on the one

hand, innate domain-specific input systems or 'modules' (e.g. vision or
language) which are 'informationally encapsulated' in the sense of oper-

ating independently of other modules; on the other hand, the central

sysætn which manþulates the information provided by the modules and is,
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above all, characterized by analogical reasoning. It is Fodor's claim that
only the modules can be (or become) objects of scientific investigation.
Because the central system is responsible for creative thinking, it will
always remain a mystery: nThe more global a cognitive process is, the less
anybody understands it. Very global processes, like analogical reasoning,
aren't understood at all" þ. 107).

Fodor is merely giving here some content to Chomsky's (e.g. 1980)
view that language is just one 'mental organ' among others. Moreover, the
distinction between the modules and the central system is just a re-
formulation of Chomsky's (1976) distinction between 'problems' and
'mysteries'.

It has been noted even by adherents of the modularity hypothesis that
Fodor seems to have a rather unprecise idea of what modules are really
like. It does not make sense to contrast vision and language, because this
would mean that reading and writing (not to speak of sign languages) are
not part of 'language'. Moreover, language cannot be identified with an
input system, for the simple reason that people also speak, i.e. produce
ouþut.

In any event, it is clear that if the conception outlined in the four
preceding sections is correct, it refutes the modularity hypothesis.
Language cannot be modular, if it is motivated from outside, i.e. if, as I
put it somewhat figuratively, "extralinguistic reality forces its way into
language". For the same reason, language cannot be innate; being innate
is incompatible with being causally explained by something else, as the
Modistae clearly understood.

Fodor ignores all the evidence that was adduced (or alluded to) in
the preceding sections. In addition to refuting the modularity hypothesis,
this evidence shows that the existence of analogy, or of analogical reason-
ing, is incontestable. The modularist still has the option of postulating
several domain-specific analogical capacities, but it would be unnecessarily
uneconomical to do so. (Shacter et al. 1988:269 use the same argument to
postulate a common mechanism for conscious experiences of perceiving,
knowing, and remembering.)

It may be added that Fodor is no less one-sided in presenting his
own evidence for the modularity hypothesis. He depends heavily on
Liberman et al.'s (1967) thesis that hearing speech is a capacity distinct
from hearing other sounds. This thesis, however, has been disconfrrmed
by recent research (cf. Schouten 1980 and Kuhl 1981).
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If analogy really is as pervasive as I have claimed here, how is it
possible that Chomskyans have been able to do without it? The answer is
that they haven't. Jackendoff (1987) postulates the existence of'preference
rule systems' which have to decide whether, given the entities X and Y, a

new entity Z is similar to X or to Y (i.e. whether it belongs ûo the cate-
gory 'X' or to the category 'Y').

'Once the basic nature of preference rule systems has been isolaûed,
it is possible to recognize them everywhere in psychology. The
content of the preference rules varies widely from one domain to
the next, but the characteristic computational interaction appears in
every case" (p. 145). 'Thus, preference rule syst€ms appear to be
an important building block of mental computation that cuts broadly
across domains ofall sorts, irrespective ofthe actual content ofthe
domains" (p. 253).

It is immediately evident that what Jackendoff is really speaking of
here is analogy, or analogical reasoning. The conchxio¿ ofsuch reasoning
is precisely the choice (i.e. analysis or action) which the situation at hand
makes preferable to other possible choices. Because of Chomsky's long-
standing hostility towards analogy (cf. the next subsection), Jackendoff is
forced to invent a clumsy neologism like 'preference rule system'. This is
reminiscent of how, in the generative analysis of linguistic change in the
early seventies, the term 'analogy' was replaced by the conglomeration of
such terms as 'distinctness condition', 'levelling conditions', and 'para-
digm coherence' (cf. Anttila 1977:98-99).

Jackendoff (l 987) also rechristens metaphor as'cross-field generaliza-
tion'. He misses a generalization, however, when he fails to see that both
'preference rule systems' and 'cross-field generalizations' are just different
aspects of a unitary phenomenon, namely analogy. In these respects,
Jackendoff (1991) contains no improvement.

Nothing of what I have said so far is meant to deny that the sensory
system performs very specific or, in this sense, 'modular' functions.
Remember, however, that four-month-old children already possess a notion
of'thing' which is abstract enough to be independent ofparticular sensory
modalities. It is at this level (and then, of course, at higher levels) that I
claim analogy operates. As a consequence, when a child perceives the
analogy between extralinguistic structure and linguistic structure, this is in
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a sense an 'abstract' analysis. But it would be nonsensical to argue, with
Fodor, that this analysis, just because it relies on analogy, is so abstract or
'mysterious' that nothing can be known about it.

5.2. A Critique of Chomsky's Notion of Analogt

Chomsky has always consistently denied the usefulness of "such
ideas as analogy, induction, association, reliableprocedures, good reasons,
and justification' (1986:12). His own position is that innate knowledge
somehow takes care of everything. It needs to be pointed out, however,
that Chomsky uses the term 'analogy' in a quite idiosyncratic way. Basi-
cally, his error is to treat analogy as a purely formal notion; given this
point of departure, it is of course easy for him to prove that 'analogy'
fails. But from this, nothing follows for the genuine notion of analogy.

Let us make this a little clearer. Chomsky (1986) uses repeatedly the
following set of examples:

(1) John ate an apple
(2) John ate
(3) John is too stubborn to tålk to Bill
(4) John is too stubborn to talk to

As he sees it, the relation of (4) to (3) is analogous to the relation of
(2) to (1). And yet .Iohn is the subject of ate both in (1) and (2), while
.Ioln is the subject of talk only in (3). Chomsky takes this to mean that
analogy fails; and because analogy cannot explain why (4) is construed
differently from (3), it follows (or seems to follow) that only some innate
mechanism can do so.

Chomsky's argument here can be presented in the form of a pro-
portional analogy, thus:

(1) (3)

Øx
For Chomsky, the notion of analogy requires X to be replaced by

(4). To see the error in this reasoning, consider the following proportional
analogy:
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(l) John ate an apple (5) John talked to Bill

(2) John ate x

According to Chomsky's logic, X should be replaced by the follow-
ing sentence:

(6) *John talked to

This is wrong, however, because (6) is not even a correct sen-
tence.E The right solution is, rather, this sentence:

(7) John talked

rühen we apply this simple observation to our first proportional
analogy, we see that the solution cannot be (4). Rather, it has to be

(8) John is too stubborn to talk

What about Chomsky's key sentence, i.e. (4)? What is the rigltt
analogy for it? It is to be found in equations like the following one:

(9) The teacher discusses (5') Bill ølks to John
the question

(10) The question is too
difficult to discuss

John is too stubborn

It is here - and onty here - that the sentence (4) (: ,Ioln ß too
stubborn to talk lo) has its rightful place. Notice that there is not only a
semantic, but also a formal analogy between (9y(10) and (5')/(4), as one
cannot help noticing, if one only cares to keep one's eyes open. This
analogy explains Chomsky's original puzzle, i.e. why (4) is understood in
the way it is: the role of Joln in (5') is the same as the role of Eæstíon in
(9); and since the latter remains the same in (10), so does the former in
(4). John is the patient; he is not talking, he is being talked ûo.
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I give trvo more examples showing how Chomsky misconstrues or
neglects the genuine notion of analogy. Consider these sentences from
Chomsky (1976:283):

(11) Jobn's friends appeared to their wifes to hate one anotler
(12) John's friends appealed to their wifes to hate one another

According to Chomsky, a difference of only one sound, i.e. r in (11)
vs. I in (12), separates these two 'analogous' sentences. And yet one
onother refers tofriends in (11) and to wives in (12). Once again, this is
taken to mean that analogy is useless and the postulation of very specific
innate knowledge is unavoidable. But (11) and (12) ate not analogous,
witness the difference between the following sentences:

(13) John appears to be sleeping
(14) *John appeals to be sleeping.

Finally, consider the example from Chomsky (1980:178-179):

(15) Mary bought a dog to play with

He notes quite correctly that we all know Mary, and not the dog, to
be the subject of play. Since there cannot, presumably, be any evidence
to support this knowledge, an innate universal 1: something called
'minimal distance principle') needs to be postulated. This is quite un-
necessary, horvever. All one has to do is consider an analogous sentence
like

(16) Mary bought a ball to play with

It is the meaning of the sentence which makes it clear that Mary
must be the subject of play (since balls cannot play). From cases like (16),
this interpretation is generalized to (analogous) cases like (15).

As a proponent of a language-specific innate capacity, Chomsky
feels under no obligation to present an algorithm for language-acquisition.
He has always claimed, however, tl¡at supporters of analogy do have such
an obligation. But why? Like Anttila, I am free to postulate a non-specific
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innate capacity to grasp analogies; and if the innatism of one sort does not
entail any commitment to a language-acquisition algorithm, the innatism of
the other sort does not either. This is directly confirmed by Jackendoffls
(1987) position. He makes it quite clear that he will not (and cannot)
mechanize analogy (or what he calls 'preference rule systems'). I agree.
We are just guided by our non-specific innate knowledge to perceive the
right analogies. (Ihis is not to belittle the value of the various approxi-
mations to analogy algorithms presented in Helman [ed., 1988].)

It is well known that in his grammar-conception Chomsky concen-
trates on the formal or syntactic aspect of language. Therefore it was only
to be expected that he should misconstrue analogy as a purely forrnal
phenomenon. It is nevertheless somewhat surprising to see how far his
antipathy towards meaning extends. Matthews (1989:61) speaks of
"Chomsky's reluctance to include semantic information" among the data
which are the input to the language-acquisition device. Accordingly,
Lasnik (1989) tries to show that nothing beyond distributional data is
needed. The implication is that it should be possible for someone to learn
a language just by listening to spoken utterances, without any other, either
visual or tactile contact with the extralinguistic reality (including other
people). The falseness of this assumption is evident from the fact that it is
impossible to learn a language by listening to the radio (cf. Sachs &
Johnson 1976), or even by watching the television (because the referents,
even if visible, are not really presew to the child) (cf. Snow et al. 1976).

5.3. The Vacuity of the'Poverty-of-Stimulus' Argument (or the Non-
Problem of 'No Negative Evidence')

Although unexplained and unexplainable, the Chomsky-type univer-
sal grammar is not meant to lie altogether outside of the explanatory
process. Rather, it is invoked to explain the fact of language-acquisition.
That is, language is claimed to be acquired 'very rapidly' on the basis of
'limited' and 'degenerate' data. Presumably, the 'stimulus' which the child
comes across is so 'poor' that he could not learn his native language so
rapidly (or could not learn it at all), if he were not aided by a specifically
linguistic innate faculty. Thus, the need for innate universal grammar is
justified by this'poverty-of-stimulus' argument.

Here we face an extraordinary situation. ln non-linguistic circles the
Chomskyan generative school is often identified with linguistics tout court.
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And yet perhaps one half of the linguistic community flatly denies the
existence of the very fact which the Chomsky-type universal grammar is
summoned to explain. ln other words, they deny that language is acquired
rapidly (cf. Sampson 1980:114), and that the data encountered by the
language-learning child is either degenerate (cf. Labov 1972:203) or
limited (cf. Schlesinger 1975:2L9). That such a basic disagreement is
possible at all, proves that the foundations of linguistics are much less

secure than we generally like ûo think.
More recently, the 'poverty-of-stimulus' argument has been re-

formulated in rather extreme terms. Now it is claimed that language is
learned on the basis of not just lirnited data, but of no data at all. More
precisely, it is claimed that, in order to learn his first language, the child
needs to know that some forms ate not correct; but since he obviously has

no 'negative' data that would directly tell him this, he must possess the
requisite knowledge 'in advance'. Thus, innate knowledge is invoked once
again. - Let us see what is wrong with this argument.

Consider the following proportional analogy:

(1) Dad told a story to Sue (3) Dad said something nice to Sue

(2) Dad told Sue a story (4) *Dad said Sue something nice

The problem of 'no negative evidence' is simply this: How does the
child know that sentences like (4) are incorrect, without being explicitly
ûold about their incorrectness? That is, how does he learn to block the

'false analogy' exemplified by the above sentences? Notice that this case,

which involves a coexistence of two correct structures (l) and (2), is, at
least on the face of it, more difficult to explain than the standard type of
morphological exception, for instance:

hand/hands : foot/feet (*foots)

Here there is only one corÍect form in each case; and feet is a

'positive' exception, i.e. it occurs although it should not, whereas (4) is a
'negative' exception, i.e. it does not occur although it should (for more
discussion, see Bowerman 1988 and Lasnik 1989).

Now, the first thing to notice about this example is that it has

nothing to do with innaæ linguistic principles of any sort. Rather the
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variation between tell and søy (or give and donate, ot show aú dcmon-
strate\ is purely a matter of the English language. Yet it is simply a fact
that the child does learn to say (2) and to avoid (4). And since he learns
this case without the aid of innate linguistic principles, there is no a priorí
reason to assume that he would need such principles in learning other
cases (for instance, cases involving the rüh-movement). ìVhen this is
clearly understood, it is also seen that the elaborate discussion reviewed in
Bowerman (1988) has practically no relevance to the issue.of universal
grammar.9

There still remains a legitimaæ question concerning language-par-
ticular learning: how, precisely, does the child learn such idiosyncrasies of
English like the variation between tell and say, or the quite subtle vari-
ations enumerated by Bowerman (1988:9G-93)? The deøiled answer must
be left to child-language experts, but at least the general ans$¡er is clear:
It happens on the basis of positive evidence and without innate linguistic
principles. Those who have doubted the child's ability to learn on the basis
of positive evidence, have simply underestimated the powers of innate
analogical reasoning. It tells us not only which analogies to accept, but
also which not to accept.

It is quite amazing to see that the Chomskyan paradigm is supported
by practically no data concerning language-acquisition, in spite ofthe fact
that it is precisely language-acquisition which is supposed to provide its
raßon d'ête. Arguments are constantly justified by nothing but subjective
impressions (more precisely, subjective impressions of a sceptical nature),
i.e. by claiming that it is 'not plausible' or 'hard to imagine' or 'difftcult
to believe' that the child could do such-and-such. But other linguists,
myself included, have found all this quite plausible, or easy to imagine. In
a situation like this, the only rational course of action is to forget the
'logical' problem of language-acquisition and to find out what the child
realþ can or cannot do.

I have already illustrated this 'sceptical' type of argumentation in the
subsection 5.2, where I showed how Chomsky has managed to ovedook
all evidence that might enable the child to understand the meanings of
'John is too stubborn to talk to' and 'Mary bought a dog to play with' as

well as the structural difference involved in 'John's friends appeared/

appealed to their wives to hate one another'. Here I shall add two more
examples, taken from Hoekstra & Kooij (1988:37-38).

Consider the following expressions:
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(5) He proved the theorem
(6) His proof of the theorem
(7) He proved the theorem wrong
(8) *His proof of the theorem wrong
(9) His proving the theorem wrong
(10) His destroying the city single-handed

How do we know that (9) is correct and (8) incorrect? According to
Hoekstra and Kooü, "it is plausible" that this knowledge "is ultimately
based on knowledge of principles of UG". V/hy? - because thinking
otherwise would entail two implausible assumptions, namely that we are
able to keep track of the patterns we have or have not encountered (: ¡¡"
non-occurrence of patterns like [8]), and that we are able to generalize a
pattern from one construction (= [9]) to another (= [10]). - In opposition
to Hoekstra and Kooij, I submit that these two assumptions are self-
evident, rather than implausible.

Again, consider these two sentences:

(11) Where did John say that we had to get off the bus?
(12) Where did John ask whether we had to get off the bus?

(12) can be understood only in one way, whereas (11) has two
interpretations, namely as asking either about the place where John said
what he said or about the place where we had to get off the bus. How do
we know this difference? - according to Hoekstra and Kooij, because we
have "access to complex principles of UG". Why are they needed? -
because "this piece of knowledge [, although] shared by all native
speakers, ... can hardly have been established on the basis of induction [or
analogy]". Why? - "simply because there are no data from which induc-
tion could conceivably proceed". But of course there are precisely such
data, and self-evidently so. The first interpretation of (11) is understood ¡n
analogy with straightforward questions, for instance:

(13) Where did John sleep?

The second interpretation of (11) is in turn understood in analogy
with questions containing tl¡¿t-clauses, for instance:
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(14) Vfho do you think that John will marry?

Both (13) and (1a) have only one interpretation. (11), containing
both where and tltaÍ, has two inûerpretations.ru (12), again, can be
understood in one way only. (One sometimes has the feeling that the
Chomskyans do not trust the speaker to piece together the meaning of any
single sentence without 'outside help', i.e without help from UG.)

The 'poverty-of-stimulus' argument might seem the more convinc-
ing, the less data is claimed to be accessible to the child. Thus it is, in a
sense, logical that, as we saw above, Chomsky is reluctant to include
semantic information among such dat¿. Similarly, Matthews (1989:68)
excludes the possibility of ontological information: "The learner is not
going to be able to induce the constraints [on the class of possible gram-
marsl from nonlinguistic daüa for the simple reason that such data do not
exhibit them."

If Matthews were right, it would be senseless to speak of an iso-
morphism between extralinguistic structure and linguistic structure,
because the extralinguistic reality would be essentially structureless. But he
is not right. This is shown by research on nonlinguistic cognition, research
that he completely ignores (cf. the reference to Spelke t19881 and others).
Others working within the Chomskyan paradigm are better informed. Finer
and Roeper (1989) fully accept the existence of nonlinguistic cognition and
investigate its relation to semantic (or 'thematic') roles. More interestingly,
Jackendoff (1987:250-251; also pp. 174-185) notes identical, or strongly
similar, hierarchical structures in syntax and in the visual '3D model' of
the extralinguistic reality that was developed by David Marr. It is struc-
tures of the latter type, extended from single objects to states of affairs,
which constin¡te the basis for the language-reality isomorphism.

5.4. The Vacuity of the Innateness Hypothesis

In what precedes, I have presented the opposition between the trvo
notions of universal grammar as that between two scientific theories
equally liable to falsification. There are indications, however, that this may
not be the correct interpretation. The Chomskyan camp shows inclinations
to stretch the notion of innateness so as to absorb into it any new and
prima facie disconfirmatory results which are too cogent to be sensibly
denied. That is, what is first denied, is soon accepted and claimed to be
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part of the universal grammar. It goes without saying that this is an
ínananization stategy of the most palpable sort. Consider the following
examples.

Traditional linguistics has always relied on what Antrila (1972) calts
the ('iconic') principle of 'one meaning - one form', and what I myself
have called the 'principle of isomorphism' (cf. Itkonen 1982 and
1984).tr Originally, this principle was incompatible with Chomskyan
linguistics because the latter was syntax-centered to the point of assigning
no role at all ûo semantics. In the long run, however, it proved impossible
to deny the existence of the biuniqueness principle, which meant that it
had ùo be incorporated into Chomskyan linguistics. In inflectional mor-
phology, this was done by Pinker (1984) with his postulation of a 'unic
entry' principle as part of universal grammar. The same change of mind
is evident, even if to a lesser degree, in Chomsky's (1981) postulation of
an isomorphism between 'thematic' and syntactic relations.

The ontologico-linguistic isomorphism is 'stronger' than the semanr
tico-syntactic biuniqueness, because it is asymmetrical: it is the ontological
or extralinguistic term of the relation which determines the other. lineuistic
term (in the sense defined in Section 2 above).|2 Therefore supporlers of
isomorphism (or 'iconicity') have always felt that their position is in-
compatible with Chomskyan innatism. This feeling is not, however, shared
by all representatives of the Chomskyan paradigm. Thus, Pinker (1984)
not only incorporates biuniqueness into universal grammar with the aide of
his 'unic entry' principle; in addition, he sees no contradiction in in-
corporating isomorphism as well. That is, his 'semantic bootstrapping'
hypothesis assumes that children are innately endowed with a set of
correspondences between syntactic categories (e.g; N and V) and onto-
logical categor¡es (e.g. thing and action). By this conjuring trick, the
achievements of functional linguistics are turned into achievements of
formal, Chomskyan linguistics.

This is made even clearer by the following example. It has often
been pointed out that Chomskyan linguistics by no means claims that each
gd gvery linguistic phenomenon is innate. Therefore it can be genuinely
falsified only by providing fr¡nctional explanations for those phenomena
which it specifically claims to be innate. This observation is perfectly
correct. Now, the phenomena of strucure4ependency and rubjacenq are
certainly at the very heart of Chomskyan linguistics; for years they have
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been advertized as the securest universals of all, precisely because there
are no explanations for them:

"There is no a priori reason why human language should make use

exclusively of structure-dependent operations, such as English
interrogation, instead of structure-independent operations fiike the
operation that inverts the first and last words of a sentence]"
(Chomsþ 1968:52).

'... the universals that rationalists typically ciæ (he structure-
dependency, the subjacency condition, etc.) are certainly un-
expected and nonintuitive,...' (Matthews 1989:69). 13

But now it seems that the times are changing. Newmeyer (1990)
frankly admits that there are in fact quite plausible functional explanations
for the two phenomena. But if you think that this means that Chomsky's
universal grammar has been falsified, you just don't know how the game
of linguistics is being played. According to Newmeyer, the frrnctions that
language may be shown to serve have promoted the survival of the human
species; therefore they have become, via mutations, part of our innate
language capacity; therefore, rather than falsi$ing Chomsky's universal
grammar, they actually confirm it. - After reading this remarkable pass-
age, I became convinced that there is nothing, absolutely nothing, that
could make Chomskyans admit that there is anything amiss with their
theory' This is why I am not writing these lines for them, but for those
who have not yet committed themselves.

It is good to add that innateness lends itself quite naturally to being
some sort of deus ex machina: when you do not know what to say about
something, say that it is innate. For instance, when Kaø (1981) defends
his Platonism, he is confronted with the dilemma noted already by
Aristotle: how is it possible that we, beings who live in space and time,
come to know something that is beyond space and time, i.e. Platonic
ideas? As you might have guessed, Katz's answer is that we are just
innately equipped for it (cf. Itkonen 1983).
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5.5 Chomskyan Linguistics: an Explanans in Search of an Ex-
planandum

Once you have reached this point, you may have started to puzzle
over the nahlre of Chomsþan linguistics: it is a psychological or even
biological theory without any psychological or biological facts, a theory
looking for universal features, but telling in advance that whatever it will
fud, is unexplainable. In my opinion, these puzzling aspects of
Chomsþan linguistics can be understood, only if they are put in an
hislorical perspective.

In his 1955 dissertation Chomsky was still a follower of Bloomfield
and Harris. He defended the former's antimentalist program against
suggestions that the criteria of scientific significance should be relaxed so
as to admit non-physical entities as well:

"The fact that a certain general criterion of significance has been

abandoned does not mean that the bars are down and that 'ideas'
and 'meanings' become proper terms for linguistics. If this rejection
of an old criterion ... is followed by a new analysis of'signifi-
cance', then if this is at all adequate, it seems to me that it will rule
out mentalism for what were essentially Bloomfield's reasons, i.e.,
its obscurity ¡nd inherent untestability" (1975 u9551:86).

It is Chomsky's goal to achieve a synthesis of Bloomfield's anti-
mentalism and Harris' distributionalism at the level of syntax:

'The notions that enter into linguistic theory are those concerned
with the physical properties of utterances, the formal arrangement
of pafs of utterances,... and finally, formal properties of systems

of representation and of grammars... rrVe will refer to linguistic
analysis canied out in these terms as 'distributional analysis" (p.

127), 'this ærm [being] borrowed from Harris" þ. 63, n.l).

Chomsky (1957:55) also echoes Harris (1946:164, n. 6) in his claim
that 'the only ultimate criterion in evaluation is the simplicity of the whole
system'. So we see that, contrary to a wide-spread misconception, in its
first explicit formulation Chomsky's linguistic theory did not embody any
signiñcant break with the preceding tradition. On this issue, the level of
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historiographical writing, epitomized by Newmeyer (1982), has been
extremely low.

In Chomsky (1965) the study of linguistic form, now supplied with
a mentalist interpretation, was seen as a study of innate universal gram-
mar. In Chomsky (1980) the innate linguistic faculty (or 'organ') was
conceived of in ultimately biological terms, and its autonomy vis-à-vis
other comparable faculties was justified by a general appeal to the
modularity of mind.

ln the present context it is of no importance that Chomsþ's theory
of syntax has undergone several modifications. What is important, is the
fact that while he has continued to analyze the syntax of English by means
of self-invented sentences which his own linguistic intuition deems correct,
his interpretation of, and justification for, what he is doing has changed
completely: he first practises antimentalist distributional analysis, then
mentalist syntax as part of general psychology, and finally study of
universal grammar as one aspect of biological endowment.

Once the generative syntax had been invented, something had to be
done with it, i.e. it had to be used to 'explain' something. V/ith the
passing of time, the explanandum has been conceived of in increasingly
ambitious terms: having started with distributional arrangements of English
morphemes, we have now arrive.d at theoretical biology. Seen in perspec-
tive, innatism and modularity are not claims with empirical content. They
are just excuses for Chomsky not to do anything different from what he

has always done.
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NOTES

l.

2.

Itko¡en (1972) is the manuscript for ¡ licenciate thesis which I had to
withdraw.

In_ Itkor¡en (1970) I showed in some detail that isomorphism, in the sense
of Wittgenstein's 'picture theory', is a feasible idea also for natural
languages.

3. Hopper and Thompson (1985) try to show that the justification for the
categories of noun and verb is ultimately not ontological, but 'discourse-
p¡agmaticl, To my mind, they fail for ihe following two reasons. First,
when dealing with their actual examples, they invãriably return to the
ontological justification. Second, saying, in the Aristoteliari terms, that the
verb and the noun express, respectively, that which is said and that about
which it is said is not a justifr¿ation but merely a defnition of the two
categories. And the connection between the definiens and the definiendum
is 

-too close to be explanatory. (rtrhile it is easy to imagine a noun not
referring to a thing, it is impossible to imagine a (subject) îovn ,@t
expressing that which is spoken about.)

5

6.

4. My dlscussion g-f-sfgn languages has been influenced by Rissanen (1985)
and Haukioja (1991).

There is an inleresting analogy in the field ofanimal psychology: Premack
(1988) reports that a ðhimpañiee who had been tauglit íhe sigris'for'same'
and 'différent' was capable of more abstract thinki-ng than iúose who had
not been taught in the same way.

to be qure, rù/ittgenstein's cautionary remarks against the use of 'mental
images' should not be forgotten: an image (e.S. a map) needs always an
instruction for its use or interpretation; and how is il¡¡i to be meñtally
represented? (Cf. Blackburn 1984:45-50.) It seems to me, however, thít
this is exactly the same problem as the one that Searle (1980) has raised
concerning-the mental language with his 'Chinese room' puzzle. Thus, as
I ngted in the text, mental images and mental sentences involve the sáme
problems.

7 In presenting proportional analogies, I shall often use the following space-
savrng notation,
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8.

9.

Maybe Chomsþ would like to argue that (6) shouUbe a correct sentence;
that it is not, would then speak against analogy. But this is like arguing
that analogy fails because boy and enjoy, though formally similar, belong
to different word-classes.

To be sure, Bowerman's discussion has other merits. The Chomsþans,
professing to be interested only in the 'logical' problem of language-
acquisition, had been trying to explain the 'fact' that children do not
perform syntactic overgeneralizations. But Bowerman shows that they do.

Ofcourse, not all questions containing /¡¿t-clauses are equally likely to be
ambiguous; just think of a question like Where do you believe that he
lives? lt would be odd to answer I believe it in my mind.

Today, I prefer the term 'biuniqueness', reserving 'isomorphism' for the
realityJanguage relation.

Although Saussure's and rù/ittgenstein's meaning-conceptions differ
widely, they agree in considering form and meaning to be conceptually
connected to each other. Ifthis is accepted, there can be no 'semantic' (or
'logical') explanations oflinguistic structure, ofthe type suggested e.g. by
Keenan (1988); cf. also note 3 above. For such explanations to be viable,
tl¡e 'semantic' or 'logical' elements must be reinterpreted in ontological
or cognitive terms.

Personally, I have always found this view extremely puzzling, given the
obvious functional explanations that can be given both for stn¡cture-
dependency and for subjacency (cf. Section 2).

10.

ll

12.

l3
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ON TIIE DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE DEFINITE ARTICLE SE IN

SPOKEN FINNISHI

Ritva Laury

Department of Linguistics

University of California, Santa Barbara

I. INTRODUCTION

In expressing the central discourse-pragmatic distinction between

definite and indefinite reference, languages employ a variety of different

means. A speaker of English can use the definite article to indicate that he

assumes that the hearer can identiff the referent of the noun phrase in

question, while speakers of languages that lack articles have to resort to other

means to convey this distinction, if they express it at all. Finnish is usually

believed to belong to the latter group. Thus Lauri Hakulinen in his 1979

Suomen kielen rakenne ja kehitys states that since Finnish "lacks an expedient

formal means of indicating definiteness, such as an article2" (510), Finnish

instead indicates the distinction between definiteness and indefiniteness

through other means, such as case marking, verb agreement and word order.

However, as Hakulinen indicates in a footnote, this statement only holds for

written Finnish; in dialectal language, he says, there are "clear signs of

apparently language-internal article formation " (5 I 0).

Hakulinen's remark refers to certain prenominal uses of the

demonstrative pronoun se in spoken texts collected in the last part ofthe 19th

century. Comparing the data he refers to with records of present-day spoken
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Finnish, one can readily see that the development which could be detected a

hundred years ago has progressed further along the road to the

grammaticization of ,t¿ as an article.

In this paper, I will compare the 19th century spoken data which

Hakulinen refers to, to spoken discourse from present-day Finnish. I will

show how the demonstrative pronoun s¿ is being grammaticiz'ed in Finnish

into a definite article so that speakers now regularly mark identifiable noun

phrases with se. I will also show that the diachronic development of the article

can best be explained from discourse.

2. TIIE DATA

My data for this discussion are two narratives from the 1890s, which

I will compare with spoken narratives recorded in 19843. The earlier

narratives are traditional folktales from two different dialectal areas of

Finnish; the later narratives are based on a short film which was shown to

undergraduates at the University of Helsinki. Forty-eight narratives were

elicited, and six of these narratives were used for this study. These speakers

came from various dialectal areas of Finland.

3. SE AND DET¡INITENESS IN IüNNISH GRAMMAR

Finnish grammarians agree that Finnish has three demonstrative

pronouns, Í¿tm¿i, tuo, and s¿ (Setälä 1891, Penttilä 1963 and Karlsson 1987).

Just like the English this and that, ¡he Finnish demonstratives can be used

both independently and prenominally.
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However, it is not entirely clear how these demonstratives should be

placed on the proximal/distal scale. While it seems clear that ttimö is a

proximal demonstrative and could be translated into English as 'this', the

relationship of the distal demonstratives tuo and se, both of which could be

translated with the English 'that', is not entirely clear. Grammarians disagree

about their relative position on the scale, some saying that se picks out

referents at a medium distance and tuo farthest away, while others claim that

no is the medial demonstrative and s¿ the distal one; a third position claims

that s¿ is neutral with respect to distance. (Larjavaara 1985:28). Thus it

seems clear that the status of .î¿ as a member of the Finnish demonstrative

pronoun system is different from that of ttim¿i and tuo.

Some grammarians, such as Setälä, have acknowledged the different

status of s¿ by saying that s¿ is more weakly demonstrativ e tha¡ tdmö and tuo,

and refers to something which "could be pointed out but doesn't need to

because it has already been mentioned previously" (1891:76). Penttilä

(1963:510) essentially agrees, but adds to Setälä's definition by saying that s¿

refers to an object or being which ... has already been brought to attention in

some way or another" (1963:510). Most recently, Larjavaara (1985;1990) has

suggested that se differs from tömö and tuo in that s¿ is addressee-centered

while tl)nö and ruo are speaker-centered'.

Setälä's and Penttilä's comments are most interesting to my discussion.

I will show that s¿ is developing into a definite article in Finnish. As much

recent literature has shown (for example, Chafe 1976 and 1987, Du Bois

1980, and Du Bois and Thompson In progress), formally indicated

definiteness in language is closely connected with the speaker's model of the
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addressee's consciousness; this brings to mind Larjavaara's category

'addressee-centered'.

According to Chafe (1987), a particular concept, (the idea ofan object,

event, or property), at a particular point in time, "may be in any one of three

different activation states (25). " Information which the speaker assumes to be

in the active or focal consciousness of the addressee at the time of speaking,

given information, is expressed differently from new information, which the

speaker assumes the addressee not to be conscious of, and accessible

information, which the addressee is peripherally conscious of. Setälä's

comment that s¿ refers to something which has already been mentioned seems

to be akin to the status of information as given or accessible from previous

mention. Penttilä seems to indicate that givenness or accessibility can result

from factors other than previous mention.

In my discussion, I will show that the concept of activation ståtes is

extremely relevant to the development of the Finnish se; a further concept,

which Du Bois (1980) calls referentiality and Du Bois and Thompson (In

progress) call discourse referential function, the frrnction of a given noun

phrase "at the particular sequential point in the discourse at which it is

introduced" (23), will also be shown to relevant to this discussion. According

to Du Bois and Thompson, tracking noun phrases are those noun phrases

which are "used to speak about an entity as such, which is conceived of as

having continuity of identity (24)." Tracking noun phrases are used by the

speaker to track a discourse participant, whereas non-tracking noun phrases

are not.
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4. ARTICLE VS. DEMONSTRATIVE.IS TIIERE A DIFTERENCE?

A crucial question for this discussion is the distinction between articles

and demonstratives. How exactly are articles different from demonstratives?

Can they be clearly distinguished, or are they perhaps endpoints on a scale

stretching from clear articles to clear demonstratives, with a'fvzzy' middle

area where the function of a given form cannot be clearly established as either

a pure article or a pure demonstrative?

The use of demonstratives in language is closely linked to the concept

of deixis, and as many scholars have noted, there are close connections

between definiteness and deixis. Levinson suggests that "definiteness may

perhaps be an essentially deictic notion" (1983:83), and Lyons claims that

anaphoric use of the defrnite article, personal pronouns and demonstratives is

derived from deixis, and that "the presuppositions ofexistence and uniqueness

which logicians commonly associate with the use of the definite article [...]
do not distinguish (it) in English from the demonstratives this and that,'

(1975:61). Schachter classifies 'demonstrative modifiers' such as this and that

(in their prenominal use) with articles on semantic and syntactic grounds while

he acknowledges their semantic and morphological relatedness to the

corresponding demonstrative pronouns (1985:40). Similarly, Clark and

Marshall point out that "All the world's languages appear to have

demonstratives [...], but many do not have definite articles. In these

languages, when a definite reference has to be absolutely clear, a

demonstrative is used, as in that woman" (1981:a6).

While synchronic relatedness of deixis and definiteness thus seems fairly
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clear, it is of course also well known that in many languages, demonstratives

and articles are in fact diachronically related. Demonstrative pronouns are the

source of definite articles in the Germanic and Romance languages.

In discussing the development of the Romance definite article, Harris

(1977:249) refers to the "over-rigid separation of the traditionally distinct

categories of 'demonstrative' and 'definite article"'. Harris goes on to say

that while it is well known that the Romance definite article is derived from

Latin demonstratives, "the exact nature of this change is rarely, if ever,

specified in detail; rather, a very general word such as 'weakening' is used

to describe the process involved" (ibid).

How and why such weakening should take place is an interesting

question. Meillet (1926), with whom the term 'weakening' originated, links

the process of weakening and eventual grammaticization of the weakened form

to frequency of use. In his operational definition of the difference between

demonstratives and articles, Harris (1977:249-250) is clearly based on Meillet;

he states that "what is happening is simply that one of the two semantic

features taken as defrning characteristics of any demonstrative, the marking

of proximity, can no longer be conveyed by the original forms, which are left

with only the second of their two functions, that of specification." To

Harris, then, the crucial distinction between demonstratives and articles is that

the former mark proximity while the latter only specify.

Greenberg (1985) discusses the role of iconicity in the development of

articles from demonstratives and points out that in such a development, the

demonstrative involved is almost always a distance demonstrative. He
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suggests that the mapping of perceptual space into discourse time is the

motivation for such a development; anaphoric use of the deictic demonstrative,

from which article use is presumed to have developed, would constitute a

pointing back to an earlier, presumably more distant, mention. Greenberg

further notes that in German and Greek, the source of the definite article is

a deictic unmarked for distance (1985:275), which "is described as not

distinguishing between near and far but involving only an undifferentiated

reference to anything not in the immediate vicinity of the speaker"

(1985:275). Greenberg goes on to say that "Historically, loss of accent and

sometimes phonetic reduction in the change from deixis to anaphora, mirrors

the loss of prominence which comes with the change from making known to

the mere expression of something as already known, a change from new to

old information" (1985:276).

Harris' and Greenberg's comments are extremely interesting in view of the

uncertainty among Finnish grammarians about the status of s¿ with respect of

its place on the proximal-distal scale. Se seems to be, just like the source

morphemes of the German and Greek articles, unmarked for distance. If the

defining characteristic of a demonstrative is the marking of distance, as Harris

suggests, s¿ is not as much of a demonstrative as tömö and røo. Greenberg

appears to suggest that in the development of an article from a demonstrative,

activation status of the referent plays an important role.

I will show that the Finnish demonstrative s¿ has increased in textual

frequency as it has approached grammaticization as an article; at the same

time, it has weakened phonetically and in its article-like use is always

unstressed in pre-nominal position in present-day spoken Finnish. It is not
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clear whether the distinction between a demonstrative and an article can be

made; instead, there seems to be a gradual development. But two other

questions remain to be answered beyond the mere frequency count and

phonetic weakening. What provides the causation for increased use of the

demonstratives, and when use becomes more frequent, in what kinds of

contexts are the weakened uses first encountered?

5. LATE 19TH CENTI.]RY TEXTS

In this section of the paper I will discuss the use of s¿ in spoken Finnish

approximately a hundred years ago in two texts collected by Salu Latvala in

1890 and 1894 in Satakunta and Savo. The use of s¿ is very similar in both

of these texts, and in his commentary, Latvala remarks that s¿ is used with the

"meaning of a defînite article" (L899:42) and that se is "used as an article"

(1895:46). Latvala does not explicate his statements further, other than

providing example sentences. V/hat does he mean? What kinds of NPs get

articles, and what kinds do not? How frequent is the use of se prenominally?

In the Satakunta narrative , 22 of the 145 full NPs in the text, or 15.9% ,

were preceded by se; in the Savo narrative, 43 of the 366, giving a percentage

of ll.ZVo.

What determines which NPs are preceded by se and which are not? The

two features which best predict the use of se prenominally are accessibility

and noteworthiness. Speakers are most likely to mark with s¿ those NPs

whose referents are accessible from previous discourse context; occasionally,

given NPs are also marked with se, but not as often as accessible NPs. Out
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of the 116 accessible NPs in the two stories, 35Vo, or 41, were marked with

se, while only 11% of the given NPs were (28 out of 249). New NPs were

never prefaced with s¿. Interestingly, while accessible NPs are simply

prefaced with se, the typical pattern for prefacing given NPs with s¿ is in a

right dislocation.

Additionally, the NPs which are prefaced with s¿ have referents which

are important in some way in the narrative. Thus an NP which is preceded

with s¿ is typically an NP whose referent is a central character in the story or

an otherwise crucial prop.

I will illustrate these points with examples from the two narratives

The Satakunta narrative is a variation on the well-known Bluebeard

theme. The chief of a band of thieves visits a house which has three

daughters. He marries the eldest daughter, brings her into his house, shows

her around but won't show her one room which he instructs her not to visit.

The husband leaves for the woods, and the wife decides to investigate the

house, since this is her house. She goes ahead and looks around.

(l) Isäntä oli antanu hänelle kult¿sen omenan merkiks

husband had given 3SG4-ALL golden-ACC apple-ACC sign-TRANSL

'The husband had given her a golden apple as a sign'

(2) kun hän mettään lähti.

as 3SG forest-ILLAT went

when he went to the forest.
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(3) sitte hän katto sinne kamariin se emäntä

then 3SG looked SE-ILLAT room-ILLAT SE wife

Then she looked into the room, the wife.

The two uses of se in the excerpt above are the first ones in the

narrative. This example illustrates the use of s¿ with both accessible and

given referents. Kamari 'room', is accessible from prior mention while

emöntö'wife' is given. The wife is referred to twice within the same

sentence, first with the pronoun hðn and then with the right dislocated s¿

emöntti, while kamari is simply prefaced with s¿. Both NPs are highly

noteworthy at this point in the narrative. Compare the marking of these NPs

to the other NPs in this example; isöntd'husband' is a given referent referred

to with a full NP, and not a noteworthy participant in this part of the story,

so it doesn't get marked with s¿. Omena'apple', is a new referent so it can

not be marked with se; and mettö 'forest' is accessible, but it is not

prominent, and so does not get marked with s¿.

Note also the clustering of se-marked NPs at a crucial point in the narrative.

The wife's looking into the room is pivotal at this point in the story, as it is

the cause of her imminent demise at the hands of'her husband. Clauses 4 and

5 are backgrounded with respect to clause 6 which is foregrounded. Thus se-

marked NPs don't only occur with noteworthy participants in a narrative, but

they also seem to cluster in foregrounded clauses.

The narrative continues. The room (pronominalized) is full of plates

with human heads with blood dripping into a big vat. The wife starts to worry

about what will happen to her in such a place.
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(4) Sitte hänen se kultanen omena putos sinnes ammeeseen.

then 3SG-GEN SE golden apple fell SE.LOC-LLAT vat-ILLAT

then her golden apple fell into the vat.

Sentence 4 is another example of accessible NPs being prefaced by se

when they become highly topical at a crucial point in the narrative.

Especially striking is the use of s¿ with a possessive pronoun.

'When the apple falls into the vat, the gold comes off it. When the

husband sees this, he kills his wife. A second daughter he marries from the

same house meets with the same fate, but the third daughter is smarter. She

manages to avoid detection after she sees the secret room, and instead takes

her husband on a trip to her parents'house. As evidence, she takes along her

sisters' cut off heads from the secret room in a chest. Another crucial point

in the narrative takes place when, after an exciting journey, the daughter and

her husband arrive at her home. The wife instructs her parents to get her

husband drunk. The parents comply with their daughter's request.

(5) Hän näytti sitte vanhemmilles siältä kistusta

3SG showed then parents-AllAT-her SE.LOC-ABL chest-ELAT

She showed then to her parents from the chest

ne sisartes päät.

SE.PL sisters-GEN-her heads

the heads of her sisters'.

Again, the accessible NPs tisr¡r 'chest' and sisartes p¿itlt 'her sisters'
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heads' are prefaced with se. They are extremely noteworthy in the narrative

because they allow the wife to prove her husband's villainy. At the same

time, the clause is highly foregrounded as it marks a turning point in the

narrative in that the husband's villainy is now revealed and the family can get

its revenge.

The other narrative from the Savo area is less gruesome but similar use

of s¿ can be illustrated from this narrative also. In this story, apples are

disappearing from a king's orchard. The king has three sons, who take turns

watching the orchard at night. The two elder sons see nothing; then,

(6) sen nuorimman poejan - sen nim ol Junnu -

SE-GEN youngest-GEN boy-GEN 3SG-GEN name was Junnu

the youngest boy - his name was Junnu -

rupes tekemään miel' vahtiin

started making mind watch-ILLAT

started to want to go on watch.

Although the youngest son is accessible from the fact that the king had

three sons, he has not been mentioned previously. When the elder sons were

introduced into the narrative one by one, the NPs which introduced them were

not prefaced with se; the first introduction of the youngest son in (6) is

prefaced with se because his role in the narrative is more important than that

of the other sons. He is the protagonist.

Junnu manages to stay awake. At midnight, a bird flies up and tries to
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steal an apple. Junnu tries to catch it but only manages to hold on to a

tailfeather. In the morning, when he returns home, he's asked whether he

saw anything. He says yes, but the others call him a liar because they hadn't

seen anything. He tells them to pull the curtains. The curtains are pulled.

(7) se sitte otti sen hööhenen lakkaristaan

3SG then took SE-ACC feather-ACC pocket-ElAT-his

He then took the feather from his pocket

niin se valas sen huoneen

so 3SG lit.up SE-ACC room-ACC

and it lit up se room.

Both NPs marked with s¿ are accessible; hööhen'feather' is accessible

from prior mention. It is also a crucial prop because it is with the feather that

Junnu proves the existence with a golden bird which then becomes the object

of a search which constitutes the main portion of the narrative. Huone 'room'

is also accessible, but from context; the reference to the curtains makes the

presence of the participants in a room clear. However, the room is not in any

other way crucial, noteworthy or topical. I hypothesize that it is the fact that

the room is an accessible NP in a foregrounded clause which accounts for its

being marked with se. It may be that it is these usages, where s¿ is associated

with only accessibility and not noteworthiness, that are the pathway to full

grammaticization of s¿ as an article.

Is it clear whether se is being used in these narratives as an article or a

demonstrative? As Kirsner (1979) and Mithun (1987) have shown,
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demonstratives can be used both in languages which have articles and

Ianguages which do not have them in important discourse-organizational

functions without having to be classified as articles.

Kirsner's study of the proximal and distal demonstrative use in modern

Dutch does not directly address the demonstrative/article distinction, but he

does show that the concept of distånce is not crucial to the use of the Dutch

equivalents of this and that, but that their use is instead connected with 1)

noteworthiness, the tendency of a speaker to "direct attention strongest to

entities that he, the speaker, is most interested in talking about" 2) givenness;

the tendency, after Chafe (1974) "to direct the hearer's attention strongest to

entities that are not given" and 3) foregrounding; the speaker's tendency for

"drawing the appropriate amount of attention to the noun's referent, so that

strong urging of the hearer to find it will be coupled with devices for

foregrounding the noun in question. " (1979:360)

Since s¿ is used in these texts primarily for foregrounding noteworthy

referents which are accessible, could it be that it is still a demonstrative, and

not an article? One reason to call s¿ at least a developing article is that its use

contrasts very distinctly with the other two forms which Finnish grammars

call demonstratives, \ömti aîd tuo. lî the two texts I have discussed above,

Ítimö aîd tuo appear only in direct quotes. Mayes (1991) shows that deictic

terms in quoted speech are chosen "as if the quote were the original utterance

and the speaker were the original speaker (346)." Mayes suggests that the

"highlighting" or "theatrical" quality attributed to quotes "is, for the most

part, due to the fact that the deictic center of a direct quote is that of the

original event (346)." The demonstratives ttimö and tuo in the narratives I
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examined serve this function of deictically marking the quotes as pronounced

not at the time of telling, but at the time the (imagined) original event. This

is quite different from the function of se, which has to do with the status of

the NP within the text itself, in the universe of discourse instead of the story

world.

Below are examples of the use of tömö and tuo in quotes in the Savo and

Satakunta stories:

(8) sano, jott' "älä mene tuanne kamariin

said COMPL don't go that-ILLAT room-ILLAT

(he) said, don't go into that room

(9) 'Tuattakaa nyt tämä minun miäheni

drink-CAUS-IMPERAT now this my husband-my

make this husband of mine drink

(10) tuossahan se on tuo toinen pelar

IhaI-INESS-PTCL 3SG is that other player

there he is, that other player

One might even speculate that the usage in quotes is the original

pathway for the association of demonstratives with prominent referents.

Mayes shows that quotations function to highlight main points in a narrative

(1991:358). I have suggested that s¿-marked accessible referents typically

appear in highlighted portions of narratives also. Certainly the function of s¿-

marking of referents in the two texts I have examined from the l9th century
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is to iconically highlight referents which the narrator wants the hearer to recall

and pay attention to.

It is interesting to note that Christophersen in his discussion of the

development of the English definite article says that "the extended use of the

resumptive pronoun is only found with the chief characters and localities and

things belonging to them" (1939:87). By 'resumptive' Christophersen appears

to mean use for accessible referents. Thus the English article in its early

stages appears to have been used in much the same way as the Finnish se, to

highlight accessible, prominent referents.

6. THE USE OF SE IN PRESENT.DAY SPOKEN FINNISH

An examination of spoken narratives by speakers of modern spoken

Finnish shows that se is well on its way to being grammaticized as a definite

article. Speakers consistently preface NPs with s¿ when they have reason to

expect that the hearer can identify the referent of that NP.

In comparison with the earlier narratives, there has been a dramatic

increase in the use ofse, and speakers now regularly preface given as well as

accessible referents with s¿. From a total of 463 full NPs tabulated for the

modern data,233, or 50.3Vo, were preceded by se; this percentage was only

ll.2Vo for the Savo narrative and 15.9% for the Satakunta narrative in the

earlier data.

In the Pear story data, given NPs are marked with se even more frequently

than accessible NPs; 52Vo of the accessible NPs are marked with se, a¡d 69%
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of the given NPs are, compared to 35Vo for accessible NPs and only IlVo for

given NPs in the early narratives. Given and accessible concepts share the

feature of identifiability, and in modern spoken Finnish, se is a marker of

identifiability. It is also interesting to note that out of all full NPs referring to

humans in the modern data, 85.3% were preceded by either se or t¿Imå.

Ttûnlt, which in the earlier narratives was restricted to quotations, has

also increased in frequency and taken over the highlighting function I

attributed to se in the earlier datz. Tömö was only ûsed once prenominally in

the Satakunta narrative out of 145 full NPs, giving a figure of 0.7%; itwas

slightly more frequent in the Savo narrative, where it was used six times.

Thus 1.6% of the full NPs in the Savo narrative were preceded by töMr.

This same figure for the Pear narratives is 35Vo.

The narratives in this section are based on a short film. The film opens

with a shot of a tree from which an older man is picking pears. Another man

leading a goat walks by the tree. Then a young boy rides on a bicycle.

Unbeknownst to the man, he steals a basket of pears. He then passes a girl

on his way and falls down, and the pears spill from the basket on his bicycle.

A group of three boys come to help him gather the pears; as a reward, he

gives each boy a pear. The three boys walk past the tree eating the pearsjust

as the pear-picker has discovered the theft of his basket of pears.

Below are examples which illustrate the use of s¿ in the Pear

narratives6.
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(ll) ... 'keräs,

picked

was picking

(r2\ .. --paarynorfa.

pears-PARTIT

pears.

(13) .. ^Puusta.

tree-ELAT

From a tree.

(14) ... 'Kiipes ^tikapuita pitki sinne,

climbed ladders-PART along SE.LOC-ILLAT

(He) climbed along the ladder into the

(15) ... (1.2) ^puuhun,

tree-ILLAT

, tree

(16) ... ^repimään niitä päärynöitä.

tear-3INF-ILLAT SE.PL-PART pears-PART

to tear out the pears.

(17) .. Mä en tiedä päärynöistä paljoo mut,

I don't know pears-ELAT much but

I don't know much about pears but,
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(18) must ^tuntuu et,

ISG-ELAT feels COMPL

I think that,

(19) ne 'päärynät oli 'kaikki ^raa:koja.

SE.PL pears were all raw-PL-PART

the pears were all green.

In lines 12 and 13, pöörynöitö'pears' and puusta'tree'(in the elative

case) are new, and therefore not preceded by se; these are the first two uses

of these NPs in this particular Pear story. The puuhun'tree'(illative) on line

15 and ptJ¿trynöitö'pears' on line 16 are given, and preceded by the plural

form of s¿.

The next use of pöltrynöistö'pears' (elative) on line 17 is another use

of the same NP, but not preceded by se. This is because this use of the NP

is what Du Bois and Thompson (1991:27) call non-tracking. The speaker

here is not referring to any particular pears whose identity would be tracked

in the narrative in the same way as the pears which the man picks are. Du

Bois and Thompson mention that one difference between tracking and non-

tracking NPs is that the latter often do not take determiners. This is because

"where a NP is not being used for the prototypical function for which NPs

exist, namely to track participants, it sheds many of the grammatical trappings

which are crucial for participant tracking, but which are not necessary when

the NP is not serving to track participants" (1991:38). Note that when the

speaker returns to tracking the pears in the story on line 19, he again prefaces
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the NP with s¿.

Another pattern which is quite noticeable in the Finnish Pear stories,

illustrated in lines 14 and 15 above, is the division of sø-prefaced NPs by an

intonation unit boundary. Se often occurs at the end of one intonation unit,

and the noun phrase follows, in a separate intonation unit. One could

hypothesize that this pattern originates when the speaker intends to

pronominalize the referent, and then decides the referent is not quite given

enough for the addressee to be able to decode it from only a pronoun. In any

case, the pause before line 15 can not be interpreted as a hesitation as to the

NP with which to code the referent as the speaker has just used the noun puu

on line 13. Below is another example of this usage from a different Pear

story.

(20)

(21) ..^mies ei huomannu.

man NEG notice

man didn't notice.

The NP on lines 20-21 refers to the pearpicker. The referent is accessible,

not given at this point; it has been mentioned previously 12 intonation units

back; the previous mention was a pronoun. Very possibly the speaker here

has some doubts about whether the addressee could retrieve the referent of the

pronoun s¿ if it had occurred by itself, particularly as there had been an

se

SE

the
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intervening human referent, the boy on the bicycle. It is very possible that

this pattern may have grammaticized into a way of marking accessible

referents. Furthermore, note how dividing an NP onto two intonation units

would tend to highlight a referent and make it more prominent. Thus this

pattern would contribute to the highlighting function of se marked NPs, which

I have noted previously.

Another example contrasts the use of s¿ with the use of øma, The

speaker has just introduced the goat which goes by the pear tree in the

beginning of the movie.

Q2) ...Yks7 ^mies toi sitä,

one man brought 3SG-PART

A man brought it

(23) ^narun päästä.

string-GEN end-ELAT

at the end of a string.

(24) ... SEN ^puun ohitte.

SE-GEN tree-GEN past

Past the tree

(2s) Mistä tämä ^mies keräs päärynöitä ja.

which-ELAT fÄUÄ man gathered pears-PART and

From which this man gathered pears.
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Mies'maî' , mentioned on line 25 is accessible from prior mention in the

discourse from 20 intonation units back, as is the tree. Why does the NP

referring to the man get prefaced with tömö while the NP referring to the pear

tree is prefaced with s¿? As I have mentioned previously, the data suggests

that t¿imd in the modern data has taken over the highlighting function that se

had in the older data. Possibly the speaker is highlighting the noun mies

'man' because there has been an intervening potentially coreferential mention

yks mies'a man' on line 22. But in the immediately preceding discourse, the

speaker is discussing the scenery in the f,ilm and trees are mentioned twice in

this part of the story; yet puu'tree' on line 24 is not highlighted by tömö.

whv?

In his discussion of the discourse functions of the Dutch demonstratives,

Kirsner shows that while Dutch has a dehnite article, demonstrative pronouns

are used when a speaker wants to highlight a referent. He further shows that

human referents are more likely to be marked with a demonstrative than are

other NPs (Kirsner 1979:3û). As mentioned above, it appears from the

Finnish data also that human NPs are more likely than other NPs to be

marked with t¿imö.

The changed function of tömö also underscores the centrality of the

highlighting function demonstratives typically perform in language. Recall

that in the narrative data from the 19th century, the demonstratives tömö and

tuo had a restricted distribution; they were only used in quotations. This

indicates that at that time, these demonstratives still were used in the more

concrete, or basic, deictic use typical of demonstratives. The highlighting

function performed by se earlier is apparently so important that when s¿
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became grammaticized as a marker of identifiability, tömö took over its earlier

function.

E. CONCLUSION

In this paper I have provided an explanation for the development of the

demonstrative pronoun se in spoken Finnish. I have shown that the

demonstrative pronoun s¿ has advance further to becoming grammaticized in

spoken Finnish as a definite article. From presumably having earlier

functioned as a pure demonstrative which picks out new referents by pointing

out their concrete spatial location, by the l9th century s¿ had come to have

a highlighting function in discourse; it was used with prominent, accessible

referents. Accessible and given concepts share the feature that they are

identifiable, and languages which have articles, such as English, mark both

accessible and given NPs as definite. Through becoming associated with the

feature of identifiability, se has undergone reanalysis and is being

grammaticized as a definite article in spoken Finnish. After s¿ became a

marker of identifiability, it lost its function of marking NPs as prominent, and

this function was taken over by tömtl.

The grammaticization process discussed here involves the kind of

semantic change described in Traugott (forthcoming) as "the shift from

meanings grounded in more or less objectively identifiable extralinguistic

situations to meanings grounded in text making". Although grammaticization

has traditionally been defrned as "a process where lexical items in the course

of time acquire a new status as grammatical, morpho-syntactic forms"(ibid),

it is thus possible to include within the concept of grammaticizatio¡ changes
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in the fr¡nctions of grammatical morphemes. The motivation for this change

was shown to be the need for speakers to signal to their addressees the

information flow s[atus of the referents of the linguistics signals they use.

\

I

t
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5. I consider the locative-adverbÍal forms of se functionally
comparable to other prenoninal use of se, and my glossing here
reflects that fact.

6.The transcription system used for the exarnples in this section is
tthe one described in Du Bois et al. 1990.

1.I have greatly benefited fron discussions with S-andy Thompson,
wally chaie, ¡aãk ougois and Bill Àshby. while- this work vas in
ptogie.t. i also thank Charles Li, Àuli Hakulinen, Marja-l'iisa
ãelãsvuo and the sKY anonymous reviewer for their insightful and
helpful comments. I arn, of course, alone responsible for the
sr¡àitcomings of this worÈ. I also thank the American scandinavian
Foundation for their financial support while I rras preparing this
article for publication.

2. Her€. , as in all direct ci.tations frorn rny t'innish.sources' the
translation is mine. Needless to say, I have tried to reflect as
aðàurately as possible the Finnish-lang.rage original in wording and
intent.
3. It should be noted that because the older narratÍves were,
naturally, not tape-recorded but rather done - by hand, the
transcriþiion may nõt be entirely accurate. Traditional narratives
rnay afsd be cryStallized fron many retellings, while -the modern
nairatives disCussed here were spontaneously produduced. based on
a fÍl¡n the narrators had iust viewed, and recorded at the first
telling. Since the corpola are thus not fully conparable, the
resultã should also be considered tentative.

4. Àlthough thè satakunta dialect nakes a distinction betr¡een
singular pronouns referríng to human and nonhu¡nan referents, I have
codãd all occurrences of independent se and hån as 3SG in the
norphological gl"osses. Naturally, the. ap-propriat^e English pronouns
are used-in tnó free glosses. Prenominal uses of se are glossed as
sE in the norphotoglcal glosses to distinguish the¡û frorn the
independent uses of se.
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7.The numeral yksi roner is showing signs of beconing an indefinite
aarticle in Finnish in a develop¡nent analogous to English. I wlll
nnot dLscuss this development t¡ere.
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WHY DOESN'T ICONICITY HELP IN SIGN
T"aNGUAGE ACQUTSTTION?'

Timo Haukioja
Department of General Linguistics

University of Turku
Henrikinkatu 4a

SF-20500 Turku 50, Finland

AbstracL Research on the acquisition of American Sign Language (= ASL)
has clearly shown that the vßual iconicity of signs or grammatical
structures has very little or no effect on their acquisition; in fact, the
acquisition of ASL grammar strongly resembles that of typolagically similar
spoken languages. In this paper, some of the results of this research are
reviøved. Then the s.c. 'less is More'-hypothesis, developed by E.L.
Newport to account for the data, is presented along with some new
supporting evidence from a study of the perception of movement. Finally,
on the basß of the dæelopment of iconic gestures in children, it is argued
that many presumably iconic aspects of ASL grammar may not be iconic to
a child. Tltus, an alternative acquisition strategy based on iconicity moy not
even be availøble ø an infant.

The natural sign languages of the world exhibit a number of
visuospatially iconic elements in their grammar and lexicon.r This might

'I would like to thank Esa Ilkonen and Terhi Rissanen for their comments on

the manuscript. Any remaining erors are solely my own responsibility.

llt should, perhaps, be mentione.d that although in many respects iconic, sign

languages are not based on iconicity or on mime, and that lheir expressive

potenlial equals thal of spoken languages (for discussion and many wonderful

examples, see Klima and Bellugi 1979:. Ch. 13-14; for discussion of the iconic
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lead one to suspect that the acquisition of these languages may differ

radically from the acquisition of spoken languages. However, the data

gathered on the subject of sign language acquisition clearly does not

support such an assumption. In the present paper I shall first briefly review

some of this data, and then turn to the question why this should be the case.

The data reviewed is exclusively from American Sign I:nguage (henceforth

AsL). Iarge-scale research on the acquisition of other sign languages has

not, to my knowledge, been conducted. Since the most important

grammatical mechanisms (i.e. syntactic use of sPace, movement and

orientation of signs) as well as the mechanisms of sign formation seem to

be much the same in all (natural) sign languages (cf. Kyle and woll 1.985:

ch. 8), there is little reason to believe that their acquisition would be

dramatically different.

1. EARLY SIGN VOCABUI"ARY

When sign language is acquired in early childhood naturally, from

signing parents, the earliest signs seem to occur significantly earlier than

earliest spoken words in hearing children of hearing Parents (see Meier and

Newport 1990: 5-8 for a review of the data). Many signs refening to

concrete entities often depict in their form an aspect of the referent, or,

alternatively, an aspect of an action usually associated with the referent (a

detailed treatment of the iconicity of individual signs is provided by Klima

and Bellugi 19792 ch.l). This iconicity seems, however, to play at best a

marginal role in the acquisition of early vocabulary. rwhen investigating the

contents of children's early sign vocabulary, Bonvillian, Orlansky, and

Novack (1983: 123-4) found that only about 33 Vo of early signs could be

languages, different sigrr languages are also mutually unintelligible, although Kyle

and rWoll (1985: Ch. 8) suggest that the deaf may be more successft¡l than the

hearing in communicating across language baniers.
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considered iconic.

Thus, iconicity cannot account for this somewhat precocious

development. One factor contributing to the relative insignificance of
iconicity may be the fact that even iconic signs are not by any means

semantically transparent (see Klima and Bellugi 1979: 22-3). And since

many signs in all sign languages are completely arbitrary, iconicity may not
be a salient and recurrent property in the whole set of signs perceived by
an infant. The iconic bases of signs may also be such that a child cannot

possibly recognize them (cf. Newport and Meier 1985: 889). A good
example of this is the Finnish Sign Ianguage sign MAITO ('milk'), in
which hands clearly imitate milking movements; nowadays this iconicity is

obviously non-recognizable to most infants. New signs spontaneously

created by children are, however, mostly iconic (see Lillo-Martin 1988, cf.
also Goldin-Meadow and Mylander 1990b: 333).

The early sign advantage is perhaps most readily explained by the

earlier development of the control mechanisms of sign articulators
(primarily the hands) when compared to the maturation of the vocal organs.

Signs can also be taught to children by molding their hands into the proper
configuration and leading them into the proper movement; furthermore,
signing children can also benefit from direct visual feedback of their
signing (Bonvillian et al. 1983: 123). To an adult observer, earliest attempts

to sign may also be more easily recognizable than earliest attempts to
articulate a word, as Newport and Meier (1985: 889) suggest.

The vocabularies of signing infants are also larger than those of
speaking children of the same age (Meier and Newport 1990: 7). It seems

to be the case, however, that the sign advantage in early language

acquisition does not persist to the two-word stage and beyond, although,

as far as early syntactic development is concerned, the data is not by any
means unequivocal (for a review of the data, as well as a discussion of the
problems associated with it, see Meier and Newport 1990: 8-12).
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2. GRÄMMAR

The following discussion will be limited to two particularly iconic
aspects of ASL morphology, namely verb agreement and verbs of motion;

for a review of the acquisition of other aspects of ASL grammar, see e.g.

Newport and Meier (1985).

2.1. Verb Agreement

The use of space is essential for the verb agreement system of ASL.
In signed discourse, signers typically set up locations in the signing space

in front of them as reference point for absent entities. After this has been

done, every absent entity can be referred to just by pointing deictically to

the particular location reserved for each them.2 Objects present in the

signing situation are usually referred to by pointing at the objects

themselves. This configuration of real-world referents and established

reference points is the framework in which the verb agreement system is

embedded.

Many ASL verb stems can be described as consisting, among other

things, of a specified handshape and a particular type of hand movement

along a specified path. The direction of this movement is determined by the

verb agreement system. In the ASL verb GIVE, for example, the movement

starts from the location set up for the subject and proceeds to the loc¿tion

set up for the recipient or indirect object (henceforth called object). The
resulting form (see fig. 1) is a spatial analog of a prototypical instance of
an action of giving. However, the rules of verb agreement do not always

result in iconic forms, since many non-iconic, abstract verbs such as

the spatial relations between the locations established "corespond in a

topographical manner to actual spatial relations among the objecls described"

(Poizner et al. 1987: 193).
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PREACH, PITY or ASK inflect in a similar fashion (Meier 1987: 365).3

All ASL verbs do not inflect for verb agreement.

6¡Ysf'fl
Citation form GÍVE

cnEf2>ll
"You gave l,o me"

cn¡E[l>21
"l gavc to you"

crvnþj>¡¡l
"Hc gave to her"

Fig. 1. Citation form

and three inflected
forms of the ASL verb

GIVE (from Meier

1987:364).

Until the age of 2.6 Q years, 6 months), signing children use

exclusively uninflected signs and rely instead on an SVO word order to
mark syntactic relations. The acquisition of these inflections begins roughly
at this age, and continues past the age of 3.0 (Meier 1987: 366; Newport
and Meier 1985: 897-8). At this point verbs agree only with nouns whose

The inflectional pattern ofthese abstracl verbs can, ofcourse, be regarded as

an analogical generalization from concrete verbs such as GIVE (cf. Kendon 1980:

95). In some verbs (e.g. TAKE) the movement is directed towards the subject
(Meier 1987: 365-6). Otherwise, the behavior of these TAKE-type verbs is
analogous lo the GIVE-lype verbs.

Tõ-I

LE

(ÞqI,
dD

tõl
H
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referents are present in the situational context; the establishing of spatial

loci for absent referents places considerable demands on memory and

planning capabilities and is not acquired until roughly the age oî. 4.6-4.9

(Newport and Meier 1985: 905). The most oommon error during the process

of verb agreement acquisition is the omission of agreement, despite the fact

that the resulting incorrect form is usually considerably less iconic -- but

morphologically less complex -- than the correct one. This suggests that

children are acquiring the ASL verb agreement system as a system of
combinable, separate elements (i.e. morphemes)4, not as a system based on

spatial analogues of real-world action (Meier 1987:366). This assumption

receives additional support from Meier's (1987) verb agreement imitation

test.

Meier's (198Ð imitation test \ ¡as based on the fact that while the

object agreement (that is, the movement going towards and ending at the

location of the object) is obligatory, subject agreement (the starting of the

movement at the subject's location) is optional. If subject agreement is

omitted, the subject must obligatorily be marked with a deictic pronoun.s

What is crucial for the imitation test is that the verb forms which agree

with both subject and object are more iconic but also morphologically more

complex than those agreeing with the object only.

*fhe movemenl component of the verb signs are here regarded as consisting

of one or more morphemes (i.e. consistently co-occurring form/meaning -
pairings). In other words, a chereme (which is analogous to phoneme in the oral-
auditive modality) is divided into morphemes, which is, of course, somewhat odd.

sEsa Itkonen has pointed out to me that thc term'agreement' is here (and also

e.g. in Meier 1987) used in a somewhal unusual fashion. In the normal use of the

term, verbs caîrrot agree with arguments that are nol explicitly expressed in the

sentenc€ (although they, of course, can be inflected for them). The expression

'verb agreeing with X' should, lhen, be read as synonymous with þerb inflected

for X'. This slightly "unorthodox" lerminology is, however, widespread in sigt
language literature, and is therefore relained in this paper.
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In Meier's test, informants aged from 3.1 to 7.0 were asked to imitate
simple ASL sentences containing highly iconic verbs agreeing with both
subject and object. By a large margin, the most q)mmon error in verb
agreement was the omitting of subject agreement (30 errors out of a total

of 34, whereas only object agreement was omitted in one and both subject
and object agreement in 3 cases) (Meier 1987: 372). The obligatory object
agre€ment was thus imitâted more successfully, and the errors typically
resulted in forms that were morphologically simpler and less iconic than the

ones required; this, again, points to a conclusion that an internal
morphological analysis of these verbs has indeed becn done by tLe children
(Meier 1987: 373). Analogous @urses of development cån be found in
spoken languages.

22. Yerbs of Motion

The ASL verbs of motion are signed by molding a hand into a proper
classifier handshape, specifying either the semantic class or the visual shape

of the moving object (see Supalla 1986 for more on ASL classifiers), and

moving it along a path in the signing space. When viewed holistically, the
path of the moving hand is usually iconic of the path along which the
object under discussion moves (for some specific exceptions to this, see

Newport 1982: 472-3). Closer inspection has, however, revealed that the

hand movement in these verbs is composed of a limited amount of so called

"movement roots" (see fig.2), which are themselves highly iconic (Newport
and Supalla 1980, Newport 1982). These morphemes can be combined
either simultaneously, in sequence, or merged, with smooth transitions
(Newport 1982:472).

The acquisition of verbs of motion in ASL also proceeds morpheme

by morpheme, with no apparent re@urse to the overall iconicity of these

verbs. Even at age the age of three years, morphemes expressing movement
(e.g. LINEAR) and manner of movement (e.g. BOUNCE) are not combined
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with each other. When these morphemes first aPpear together, they are not

combined simultaneously as in adult signing, but sequentially, thus

diminishing the holistic iconicity of the verb. Even at the age of five,

children sometimes omit morphemes from complex verbs of motion,

although a substantial proportion of these are signed correctly; but even by

the age of eight children's signing is not error-free in this resPect (Newport

and Meier 1985: 900-901). So, it seems that the verbs of motion, although

iconic, are quite difficult from a childls point of view.

Hold root (no movement, meaning'to be stationary)

C.ontact root (brief movement before stop, 'to be

located')

Linear root

Arc root

Circular root

End-pivotal rooi (meaning'swing')

Mid-pivotal root (meaning'change orientation')

Fig. 2. ASL movement roots (from Newport 1982: 470).

3. ACCOUNTING FOR THE PHENOMENON

On the whole, the acquisition of ASL seems to be comparable to the

acquisition of spoken languages with approximately equivalent degree of
morphological complexity (cf. e.g. Meier and Newport 1990, Newport and

Meier 1985). What is remarkable is that even in the presence of an

alternative approach infants opt for an acquisition strategy based on a

X

*
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morphological analysis, despite the computational problems associated with
it (cf. Newport 1990: 24). This has been used by some (e.g. Poizner, Klima,
and Bellugi 1987: ?3-5) as an argument for an innate, task-specific,
biologically determined capacity for language. Another alternative called the

'Iæss is More' -hypothesis has recently been proposed by Newport (1988,

1eeO).

3.1 lhe 'I¡ss is More' -Hypothesis

In the acquisition of morphology, the learner must figure out which

components of form can be consistently mapped onto components of
meaning. The learning procedure, then, has to consist of storing of the

words/signs along with the (nonlinguistic) events to which they refer, and

analyzing this input into consistently co-occurring form/meaning pairs.

Even with a small number of form and meaning components per word/sign,

the problem of finding the right size of these elements is a complex

computational task, and the number of possible pairings rises very rapidly

as the number of different components increases. However, it is perfectly
plausible that a cognitively limited learner (i.e. a child), as helshe is
confronted with a word or a sign, perceives and stores only a limited
number of the components of form and meaning (Newport 1990: 24). This
would bring the learner two important advantages.

First, even if the selection of form and meaning components

on each exposure is random, the number of possible

computations to perform is greatly reduced, and is also

substantially focused on morphological rather than whole-word
mappings. (Newport 1990: 25)

Newport (1990: 25) thus predicts that a morphological system in which

morphemes are smaller than whole words would be learned more readily
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with limited than with full memory capacities; even a system based on

whole-word pairings would then have a good possibility of being

erroneously interpreted as morphological. Moreover, if whole signs and

signed sentences are perceived and stored as sets of components, this migbt

naturally result in the left-hemisphere dominance in sign language

suggested by Poizner, Klima, and Bellugi (7987; see, however, Brentari

1988: 808-9), as the left hemisphere is more suited for analytic tasks.

Furthermore,

if the form and meaning components selected are precisely

those of the morphology ... an even greater advantage may

accn¡e to the learner ... This could occur, however, even

without advance [i.e. innate] knowledge of the morphology, if
the units of perceptual segmentation are (at least sometimes)

the morphemes which natural languages have developed. Since

human languages have presumably evolved their structural

principles at least in part under the constraints of information

processing and learning abilities, this advantage may not be as

implausible as it sounds. (Newport l99O:25)

32. Evidence for the Iæss is More -Hypothesis

The perception of hand movements has been investigated by Poizner,

Fok, and Bellugi (1989). They found that both hearing non-signers and

deaf signers of different sign languages (American and Chinese) perceived

the movements of ASL signs "in terms of a limited set of underlying

dimensions" (Poizner et al. 1989: 281). These dimensions were identical in

signers and non-signers, irrespective of whether they were employed in a
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linguistic system or not (p. 283).6 Furthermore, it is interesting to note that

all informant groups (including hearing non-signers) perceived "ASL
movements ... not as holistically different from one another nor as randomly
related, but rather ... in terms of shared relationships among elements of a

system" (tr. 281).

If one compares the perceptual categories postulated by Poizner et al.
(1989) on the basis of their tests and the movement roots of ASL signs as

reported by Newport and Supalla (1980) and Newport (1982; see fig. 2),
one can easily see the resemblances. The five psychologically most salient
properties of movement were repetition, plane of movement, circularity,
direction, and degree of arcness (Poizner et al. 1989: 281-3). Of these,

circularity and degree of arcness are directly comparable to the circular and

arc roots described by Newport (1982:470). There is also some circularity
in both the pivotal roots, which also account for changes in the dimensions

of direction and plane (cf. Newport 1982: 472). Under the dimension of
degree of arcness, Poizner et al. also put the distinction between straight
(=basic?) movement and arced or circular movements (see p. 283); it thus
seems that the linear movement of the linear root also has its place among
the perceptually salient ones.

Only the hold and contact roots are left without a counterpart in the
perception of movement. These are, however, somewhat different from the
other movement roots in that they either employ no movement at all (the
hold root) or a brief movement before a stop (the contact root). Thus, it
may be that studies in the perception of movement are of no help when
studying the perception of these roots.

6When judging the similarity between presented hand movements, the
different dimensions received different weights in a[ the informant groups (i.e.
hearing non-signers vs. native users of ASL vs. native users of chinese Sign
language). In signers, the weight recpived by a certain movement dimension was
a fr¡nclion of its importance in distinguishing different signs in the signers' native
language (Poizner et al. 1989: 283).
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The previous analysis of Poizner's et al. (1989) and Newport's (1982;

see also Newport and Supalla 1980) results suggests that the ASL

movement roots which employ large-scale movement of the hands coincide

with human natural perceptual categories.T This would serve a limited

learner well, since these perceptual categories can guide the learner to

segment his/her input in a way that results in an overrepresentation of the

"morpheme-size" form and meaning components in the database from

which the consistent form/meaning correspondences (i.e. morphemes) are

abstracted. This, in turn, causes the learning to proceed towards the

morphological organization evident in adult ASL. Incidentally, this may

well be necessary in order for the 'læss is More' -hypothesis to work

without innate preprogramming, since the limitations on memory and

perception also bring a reduction of the data on which learning has to be

based, and these limitations must thus somehow make up for the lost

information (cf. Newport 1990: 25, fn. 5).

Newport's proposal can also account for the fact that an individual's

mastery of many morphological (and syntactic) devices in signed (see

Newport 1990: 16-18) and spoken languages -- both first (see Curtiss

1988) and second (see Johnson and Newport 1989) -- is comparable to

the age of the individual at the onset of the acquisition process. At least in

the case of ASI. the more mature learners seem to employ different

learning strategies (see Newport 1.988: 153fÐ. All this would follow
naturally from the'[æss is More' -hypothesis, since the cognitive limitations

which compel children to do the morphemic analysis on their input

disappear during maturation. A morphological level is also attested in the

TNewport (1990) cites an unpublished manuscript by D. Dufour, E.L. Newport

and D. Medin, in which the imitation of ASL signs by non-signing hearing

children was investigated. The tests showed that "young children tend to extract

and reproduce, or selectively omit, ASL morphemes" (Newport 1990: 25). This

would follow naturally from the similarities among perceptual and linguistic

categories discussed in the main text.
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home sign systems spontaneously created by young deaf children who are

not exposed to a conventional sign language model (see Goldin-Meadow
and Mylander 1990a). This should not present any difficulty to the

hypothesis, either, since it would predict these children to organize their

input consisting of the spontaneous gestures of their parents (cf. Goldin-
Meadow and Mylander 1990b: 325) into patterns even if there isn't any

noticeable patterning in the input itself (cf. Newport 7990:25 and above,

see also Newport 1988: 164-5)8; I see no reason why the same would not

happen to the signs created by the children themselves. In sum, according

to Newport's hypothesis (and contrary to any approach that would dissociate

the language-learning capacity from other cognitive capacities), the fact

that the rise ofcognitive-perceptual abilities and the decline in the capacity

to learn a language happen simultaneously would not be just a coincidence

(cf. Newport 1988: 165-6).

sGoldin-Meadow and Mylander (1990b: 349) see the spontaneous gestures

of these parents as unstructured and uninterpretable when analyzed as primary

communication syslems, but admit that they were (at least potenlially) meaningfrrl

and structured when analyzed in relation lo simultaneous speech (cf. McNeill
1985, 198Ð. According to Goldin-Meadow and Mylander (f990b: 350), "It goes

without saying, however, that the struclure of this combined speech/gesture

communication is losl on our deaf children, for whom speech input is unavailable"
(cf. also p.347, frr. l3). In my mind, this may not be as clear as in first seems,

because Goldin-Meadow and Mylander overlook the existence of contextual (i.e.

purely non-linguistic) cues which may at least sometimes provide the information

needed in order to discover lhe structure in the parents' gestures. As to lhe

suggestion that, in order to find structure in lhe caretaker's gestures, the deaf child

"musl have had prior belief lhat lhere would be slruclure in those geslures"

(Goldin-Meadow and Mylander 1990a: 559), lhe'I¡ss is More'hypothesis would

predict children to find (or create) struclure in their input, irespective of whether

lhey had any prior belief of its existence or not (cf. Newport 1990 25).
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33. Iconic to the Child vs. Iconic to the Adult

limitations on memory and perception may not be the only factors

that bring about the apparent inattentiveness of children toward the iconicity

of many sign language sentences. This may also result, in part, from a

somewhat different conception of iconicity among infants. There is indeed

evidence from the study of the development of gesture in children that cân

be interpreted to suggest that what is iconic from the adult point of view

may not be iconic to a young child. The psychological affinity of speech

and accompanying gesture has been forcefully argued by McNeill (1985'

1e87>.

By definition, iconic gestures depict in their form some aspect of the

meaning that is simultaneously being communicated vocally (McNeill 1986:

107). Their form is also free from social control, but they still exhibit

substantial interpersonal (and intercultural) similarities (McNeill 1985: 351).

Interestingly, the iconic gestures of children differ from those of adults in

a number of respects, the most important ones for the present issue being

the ones having to do with the use of space (for a full account of the

differences, see McNeill 1986).

The gesture space used by adults "can be visualized as a half disk

situated in front of the body" with the lower half (below the waist) missing

(McNeill 1986: 116; this space does not, incidentally, differ much from the

signing space ofvarious sign languages). The center ofthis space is in front

of the body, and the proximal edge, which is almost never crossed, is at the

frontal plane of the body. In relation to body size, the gesture space of

children is larger, and it is centered on the child him/herself.

Moreover, motion and the placement of 'objects' within the

gesture space are in accord with the coordinate system of the

surrounding spac€, so that, for example, gestures which depict

a horizontal motion move horizontally with resPect to the

room. Children's gesture space differs from adults' ... [in
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showingl a local orientation of motions and objecs toward the

surfaces ofother objects in the space rather than to a universal

system of coordinates. (McNeill 1986: 116)

McNeill (1986) characterizes children's gesture space as "a true spac€

within which the child is a participant, in contrast to adults' space which is
synbolic and more like a movie screen" (p. 116, emphasis added).

Whereas the early gestures of children are truly iconic re-enactments
of past situations and events (cf. McNeill 1986:121), the iconicity evident
in the ioonic gestures of adults' as well as in ASL verbs of motion and in
the establishment of spatial loci described earlier (and also, in some cases,

in spatially inflecting verbs) is diagrammatic in nature. As Anttila (1989:

16) notes, "[a] diagram is predominantly an icon of relation, and to interpret
such icons one needs @nventions".e In the case of the iconicity in gestures

and verbs of motion, the conventions needed to interpret these as iconic are

much the same, and the development of iconic gestures proves that they are

lacking from young children. At some point in their development, they

acquire these conventions and only then are they able to perceive the

iconicity in adult gestures as well as in the adult use of space in signing.
It may thus be the case that an acquisition strategy based on the iconicity
of e.g. ASL verbs of motion is ruled out simply because infants are unable

to perceive any iconicity in them.

elconicity comes close !o its perfection in pictures and phoùographs. It should
be noted that both of these are not immediately interprelable lo members of
cultures where pictorial representations are not as important as lhey are lo us; for
discussion and examples, see Deregowski (1989).
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the preceding discussion it should be clear that the fact that the

@urses of acquisition of signed and spoken languages are in many respects

alike does not give us a strong case for an innate, task-specific language

module à la Chomsky (see e.g. Chomsky 1986)10. It is very much possible

that the cognitive-perceptual limitations of infants drive them to morphemic

analysis in sign language acquisition even without such a module. For them,

an acquisition strategy based on iconicity may be cognitively too

demanding. And, if I am right in arguing that what is iconic to adults is not

always iconic to young children, there may not even be much visual

iconicity available to toddlers.
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xÅsttg on rÄsrrys . oN sl,lps oF THE pEN MADE By
SWEDISH.SPEAKING STT]DENTS IN FINMSH

Maija Grönholm
ÅUo ¡ta¿emi Universiry, Vaasa

1. INTRALINGIISTIC VOCABTJLARY ERRORS

The phonological resemblance of words in a target language,
paraphasia, as well as semantic similarity, synonymy, can cause mistakes
in the choice of words by means of sound and meaning associations,
even at quiæ a late stage in the acquisition of a second language.
Mistakes of ttris type ar€ usually called intralingual, because they are
caused by the target language's own system i.e. the structures wittrin tlre
target language interfere with each other (see Ringbom I98L,57; Mäkilä
1982,22>, Most probably tl¡e most disturbing fearure is the phonological
resemblance of words. One can pr€sume that a language leamer pays
most attention to the phonological features of words when dealing wittr
lexical units (Ringbom 1989, 171). Sound associations are activated more
in a language leamer than in a native speaker, because a language leam-
er tries to use all possible ways in leaming a word for the first time,
and more especially when a certain word should be found in his menal
lexicon. According to this kind of tlreory, the mental lexicon has, in the
first place, been formed phonologically (see Channel 1988, 88). In order
to explain semantic mistakes howerer, it has been thought that inside the
mental lexicon there are nvo different kinds of associative networks - the
phonological and the semantic.

It is possible that especially partia[y leamed words bring about
mistakes, when one tries to activate one's passive knowledge of a word.
A word coming to mind can resemble a stimulus word, for example by
the number of syllables or by some of its phonological features. The
beginnings and ends of words are important. Aitchison (1989, 121) has
given numerous examples from English of how a given meaning can be
associated with a given word form, for example, the meaning beøver to
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the form b....r and in this instance the English words beaker, bearer etc.

which resemble the stimulus word, may spring readily to mind.
The structure of Finnish vocabulary differs considerably from

Indo-European languages and one can presume that this fact can cause

the Swedish speaking language leamer to make lexical errors caused by
intralingual phonological resemblance. Finnish vocabulary is synthetic and

it favours long and multimorphemic words (Häkkinen 1990,I37). As the
most important factor in the formation of words has been derivation,
Finnish words form word families which are derived from the same basic

form and which resemble each other. Also, the meanings of these words
are linked (at least as far as the basic form is concemed). These roots

and derivations which are thus linked to each other, form a system which
makes it easy for a native speaker of Firurish to remember these words.
Thus the number of words that one is able to master in one's own
language is considerably increased (Ikola 1990, 1't4). The corresponding
memory of lexical units of a second language leamer is still far from
perfect and one could compare it to a broken net which the language
leamer tries to mend the best he can.

So-called "false friends" (orthographic resemblance and/or same

etymology bu¡ a different meaning) are a notable source of vocabulary
mistakes made between Indo-European languages. For example, in English
the word eventuølly has a false friend in Swedish, eventuellt, which
means 'possibly' (see Stroud 1987, 178); but in addition to this negative
transfer, there is also a positive transfer when words that resemble each

other are correctly interpreted. This inærlingual resemblance of words

does not, except for a few loan words, (for example Swedish soffa '
Finnish sohva), exist between Swedish and Finnish.

2. MATERIAL AND OBJECT OF STUDY

I have taken as the object of my study the mistakes in written
Finnish which have been made by native speakers of Swedish. My
material consists of 800 essays kept at the Department of Finnish of Abo
Akademi University and written by advanced students in the 1980's.
From the material I have collected such lexical mistakes in the choice of
words, where the mistake has been caused by inralingual phonological
associations in ttre target language, Finnish, or by interlingual semantic
associations or structural differences. The results of this more extensive
study have been presented in the article "Ruotsinkielisten tekemistä
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lelsikaalisisa virheistä suomen kielessä" (Grönholm 1990a) (On tlre
lexical mistakes made by native speakers of Swedish in the Finnish
language).

It has been found in studies made with many other languages
ttnt the majority of errors made by advanced students were lexical ones
(Grauberg On\ 259-262). The quantitive calcularions made by Eeva
Lähdemäki (1991), based on similar material as my own (to a large
extent the same essays) show that lexical erors are the second most
co¡nmon group of mistalces, when the total amount of lexical mistakes
was 733 (13.77o). Even more co¡nmon, in total 849 mistakes (15.97o),
were spelling misakes relaæd to marking quantity in Finnish. For
example tulì 'ftrc' and tuulí'wind'. Other spelling misøkes were not
conrmon in this material (only 171 mistakes 3.27o). The most cornmon
mistakes after the lexical ones are morphological inflectional mistakes and
syntactic mistakes.

Lähdemliki has calculaæd separately the numbers of mist¿kes
made with translation loans words, idiomatic expressions and other lexical
errors (cases of paraphasia, semantic confr¡sion etc.). These are shown in
tlre table I below.

TABLE 1

The amount of lexical errors and the relative amount of all enors made

T¡ryes of enor amount 7o

Translation loans
Idiomatic exprcssions
Other lexical enors

62
45
626

t.2 Vo

0.8 Vo

lL.1 Vo

Total 733 I3.7 7o

Daa f¡om Lähdemäki (1991)

3. COMTUSION OF WORDS DERIVED FROM DIFFERENT
ROOTS

kr ttris present¿tion I have concentrated on describing mistakes
brought about by phonological similarity i.e cases of paraphasia (term
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used e.g. by Mäkilä 1982, 54), l.exical errors caused by similarity of
form or meaning can also be termed "approximations" (see e.g.

Hyltenstam 1988, 75). Phonological resemblance is the most important
feâture behind these mistakes and thus there are both word pairs derived
from the same root word and from different root words among these

cases. As far as Finnish is concerned, this random phonological similarity
causes errors to occur, for example as in the following cases:

(1) *On vain yksi pieni vaikutus se on että työpaikka on utsjokissa
tai Pohjoiskarjalassa (corre ct: vailæus)
'There is only one small *ínfluence' (correcu difficulty)

(2) *Eilen kuulin rastaan viherrystö ensimmäisen kerran tänä vuonna
(conect: viserrystä)
'Yesterday I heard abird *turn green' (conect: sing)

(3) *Hyvä esimerkki siitä on viime syksynä tapahtunut maanjörjestys
Mexicossa... (correcfi -iãrísrys)
'A good example of this is the *civdl order' (correcti earthquøke

In all these examples the morphematic form of the conñ¡sed word
pairs is so similar ttrat ii increases the probability of the wrgng choice,

in addition to the phonological similarity. In observations made on other
languages, it has been noted that key factors in these confusions are

syUaUtè structure, stress pattem and the word cllss. For example Cïttt
(i988, 88) has given, amongst others, the following examples from
English: lawn - Iine, easy - early.In the material of Aitchison (1989'

L2t) the beginnings of words were identical in 80 cases and also the

endings were identical in 70 cases. Also, in most of these cases the

number of syllables was the same. Emmorey etc. (1990' 126) has put

even more emphasis on the importance of the beginnings of words (for
example in English, cloak, close, clothe, clove etc., which have been

grouped under l}lo/ in the mental lexicon). The same results apply 1o the

éxamples in my own material. In all these cases, the number of syllables
was tire same and the majority had a phonologically identical beginning
and ending (vai--us, ví--ys, iör-ys).

Moreover, the ordinary speaker does not usually have a clear
picture of the etymological origins or relationships of words even in his

ówn native language (Räisänen 1983,ll7-120). Thus it is quiæ possible

ttrat in confusing, for example, the words iliriestys ('order') and iärßtys
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('eartlquake') (example 3), tlre Swedish speaking wriær has grouped in
his mind these phonologically simila¡ words as belonging etymologically
together.

The cases of paraphasia of verbs are similar ûo those of nouns.
Some of the cases arp caused purely by phonetic and morphematic
associations, but some rnay be caused by other factors as well.

(4) tKun minä olen levínnyt pari tuntia, minä aloitin tehdä minun
kotiæhtevani (conect leviìnnyt)
'lVhen I have *expanded' (correcu rested)

4. COI\ÍFUSIONS OF WORDS DERIVED F'ROM THE SAME ROOT

Taken from a diachronic viewpoint, one can see that in Finnish
there are very many words derived from the same root, which because
of the "sameness" of the root also rcsemble each other phonologically.
Some of the words, which etymologically belong to ttre same woid
family, have, however, drifted apart from each other and from the root,

9o that the Swedish speaking language leamer can hardly have had any
knowledge of the historical background and derivational relationship (for
example the Finnish wotds asema and asento and asea)t, when according
to some studies, even a native speaker of Finnish is uncertain in judging
these derivational relationships (Räisänen 1983,117-120). Because of ttrè
eir random phonological resemblance these cases could possibly be
classed in the same way as the words confused, and can therefore be
discussed in part three. I have however, considered it justified to deal
herc with all the words that historically belong together as this gives a
clearcr picture of the extent of the problems caused by the structure of
Finnish vocabulary. Owing to the characteristic structure of Finnish
words, words that resemble each other form a much broader and more
complicated system than in the Indo-European languages, because the
family rcsemblance of words creates simultaneously phonological and
semantic associations between words.

In Finnish, derived words are morphematically complex: the
derived words can have many derivative suffixes one afier the-other, in
addition to inflectional endings. hr these cases, the analysis of
polymorphemic groups becomes too diffïcult for the language bâmerand
he does not have the strength to pay attention to the semantic meanings
of both the inflectional and derivative suffixes : comparc for example the
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Finnish jörkí - jörie + stö - iörie + r, + ele'iörie + rt + el + mä -
järje + st + eI + mö + llinen - iörie + st + el + mö + Ilß + tö - iörie
+ J, + el + mö + Itis + tä + ¡ninen (in Bnglish, systemization).

The difficulty of morphological and semantic interpretation
makes the language leamer try to make use of all the phonological fea-
tures of the word" Some of the enors have to do with long compound
words, in which at least one element is also derived, for example,

(5) *Maatalousneuvontaj¿irjestelmöt, nitnkuin esim. "Finska
hushällningssällskapet", antavat työpailú<oja monille agrologille
(correcu -jörjestöt)
'Agricultural *systems' (correcu organízatíons)

(6) *Onhan paljon muuta joka kuuluu opintoelùrnâlln (correct:

opiskelu-)
'There is much more that belongs to *studies' (correct: student

hfe)

a) *oppilaiden pitäisi siis viihtyä koulussa ja siksi kotiurakenteen
pitäisi olla viíhtyvö (conecü rakennulcsen and víihtyísö)
i*The school stntcture should be feeling *comfortable' (correct:

the schoolåri/ding should be comfortable.)

In these examples there are disturbing associations with ttre sti-
mulus words, in which one element of the compound word is the same.

For example, the word lcaulurakenne ('school structure') which replaced

the correõt word laulurøkennus ('school building') in example 7, is
caused by ttre fact ttrat its common element is almost identical in word
form to the word that was being searched for in the writer's mind.
However, the use of multimorphemic lexical units indicaæs clearly that
the vocabulary of the writers has reached a high and specialized level
in the acquisiiion of a second language. 2

The following examples are paraphasia errors of non-compound
words:

(S) *..joskus tuntuu siltä, että hevonen karkaa ohiulcsista (correct:

ohjaksista)
'The horse escapes from the *¡nissíle' (correct: reins)
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(9) *Monella suomalaisella on se asento että kaikki muut pitäisivät
oppia suomea niin etæi he tarvitsivat oppia mitään vieraita kieliä
(correcn asenne)
'Many Finns have the *position' (correct attitude)

(10) tN¡ toisen viikon lopussa olen onnistunut saarnaanjonkinlaisen
lcåsítteen akatemiasta (correct: Icösítyksen)
'I have managed to get some sort of *concept' (correct:
ímpression)

In the case of asenne ('attitude') and asento ('position') -
example 9, it can hardly be presumed that the conñ¡sion is caused by
the words belonging etymologically together. Most probably, the only
influential reasons are the phonological and morphemic associations
caused by the resemblance of the word forms.

The same applies to example I ohjuksista (should b ohjaksßta).
The syllable structur€s of the aforementioned words are similar. In all the
cases the beginnings of the words are similar, which in itself is known
to cause conñ¡sion in language leaming even when dealing with very
common words (see Aitchison 1989,120)

In other languages as well (amongst others in English, see

Aitchison 1989, 114-115), there are similar examples where even in one's
own native language, especially derivations which resemble each other
are confused, for example in English rnalicious for malignanr (the suffix
has changed), provísíonal for províncial (confusion in the stem). h the
light of my own material, when it is a question of acquiring a second
language, the problem is usually the change in the derivational ending,
as tn lösìte for trisdr¡g (example 10). This is probably caused by the
special character of Finnish vocabulary structure, notably the much larger
a¡nount of derivational endings than in Swedish. In a way one could say
that as far as Finnish is concemed, confr¡sions are increased by tttis deri-
vation¿l morphology, which is difficult to leam and remember. It can
also be presumed tlnt the derivational suffixes ar€ not very quickly joined
with the root rvord and form lists based on associations in the mental
lexicon (see Hurford 198I,422).

In the background of some of these examples might be the
morphological differences between Swedish and Finnish lexemes. Whilst
Finnish uses derivation to form new nouns, Swedish uses bottr
derivational endings and prefïxes which are attached to the stem. When
the meaning of a productively derived noun is specified by certain
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derivational endings, the same additional semantic features, for example
: [person], [ocation], [result of acfion], [intention], [ack of intention] etc.,

can in both Finnish and Swedish be expressed with different morphologi-
cal structures. lVhen ttre writer uses the derivation maanvilieliiþ instead

of maanviljellg, ('farmer - farming'), he has chosen a word, which in
Swedish conelation jordbrulû - iordbrukøre is expressed by a word
formed with a so-called zero morph. When fluency in the target language
has not yet been achieved, ttre similarity of the root can seem more
important even in cases, where in Swedish there is altemation between
forms derived from the same root, both with and without prefixes. In
many previous studies on language contact' some results have shown that
the méaning of the root is the most imporant feature in tlre intermediaæ

søge of language leaming: everything else, for example suffixes and
prefîxes are discarded as being unimportant (Mäkilä L982, 9; compare

also Grönholm 1988, 255-256). When using Finnish, the Swedish
speaking user can consider the vast derivational systems of Finnish (in
addition to tlre inflectional morphology) as being redundant. Compare :

Swe : byggnad Fin : rakennzs (Eng : building)
Swe : uppbyggnad Fin : rakenn¿ (Eng : stn¡cture)

Among cases of paraphasia there are also those where the wrong
choice is caused, in addition to resemblance, by the difference in
equivalence. Especially snucturally and phonologically similar words of
nvo syllables muísrtlmuisto (in English 'memory/a memory'), taídeltøíto
('a¡lskill') etc., get confiised only because of resemblance, as has been

found in other languages as well. These kinds of words even form whole
phonological classes in ttre mental lexicon (see those in Aitchison
1989,125).

(11) *Omasta kokemuksestani mukaan tiedän ettã ulkonräþ pettää
(correct: ulkomrä&ö)
'*Visíons can be deceptive' (correct: appeørances)

(LZ) *Oppilaat rauhoitn¡vat vähiællen kun he huomaavat että

muístonsa rupea palaamaan takaisin (conecü muístínsa)
'*a memor!' (correcc memories)

(13) *Salin löytäminen on suurta taídetta (conecfi v44t¡¡ suurty taítoa)

'Finding ttre hall is a great *art' (conect: skíll)
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In all these examples the differences in equivalence of the initial
language and the target language a¡e clear. Swedish is underdifferentiated
in comparison to Finnish; for example:

Swe : syn = Fin : ntiþ and nöki)
Swe : mínne = Fin : muisto and muístí
Swe : &ors, = Fin : taíde and tøiø

Cases of paraphasia in relation to verbs are of the same t¡rye.
Especially numerous are the cases concemed with the distinction root
verb/derived verb, but there can also be confusions between different
derived forms. When contrasting Finnish and Swedish, one must remem-
ber that in Finnish there are many of modifying derivative endings for
verbs and one cannot show the natural semantic equivalent for all of
these in Swedish. For this reason the Finnish language causes the
language leamer to confuse both verbs and nouns, whereas in studies
made on of English, nouns play the major role in malapropisms
(Airchison 1987,20).

(14) *Kun lapset näkevät väkivaltaa, he myöskin haluavat tietää mitä
se on, ja miksi ihmiset luiyuiÍvöt sota (correct: kìÍyvöt)
'*use war' (conecü fi.ght a war)

(15) *Se ei merkitsee sitä että on jätenävä pois matkalta Kanarian
saarille jos ei hallitse espanja (conect: jtÍätövö')

'This does not mean that one must *å¿ left out of a trip to the
Canary Islands if one does not speak Spanish' (conect not to

go to the Canary Islands)

(16) *Näin pieni harhailu våiärälle ilmakehälle voi johdatta vaikka
kolmanteen maailmansotaa (conecü johtaa)

'This insident can *guíde us into a ttrird world war' (corect:
lead)

(17) *Pidämme kuit€nkin peukalot edelleen pystyyn ja toivomme, että
saisimme ainakin pronssimitalin mukaan kotiin Moskovassa pidö-
tetyst¿i MM-kisoista (correcc pídetyistä)
'We hope to bring home a bronze medal from the world
champion ships *ørresfed in Moscow' (conect: held)
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It is clear that the Finnish synthetic verbs, with chains of deriva-
tional suffixes, are difficult for a Swedish-speaking person to leam, when
the equivalent in his own language is a root verb or a combination of,
for instance, verb and preposition. In the light of my o\ryn material,
advanced students have, more clearþ than comprehensive school students,
restructured ttre Finnish derived verbs in the aforementioned cases into
tlvo new categories, in addition to basic verbs. The clearþ defulred (t)tA
verbs and to some extent the U verbs, that will be discussed later, afe
prototypes of this.

The difficulty in making a distinction is in most cases caused
by the fact that in Swedish there is one root verb which is semantically
equivalent to the Finnish root verb and a derivative verb or verbs. In
Swedish, such semantic features which in Finnish a¡e exprcssed with
derivational endings can be latent. In some instances however, Swedish
semantic features such as inchoativity and reflexive constructions, can be

expressed structurally in a different way from Finnish, for example with
the form -s or the pronoun sig and many semantic features, amongst

others momentanity, the direction or result of an action etc., can be

expressed by the use of a separate preposition (see for example Viberg
1980, 6, 63; Tommola 1983,126-In),

Another large group of errors is concemed with the confusions

of U derivations and another verb, or the (t)tA-, stÁ' derivations. The
direction of the simplification can come from either.

(18) *Monet ihmiset luulevat että tehtaat saastuvat tatrallaan ilman
ja veden (correcÍ saastuttavat)

'The factories *get polluted' (conecü the factories pollute)

(19) *Eilen Ruotsia vastaan Suomi y/ryi tasapeliin 1-1 (correct: ylti)
'*increased' (correcu achieved)

(20) *En voisi millään tavalla sanoa että syyslukukausi olisi vastannut
odotuksiani mitä opintoihn hulee (correct: kuuluu)
'as far as my studies *hear' (correcu as far as my studies are
concerned)

QI) *Tämän jälkeen suunnitelmani olivat nuuttaneet, voidaan sanoa

etten tiennyt mitä tekisin (correct: muuttuneet)
'My plans had *moved house' (conect: my plans lwd clnnged)
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The use of the passive-reflexive U verbs3 is very problematic
for a speaker of Swedish, as well as for speakers of German or English
(see Siitonen 1990, 96). Swedish-speakingen do not, however, in ttre light
of my maûerial, replace the Swedish s form with the passive at least
when they have to wriæ in an informal situation (compare Swe: Dörren
öppnas - Fin : Ovi avauui (Eng : The door is opened - the door
opens). One reason for this may also be that in Swedish many verbs
have a [+causative/-causative] system, in which the anticausatives are
marked by a passive or by a reflexive (Viberg 1980, 90). Lr this case the
object (of the surface structure), which occurs with the Swedish s form
is seen to have the semantic role of a passive subject (PATßNT,
Jörgensen et al. 1987, 88-89) as with the Finnish U verbs (see Jokinen
1990, 14).

It can thus be seen as the interference of Swedish (and also as
a universal language feature in the interlanguage of the language leam-
er) ttnt the Finnish verb system is simplified. At the same time the
confi¡sions are influenced by phonological associations. The semantic
content expressed by roos of words that resemble each other is the most
important feature as far as the language leamer is concemed and this is
enough for him at the inærmediate stage. Redundant features are
disregarded, as was done with nouns, or the semantic features of the
derivational endings are not known in such a way that would have any
meaning to the writer. As far as the language leamer is concemed it is
a question of a communicative language leaming strategy. The text can
remain complete when the words that one has learned are simplified in
one direction or another: from root verb to polymorphemic or from
polymorphemic to root verb (see also Grönholm 1990b).

Of the lexical errors made by native speakers of Swedish
(approximations), the majority are cases of intralingual paraphasia, despite
the fact that they are caused by confusing word pairs which do or do not
belong etymologically together. The intralingual influence becomes
especially emphasized with advanced leamers who a¡e at an interlanguage
sage of language leaming. Their vocabulary has grown quite large and
sophisticated and thus the conft¡sions of words belonging to the same
word family become possible.
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Notes

1. The relationship between the root word and the derived word is
impossible even for a native a Finnish speaker to perceive, when the

roõt word has disappeared or is scarcely used. For instance the

aforementioned words osetna and asento are derived from the root verb
asea, which now only known in some Finnish dialects (Häkkinen 1990,-

tn).

2. For sake of comparison let us mention that comprehensive school
students do not yet master such abstract and morphematically difficult
compound words. In their essays, there are only a few compound words
and ttrose are very concrete in their meaning as for example ioulupul:ki -

Father Clrrisunas koíranruolca - dog food (examples from primary
school) and other well known words, such as hnaruutu - TV screen,

míetìpide - opinion, Pikkuløklconen - a well known children's programme
(examples from secondary school). Bilingual students use compound
words in the same way as native speakers of Finnish, but they do rnake

quite a few paraphasia errors with these words as well as with fixed
c-onnections, for example knasunaamio - gas disguise, should be

lcaasunaamard - gas mask, vöhíttöísmølcsu - hire purchase should be

vöhímnuiísnalcsl¡ - minimum charge.

3. Jokinen (1990, 15-16) also calls the Finnish U- verbs U- passives

because of the passive role of the subject. The fi¡nction of these verbs

can be deemed to be automatic as opposed to produced action.
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